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r /? y /y
V/s/rf v///Y<'/ c ///Vy*/Of, ^

Serapis.fir 9
14th January807.N? sO/y/uw :£\c

Sir,;
Since writing on the 8th nit.via Sandy Point, your despatches 

numbered 13 (the second altered to 14) of October 22nd per Peii- 

taur and of 3rd November per Tanis have come to hand,both oh the 

as well as no.15 of 14th November per Denderah on the 

22nd ult. We have also received your letter of the 19th November 
per Denderah,which arrived four days earlier.

2. Desp.13 - 2. We are waiting for news of the Celox,to see 

whether we can wait to take her up again on her return.
3. Par.3. The Board are strongly opposed to carrying forward 

the balance of the Fortuna’s account. If she shows a loss,which, 
is likely, it will be far better to write it off at once,seeing 

that at present prices for wool our next year’s profits are cer
tain to show a great falling off.5.

4. Par.Note is taken of the produce for insurance.
5. Par.6. When it was known that the Fortuna must carry a 

certificated mate, I to.ld Dixon to get a man for the voyage only, 

and to arrange for his taking a passage at her expense on arri
val. I saw the paper you sent, and told Dixon at the time that it 

was not worded as I wished it,being permissive only instead ofl 
definite,as I had intended that .there should be no question ab

out his leaving at once. To the best of my recollection Dixon 

replied that that was understood,so I was surprised to find that 

Crisp had remained so long on board. Otherwise there is nothing 

very serious about it,as it only gave him the passage which was 

secured to hirn by the articles. I was under the impression that 

Rowlands knew all about it. Writing of Dixon, I may mention that 

I have just heard that he is going out this mail to look for 

work; why I cannot tell,as we can give him nothing, and you would 

find him difficult to get on with on account of his temper.

8th ult •»

A.E.Baillon, Esq.,

Manager,..
Stanley.
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6. Par.7. If the Bertha is going to yield nothig we shall 

have to write her off,.but is it not possible to get on board 

when the wind is off the land?
7. Par.9. There seems to have been a miscalculation about the 

time necessary for the Speke’s repairs,for in this paragraph yon 

led ns to expect that she wonld leave abont the middle of Novem
ber, while desp.15 - 9 postpones her departnre until the 20th 

December.
8. Par.19. If the nnofficial menbers of Conncil protested ag

ainst the 3 months’ period of infection,why did yon not see that 

yonr protest was recorded in the Minutes,and, if yon got no sat
isfaction, memorialize the Secretary of State? Unless I have mis

sed the discussion, there is nothing in the printed report of the 

meetings in the Gazette to show that there was any question rai
sed at all.

9. Par.20. At present we can only say that if yon are asked 

for the reasons that prompted yon and the others to send the Me
morial against the Governor, yon will not,we hope, keep back any fi 
fact of which yon may be cognizant, while carefully avoiding any 

charge that rests only on gossip or current report.

10. Par.22. With regard to advances made to the crews of ves- 

sels,.I send you one of the Thetis’s accounts,which simply puts 

down everything as “cash &c7,and what is sufficient for the head 

Shipping office in the kingdom is probably good enough for .the 

Falklands. Of course the main thing is to get the approval of 

the seaman himself; I believe that it is recognized that he has 

not usually any spare cash,.and that anything supplied for his 

use must be advanced. If this will not do,then you must put it 

down as cash,as you suggest.

Par.27. The shipment of wood by steamer is not satisfac
tory, for we always have a question about the measurements,and 

are done each time without fail.

12# Par.28,. The claim for the Pandora has been put forward, - 
and will be in order. You will see from this ease how very risky 

it is making advances on such vessels on .the chance of their 

running without accident.

11.
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13. Par.29. The Board have hob further discussed the Endow
ment policies, though they are ready to do so if they hear that 

our people look upon the idea with favour. I do not see that any 

idea of a rise in wages was suggested from this side,at all ev
ents in the despatch which carried the copy of letter from the

Royal.
14. Par.31. I will try sending the invoices through the Cap

tains of the steamers,but I have a clear recollection of the 

difficulty I used to find in getting anything sent that way for 

hours after the arrival of the mail.
15, ' 14 - 3. Robson’s fencing was sent by the Thetis; if X had 

known that it was such a small quantity I would have executed 

the order before. This inconvenience would not have arisen,had
he sent through the office,as he should have done.

16. Par.5. I have gone into the question of beer and whisky 

with Bass and the Bushmills Co., and hope that we may be able to 

make satisfactory arrangements. I learn from Goss that Williams 

sells Bass cheaper than you do,which should not be. Goss also 

says that Younger’s beer is only 2/.cheaper,and that he does not 
use it. It would have been more satisfactory if you had given us 

details as to prices, and stated the quality of the ale from 

Younger that you want to compete with. One of Bass’s principal 
people has been here, and I have told him how we stand, explaining 

that Youngers are to some extent cutting them out. They wish to 

back us up, and with that view have agreed to give us a special 
discount of 10#, which will be allowed in full on the general in
voice, though, as they do not wish it known,it will not be taken 

off the invoice that goes to the Store. With 2^# more discount 

than Williams gets, and an advantage in freight,we can certainly 

afford to sell lower than he can, and if he wishes to play a cut
ting game it may be necessary for you to go one better,‘If you 

understand the expression. Bass’s manager would like to have a 

sample of Younger’s ale,so that they may test the gravity; this 

you had better bring with you. In order to test the market I am 

sending 15 hhds.of pale ale,which is 5/.per hhd.cheaper than ho. 

4,and will,! hope,be considered preferable by many. In the mat-
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ter of whisky, I am sending imperials pint and pint flasks from 

Bushmills; this is really good whisky,and I hope will go down.
If i't is too good, then we must go into the matter upon your arri 
val in England. The Dublin Distillers’ Co.are very anxious to 

have a slap at Burke,who,-they say,is only a blendeT,not a dis
tiller. The price at which Burke’s 3 star whisky is sold is very 

low,but it is easy to put three stars on anything. The D.D.Co. 
include George Roe’s whisky,which they think they can put in to 

compete with Burke,but to see what the latter sends it is im- 

pofctant that you should bring a flask with you,so that it may be 

tested.There is the further question upon which you should have 

informed us,that is whether Burke’s is in imperial pints,or in 

reputed measures such as mentioned in one of the letters from 

the Bushmills Co. I may mention that Goss has expressed his re
gret at having been obliged to get his liquors from Williams,but 

he said that you could not supply him as cheaply, and that he 

could not help himself. He has promised me that he will return 

to the Company,if he can make satisfactory arrangements, and you 

should endeavour to bring this about,for the publicans’ accounts 

are almost the only ones of any account in Stanley. I have as
sisted Goss over his bill for £300,.as it is just as cheap to be 

civil as not,cheaper, perhaps, in the end.
Par.6. We shall do nothing about a screw cutting lathe 

until you come home,and you will have some difficulty in per

suading us to increase the already large stock of machinery that 

is eating irs head off,just for the sake of turning 

a year or so,for a vessel that cannot get it anywhere elase. If 

ships were more plentiful it would be a different matter.

I am sorry that I cannot give you any information 

as to a credit for the Galgorm Castle,for although I have writ~ 

ten to the Owners twice,and conveyed to them the Board’s request 
for a Banker’s guarantee,they have ignored the subject. The Sal

vage Association cabled you a few days ago,and I am going to try 

to learn from them what is to be done to the ship, and by whom; 
if you are authorized to draw upon them, well and good,but if not 

and you hear nothing further from us, you are to secure the ad

vances you make upon Bottomry.

17.

a screw once

18. Par.7.
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19. Desp.15 - 3. We sold the Sterling’s bill for 48 3/8d., 

equal to 4.96, so yon were right to charge more than par; but it 

was a pity that yon did not get a draft on the New York honse,as 

the exchange wonld have been more in onr favour.

20. Par.4.The wheel cannot be made as desired by Nilsson,so 

we have instructed Burgess to send the nsnal kind. Correspond
ence on the subject is enclosed.

21. Yonr remarks oh the Thetis are noted. Is it not a new 

thing sending Bernsten to stow tallow,work that always used .to 

be done so well by Mc.Lauchlen?

Par.7. I cannot see the difficulty in guessing the prob
able quantity of oil required for the engine. The daily con-

22.

sumption is known,and after taking stock,it would have only been 

necessary to multiply the largest possible number of days by the 

gallons per day,and the amount required for the season could 

have been arrived at. As to the inferior quality being respon
sible for the difficulties, surely the makers know something ab
out their own engine, and we sent the oil they recommended. To
use refined lamp oil at double the price or more wolild be sheer 

waste. However,the oil sent by the Thetis will put this right, 

and you must see that, the fine oil is not sent out. 

this subject, I may remark that it is singular that last
While on

mail
brought no news whatever about Rea, who was sent out to work the
engine; 

been overlooked.
seeing the importance of the question it should not have

23. Par.8.As you do not mention what you have been in the 

habit of charging Mr.Packe,! cannot 

tion of freight to his jetty,'but I should have 

was no.t paying as much as 5/.a ton in the harbour.
24. Par.13.

say anything about the ques-

thought that he

I have written both to the Kosmos Co.and 

about the quarantine,but I should have
the C.O.

been bet'-er armed if you 

had detailed the arrangement mentioned in the first letter from
the Government. Clearly the right course would have been to put 
the flour in the Fairy or other lighter,and then loaded the wool

from the Great Britain without putting the latter in quarantine. 
T . ... , Seh._i.ottf eidt’s

nc ne to think, from a letter of-hrs that I was allowed
to see at Browne Geveke & Co. ’s yesterday, that t-he whole thing
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plant to get the hulk quarantined, so that they could make 

of her cabin accommodation;and I think the Governor knew 

that unless he got passengers and cargo from the Dehderah into 

her he could hot isolate her. I judge this,because Schlottfeldt 

wrote,“we” contrived to put the Great Britain into quarantine, 

i.e.he and the Governor. If this had not been done they would 

have had a difficulty about their passengers, and if this theory 

is correct it will explain why the use of the lighter was refus
ed. I send copies of letters on the subject.If you will ask Dr. 
Hamilton, he will tell you that when Mr.Mc.Clymont arrived in 

Stanley suffering from smallpox, the Government chartered the 

Perseverance at 50/.per day as a hospital, the passengers were 

quarantined on board the Sussex,and the cargo was lightered a- 

shore immediately, or certaily before the quarantine was up. 
Should a similar case occur,you must offer to take our cargo in 

a lighter at our own expense,subject to what quarantine they 

like to impose,resolutely refuse to receive any passengers or 

man whatever oh board the Great Britain, and claim in a temperate 

manner to be allowed to ship the wool that is on board. The rea

son why I say you must make a stand against receiving passengers 

is that in the event of smallpox breaking out,the whole of our 

shipping arrangements will be upset for two months at least. If 

the Government refuse to do as you suggest,you must quietly give 

them notice in writing that you will hold the^Government respon
sible to the Company for all direct or indirect damage or loss 

that may occur through their arbitrary mode of dealing with the 

subject, and the departure from the custom that prevails in all 

civilized parts of the world. But,in any Ease,see that there is 

no risk of losing the h ipment of whatever wool you may have in 

hand,for we cannot afford to lose time over getting it to the 

market.

was a
use

24. Par.14. We have recovered the insurance on the Thetis.

25. Par.15. The claim for the Pandora will go through all 
right,but the Underwriters of course object to the deductions m 

made for wages from the nett proceeds.

26. We presume that you will be coming on from Montevideo by 

an English boat, and if so you must add her name to the wool ca-
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ble .that you will give Humphreys on arrival in Montevideo.
27. Since writing par.23,.I have received a very satisfactory 

letter from the Kosmos Co.,and it will not be their fault if 

their agent assists to put any obstacle in your way.
28. Priestman Bros.wish to send Rea to Valparaiso by the Ser- 

apis; I told them last week that they must cable to get him in,, 

or they would not be in time,but I fear they have not done so.
If he is waiting,well and good,but if he cannot be got in,or 

spared so soon,you must arrange to send him to Montevideo,so 

that he can go round from there. We are liable for his passage 

home,but this new arrangement will be at their cost,and save us 

some expense. We mast,however, pay the pasaage as far as Monte
video, if he has to go that way. I learn from the Kosmos Co.that 
the passage to Valparaiso will be £14, and that it can be paid in 

Stanley.
29. We have mislaid the account you sent home of Rowlands’ 

expenses,but enclose the one he put in here, which at the time we 

thought included everything. He must keep very queer accounts,or 

he would have known before he left all he had spent; if the new 

items are the result of an afterthought,we must leave it to you 

to find out if the claim is well founded. I told him when the
account came in that I would pass it,but that he must consider 

himself liberally treated in having his medical expenses defray
ed by the Company,as strictly speaking he had no claim for them.

30. After some negotiation with Messrs.Iiindley I have made a 

contract with them for 20,'000 yards of the usual bagging at 4^d. 

a yard, to be paid for in May. There has been a great fall in 

jute,and people seem to think that it cannot go any lower; at 
all events a penny and an eighth drop is worth having,and we 

cannot be very far wrong. They say that they could supply the 

same as that bought by Mr.E.F.Baillon for much less,the sample 

being inferior to ours both in quality and weight.
31. The Board wish me to call Mr.Nichol’s attention to the

his
approaching expiration of e'ngagemei t, which they pre

sume he wishes to extend, and I am to instruct you to convey to 

him, should he desire to remain, their willingness to raise his 

salary to £500 per annum.



32. Please arrange with Noble for a payment which he has -un
dertaken .to make quarterly to a Mrs.Booth,of Aberdeen,who is in 

charge of his children. She wrote to me in some trouble at not 

having heard from him, and sent me a letter of his clearly prom
ising to make arrangements as soon as he got to Stanley,which he 

seems to have failed to do. On this letter I sent her a cheque 

for £25.i.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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CLlir jhilliliutfi aitD^ (Lmuiutnu.
j f

------•(^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. -

• (/fs/rrr////r/ - ///cY’./y,

Britannia./hr
^o?u/,on ,/i.a. S&9 5*30th January,^«D8.

Sir,/

Since writing yon per Serapis on the 14th inst.,nothing of 

much importance has transpired,and I shall,therefore,not have to 

trouble yon with a long despatch to answer on the eve of yonr 

departure.
2*1 enclose a letter for Mr.Nichol referring to the subject of 

the Reserves,upon which yon may have an opportunity of speaking 

to him before yon leave.
3. The draft on the Treasurer will be sent by the Supplement

ary mail.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

P.S. Your telegram, “Abydos stagionare Thetis Jacena nellie”
was received on the 24th inst.

A. E.Baillon, Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.
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CLln'Jralklitmvi (Cmuymni.
•— -■ INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER l85l.)o—

0/. P/u/rr:r/yrO:/ - /'/lee/s.

Per Luxor. C/P
....  f$&SjLio'/l //on. e. a____ ll-th. March,N? 809.

Sir,

My last despat&h went per Pacific steamer Britannia on the 

30th January,and we have since received your no.16 on the 4th 

ult.,and no.17 on the 18th pit.,the Abydos's mail being deliver

ed on the 22nd. Your letter of the 19th January is also to hand.

2. Desp,16,par.2. Enclosed you will find copies of letters to 

the Colonial Office on the subject of the position taken up by 

the Governor as regards quarantine. A full report is to be call

ed for by the present mail. Whatever happens,you will understand 

that the use of the Great Britain as a lazaretto is to be refus

ed, should it again be requisitioned.

3. Par.3. I have complained to the Kosmos Co.about the refus

al of our cargo on board the Denderah,and Mr.Schlottfeldt is to 

be asked for an explanation.

4. Fhr.5. Nothing further has transpired on this side about 

the Galgorm Castle.
5. Par.6. It is satisfactory to see that the Sabino's coal is 

being worked off; but we have received no account of it lately, 

and wish you to note that the stock on hand should be reported 

every mail,except when there has been no change since the previ

ous one.

6. Par. 9. It does'not matter what we paid for the land that 

we have exchanged with Mr.Packe. I enclose a conveyance of the 

section we are selling,which has been executed in the proper 

form,and with it 1 also send the original Crown Grant to Moore, 

and the conveyance from him to the Company,both of"which should 

be handed to Mr.Packe. Had I had another form,I would have re

written this,but alterations are initialled; as to the one sent 

by Mr.Packe.,the Board would like him to give us another,altered 

as suggested in pencilfto correspond with the other. He should

The Manager of the Pall^land Islands Company.
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also furnish us with th© original Crown Grant,and any subsequent 
conveyances. Although a Corporation can only convey land under 

seal,and for that reason the conveyance had to be sent here, 
there is nothing to prevent your signing the conveyance from Mr. 
Back© for the Company,and then having it registered,before send
ing it home. The signature of the purchaser is only required to 

fulfil the conditions of the local Ordinance. Mr.Pack© should 

sign the grant from us,and have it witnessed as on a certain 

date,within ten days of which it should be registered,to comply 

with the Registration Ordinance,no.12 of 1853,sec.2. Each pur- 

chaser,of course,looks after his own registration.
7. Bar.10. We should be glad to do all we could tofavour P. 

MacLean,should he get the exchanged sections; but I will defer 

writing on this subject until the last moment,as an answer from 

the Colonial Office to a letter om the subject may be received 

any moment.
8. Par.16. The matter of the missing bale has not been clear- 

edup,and we await your personal explanations.
9. Par. 18. It is considered that Mr.Nichol and Captain Bat- 

more between them might be equal to the strain of preparing the 

Bills of Lading and other documents,should it be thought desira
ble to despatch the Thetis direct from Darwin Harbour.

i
10. Par.20. It has not yet been reported that Mr.G-reenshields 

has sighed the guarantee; this should not have been omitted.
11. Par.26. We should haye liked to see a copy of the memor

ial sent by Greenshields against the subdivision of his surren
dered land,and rely upon your giving us any information that 

transpires on this subject.
12. Desp.l7,par.2. Although you do not say so,it is evident 

that a new suit of sails for the Fortuna is not required yet.
13. Par.6. I can take no steps about the pilferage of cargo 

until I am furnished with marks and numbers of the rifled cases. 
You cannot be too explicit in giving information; in this case 

it may,and probably will,turn out that the cases were taken a- 

longside by lighter.without passing through the hands of the 

Dock people at all.



14. Par. 9. I have complained most strongly to the Kosmos ag
ents about the proposal alleged to have been made by Schlott- 

feldt. I preferred doing this to writing direct to Hamburg,as 

you did not state your source of knowledge,and X did not wish to 

commit myself by founding a fprmal complaint upon what might, 
after all,turn out to be current gossip. It would be a most ser
ious thing if it were the caupe of interference with our hulks.. 
If the Governor actually proposed to cut the Great Britain's 

cable,a strong protest,holding him and the Government responsi
ble, should be made; but armed resistance would be unadvisable, 

because,even supposing that.the whole police force wore over
come, they might turn out the Volunteers,and that would be -ex
tremely serious. You should let it be known,should the question 

become a burning one,that the Great Britain was anchored where 

she is upon an application made by me to the Government to as
sign a permanent place for hep,and that She was moored by the 

Government pilot. I am not sure if you will find a ny letter to 

the Government about it,but it might be so,and at any Tate Gamp- 
bell will recollect it. To the best of iqy recollection it was in 

1887. But if the question is at rest,remember that it is best to 

let sleeping dogs lie.

15. Par. 16. Correspondence with Mr.-Heuston on the subject of 

money belonging to the Miller family is enclosed. You will see 

he has paid us the whole sum,and wishes to let those who are of 

age draw their portions. You would first have to reconcile the 

difference of one year between the ages as givenby !4r,Houston, 
and those obtained from the family themselves. However*as X im- 

derstand that the late Dr.Heupton was appointed by the Court,! 

should say that the safest plan would be to lay the case before 

the Judge,and do as he directs. I suggested to Mr.Houston,who
r •

has his brother's affairs in hand,that after paying those who 

are of age,the balance might be divided in equal shares among 

the remaining children, and each portion lodged in the Savings 

Bank in the joint names of the child and another person*to be 

withdrawn when the former came of age.
16. In your telegram about the Abydos the word Stagionare was 

used instead of ^taffeta; this should not have Occurred.



17. A cheque on the Stanley Qffice for £20.15/.signed by Dr. 
Keay has been presented here by the 

and referred back to the drawer;
Commercial Bank of Scotland, 

for Dr.Keay has already been 

told that his account is not kept here,and cannot now plead ig- 

norance as an excuse for the irregularity.

worse,it appears that the cheque has by mistake been forwarded 

to Stanley,Tasmania.and I have undertaken

To make the matter

to ask you,after com
municating with Dr.Keay,to remit the 

the Commercial Bank, 

entries,it seems that Dr.Keay will

amount here for payment to 

On looking up his account as shown by

not have any balance to his 

You will under- 

overdrafts in cases

your

credit,after paying for the goods per Thetis, 

stand that we are not disposed to allow

where Colonists and Government Officers 

kers.
make use of us as Ean-

18. We have not heard 

Sissie,which we 

return. We are also without

a word about the new machinery for the 

suppose will have been looked to by Noble on his

any information about the telephone 

to the lighthouse,although the materials arrived out a long time
ago. Nor has any report of progress on the new jetty reached us 

of late; in connection with these matters I may mention, that the 

Board desires to be always kept up to date as to work that is
going on.

19. I received by the last mail in 

letter orders from W.E.Turner to Fallowfield
an envelope without any

and others,the cost
of which would run into £60 or £70,execution Of which I have 

been obliged to postpone,until I hear that he has 

funds.
placed you in

On reference to the Stanley accounts,it appears that u$> 

to the end of November,including goods sent out by-steamer that

month,he owed us quite £200,and it is strange that he should 

have been allowed to go on to that extent,without your calling 

our attention to it,as his payments have been from time to time 

extremely small. I see that goods were sent to him in the first 

instance in compliance with a request in your 563-11,in which it 

was stated that Mr.Greenshields guaranteed the money; thiB must 

at once be put to rights,and Mr.Greenshields asked to pay up,for 

we cannot undertake toship goods as we have done on credit. Tur-
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ner must be told that if he wants orders executed,he must send 

them through the Stanley Off ice, and that the money must/ he paid 

or guaranteed in advance. It appears that although he d&fl. not 

write to me,he did both to Fallowfield and Morgan,stating that 

the orders were urgent,and some of them had been put in hand,be
fore an intimation was received from here that we would not be 

responsible. There is also an order for a silver cup given by 

the Governor to the Rifle Club,but if we are to purchase this# 

and we will do so with pleasure,a remittance must be made to 

cover the cost. With regard to this,if it were left to me,I 
would order it from Mappings,not from the Bradford firm>as I ber- 

li'eve better value would be obtained.
20. I have written fully to Mr.Hichol about the exchange Of 

the freeholds of 35 and 38 for an equal quantity of land on the 

Reserves proposed by the Governor,which the Board do not consid
er that we should accept,as it is most important that we should 

retain at least one house and the adjacent pens,to render us in
dependent of the new tenants in the matter of access to Stanley. 
The correspondence on the subject with the Colonial Office is 

enclosed in the letter to Mr.Nichol,and I need not repeat what I 

have written to him; but you will understand that yob are to 

confer with him on the subject as soon as possible^and arrange 

what steps you are to take in the negociations with the Govera- 

meiit*which should be carried through with as little friction as 

possible. On the 21st ult.I cabled "Elisao Freeholds*,which,it 

is hoped,went down to Sandy Point,and would inform you that they 

were not to be exchanged. If it is decided that we are to give 

UP one of the freeholds,you will remember that the conveyance ip 

to be sent to London to be executed by the Board under seal.
21* Oir the 7th inst.we received your cable,"Federal ^hbmas 

Stephens London*1,and see from the report to Lloyd's that she has 

been extensively damaged. It is presumed that this message was 

brought up by the Sirius,which we hope has brought the accounts. 
The owners of the Thomas Stephens have sent over to say that 

they are going to call here,and before closing this 1 shall 
probably be able to report what they are going to do with her.
If carried out by us it will be a heavy piece of work..
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22. Since writing the foregoing,I have had an interview with

Messrs.Thomas Stephens & Sons,and regret to say that they are so

much alarmed at the accounts they have heard of expenses at

Stanley,that they axe thinking of condemnation. They mentioned
h

to me that they tpught that the Galgorm Gastle would also be 

condemned,and if this is to be the case whenever any need of 

heavy repairs arises,it will be a most serious thing for all 
concerned in Stanley. You shopld take the opportunity of talking 

the subject over with our foremen,and point out to them how Very 

necessary it is that better despatch should be given. In the 

case of the Old Kensington,which did us a lot of harm,the owners 

told me that they did not object so much to the expenses,which 

were high enough,as to the enormous loss they sustained by the 

detention of the vessel. It behoves all,therefore,to endeavour 

to work more smartly,remembering that although a little more 

money may be earned over an individual case by loafing,the inju

ry done to the rputation of the port is enormous,and each case 

of long detention makes it worse. I would suggest your asking 

the men if they cannot make up their minds to taking these ves

sels by contract,and by way of assisting to bring down the cahr-
7. '

ges,you might see if it is not possible to reduce our charges 

for the use of machinery by,say,2Q$. Something must be done,and 

that quickly,if Stanley is not to be wiped out as a repairing 

port.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(fln>Jhtlkhtnft StahuuHl (llmuyittra.
—«( I NCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o—

Fer Orissa.

810.N? 0/7 omM:£.C. ____ 9th.. April, _

Sir,

Confirming my last per Luxor,I have now to acknowledge re

ceipt of Mr.Baillon’s despatches no.18 and 19,received 28th ult. 

and 20,which came to hand on the 1st inst.

2. Despatch 18. Any remarks that may have to be made on the 

accounts must be postponed until we have seen Mr. Bail Ion.

3. Despatch 19-4. The owners of the Speke have accepted the
I

drafts on account of her disbursements.

4. Par.6. With reference to the trouble with the Fortuna’s 

crew,it is worth while noting that it was open to us at any time 

during the twelve months to declare the voyage at an end,and pay 

them off,even if the new voyage began the next day. The articles 

are for a period not exceeding 12 months,and the duration of the 

voyage is entirely in the hands of the owners. A former Shipping 

Master in Stanley thought not,and caused us some expense by in

sisting on articles being carried on to the very end; but I ob

tained from ^ondon an authoritative decision on this point in'
our favour,and a copy of it is among the papers in Stanley.

Par.IQ.
5. With reference to this and other paragraphs bearing on bhe 

subject of nqs.35 and 38,there appears to be no more to be said 

on this side,as you have full instructions how to proceed. I may 

mention,however,that if it is not clearly understood that the 

freeholds,uniikq many, of the later ^^hasedno0i9Eufe0aXout°* 
were actually surveyed and laid down^ This being the case,we 

should not surrpnder Fitzroy without getting an equivalent ex

cess ion from the Government.

6. Par.15. The lists asked for shall be enclosed with the in
voices by the outward steamers.

It: :Ji

W.A.Harding,Esq • *

Acting Manager,

Stanley.



7. Despatch no.21 arrived this morning,having been brought to 

Plymouth by Mr.Baillon,who landed there yesterday* He is coming 

to town today,but will not be in time to visit the office.
8. Par.3. The hydraulic cylinder belonging to Packe Bros*& Co 

shall be attended to on the arrival of the Ramses.
9. Par. 5. The drafts in favour of Lazar and Prior should not 

have been at 10 days' sightj if we give bills to oblige outsid
ers, which we are by no means obliged to do,they must abide by 

our rules. They would have had no difficulty in getting the 

bills discounted.
10. Until I have seen Mr.Baillon I defer any remarks that I 

may have to make upon matters that have been passed over.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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QUic J)-a Ik km fi ^ (t mutuum.
- -oMnCORPORATFD BY ROYAL CHARTER I85I.)o—

O' /, Jfyace r///yr/, c

fa,r C /?Orissa.
811. y/6\9_5.__lOth.-April,N? sjn*/sm .e.c.__

Sir,

In continuation of my despatch of yesterday,I have to inform 

you that Mr.BailIon has been at the office this morning,and that 

I have taken the opportunity of discussing several matters in 

the despatches lately arrived.

2. I have a great horror of Pebble Sound,as a dangerous place 

to enter and leave,and had never contemplated the Thetis going 

there; still,if Captain Patmore has weighed the matter carefully 

and does not consider that he will be running unnecessary risk 

in going there,he may use his own discretion. I would point out 

that the West Point pass is worse than Tamar,and that it has al

ways been a maxim that no ship should go in or out either end 

without a commanding wind and a fair tide,of which,no doubt,Cap

tain Patmore is aware. And I would add that it seems unnecessary 

that the Thetis herself should go herself to pick up Mr.J.Dean's 

wool,which could be brought in by a smaller boat at any time be

fore the Thetis is ready to ^doad for home.

3. Desp.19 - 17 and 20 - 6. Mr.Baillon and I have seen Mr. 

Crafer of the Salvage Association today,and I regret to say that 

I am unable to tell you what is going to be done. It seems that 

reports have to be waited for,and that until they have been re

ceived and discussed,no decision can be arrived at. We have also 

seen Mr.Stephens,who called here this morning,but in this case, 

too,I can only report at present that what will be done depends 

upon the reports by the mail,which is not in yet.

4. 20 - 4. We shall go into the matter of the Sissie with Mr. 

Sage after the Easter holidays. There appears to have been a 

great blunder over this.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

W. A.Harding,Esq.., 
Stanley.

Managing Director.
I



(li/lir^alkhtuft 3W .tufts (Cmupititu.
--<i INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.):--------------

r // / C/P
' y /y/r/ r/////r// - //'/rv/.G/.

Per Herodot. r /?
/A/y5.812. 20th May,V? C07tC0-rU£.CL

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 10th ult 

15th March has since come to hand.

2. Par.2. It is satisfactory that the repairs of the Thomas 

Stephens have been commenced. The owners,who are people of large 

means will accept the Captain1s drafts for her disbursements.She 

is very lightly insured,and I have promised that the charges 

shall be as moderate as possible,so that where you see an oppor

tunity of reducing them,do so.

3. We have received £1000 on account of the Galgorm Castle, 

and a credit has been opened for an additional £3000,for which 

sum the Captain is authorised to draw upon Mr.Charles E.Allan of 

Belfast,who is the mortgagee. It has been arranged that under 

the circumstances a charge of 2f $ commission is to be made on 

the whole account,that is to say you will credit it with the 

£1000 cash here and the draft for the balance. It is not desir

able that you should buy any of the coals,seeing the difficulty 

of disposing of them. If anyone else buys it cannot be helped, 

but as no one has a hulk,or means of storing any quantity under 

cover,any sold would soon be worthless. Of course if it should 

be offered at an absurd price,such as 10/.per ton,you might take 

the risk,but in this case we should not have more than we can 

put away under cover.

4. Par.5, As long as the Governor leaves the Great Britain 

alone,it will hardly be v/orth while demurring to any order for 

moving our hulks or vessels. She was,however,placed where she 

lies under the direction of the Government,specially with a view 

to laading and discharging the Kosmos steamers,and consequently 

for the convenience of all exporters,and this it is important to

and your no.22 of• >

W. A. Harding^ Esq 

Stanley.

* i
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bear in mind,
5. Par.7. You have full instructions about the freeholds,to 

which we cannot add anything,but may mention that your remarks 

as to letting the house to Robson seemj reasonable. As to advan

cing him money,you must be most cautious,and it should not ex

ceed an amount that would be equal to 4d.per lb.on a moderate 

estimate of his clip,which should be secured to us by a prefer-* 

ential lien,if the Ordinance is still in force.

6. It is a pity that no progress has been possible with the 

telephone line to the lighthouse,both because we get no benefit 

out of it until put up,and we remain out of the money. I would 

suggest your endeavouring to get the posts put up by contract at 

onee,and if you can get anyone to make an offer it would be 

right to take the opinion of the Government,so as to save any 

after trouble. If you are on fair terms with the officials I 

dare say that you will be able to carry it through.

As the Bills of Lading,which are sent in a consignee’s 

letter often are subject to an enormous surcharge if sent by 

post from Tilbury unstamped,although this charge the P.Q.people 

admit is incorrect and can be recovered with a certain amount 

of trouble,I send some penny stamps,one of which,as long as the 

letter is marked "consignee’s letter"is sufficient to carry it 

through.
8. There was some trouble with the packages on parcel re

ceipts this time,no fewer than three of the latter arriving 

without anything to shov; which was which. Yfhen this happens,.the 

packages should be numbered,and if we ship vrool we are entitled 

to get them as freight,because it is not our fault that each 

description of cargo is put on a separate bill of lading.
9. The Auditors wish to have a detailed list of the Debtors 

of Store each year. This need not delay the accounts,but can 

follow them when made up. It is necessary to make a list of ohe

ledger balances periodically,in order to adjust any differ 

ences that may occur,and it will be convenient that this should

be done at the end of the year.
10. The falling off in receipts for produce through thPvery

Store
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% low prices for wool makes it necessary that the greatest economy 

should be exercised in eVe'ry department,and the Board desire 

that you will confine your expenditure in wages within the Nar

rowest possible limits. Property must not be allowed to run down 

for want of the needful outlay,but no new works must be under

taken, and carpenters and labourer^ must not be kept on for the 

sake of finding them something to do. The Stanley wages have for 

some years shown a progressive rise,and the first two months 

this year they were higher than ever. In 1891 they Yfere £4185, 

while in 1894 they had risen to £5177. This is a matter that 

calls for your serious attention.

11, On the 4th inst.we wired "Galgorm Castle cocemos maslie- 

be” andJ,Thetis prohibited Pebble”. The former you will under

stand, the latter refers to the.Thetis,which on Captain Patmore,fe 

report that she had a narrow shave going through the North West 

Pass,the Board decided should not be allowed to go into Pebble
Sound,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director,
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®ln>cfalk[iu^ Jsflaufrs (Lunquunj.
-----o(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)c------ —

6‘ /, 'Jy/ca/ vu -///yl r//s .7 //y/'f'/s.(

Herodot.Fer
0'//r/sr/£;£.c~..- .J9.9A20th May,813.V?

Sir,

I have to add a few remarks to my despatch no.812 of this

date.

At a Board meeting held today the Sabino has been discussed, 

and it has been decided to ask you to try to arrange,as soon as 

the ships are out of the way,for an estimate being made of the 

cost of making her seaworthy for a voyage,and to get the carpen

ters to undertake a contract for the repairs. As the Egeria will 

be set on one side for the present,there will not be work for

many of them,and it will be a good opportunity for them to keep 

at work,instead of remaining idle. It would not do to go into 

the repairs,unless we know definitely what they are going to 

cost,in fact the Board would not entertain it for a moment. As 

soon as we know that this can be arranged,and also ascertain 

what the ship is likely to realize in London,we can go on with 

the v/ork. It may be stipulated that if ship work turns up the 

contract may be laid aside for a time.

3. The Board have received a letter from H.Ritter,to which 

allusion has been made in the letter to Mr.Nichol. You are to 

inform him that the letter has been received,but that such com

munications do not meet with their approval,as it is a rule of 

long standing that any letters from persons in the employ must 

be sent through the officials at the Islands,in order that they 

may have an opportunity of reporting on them.

4. We hear that Townsend has sent out the Foxglove with a 

cargo of coal from the Humber for Stanley. There is much more 

than will serve the Colony for a considerable time,and you are

(t Vo
L

not to touch it at any price,as the probability is that the

shipper thinks that afteer peddling out a certain quantity he can

W.A.Harding, Esq • 9

Stanley.
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plant the rest on us. We do not wish to be made use of in this 

way,and think that the venture,without our assistance,will prove 

such a loss that it will not be repeated in a hurry.
5. 7fe have chartered the Gelox for a rough cargo out,and 

shall ship about 50 tons of coal to go on with.
6. With reference to the Galgorm Castle,should the repairs be 

likely to exceed £4000,you must let us have timely notice by ca

ble, in order that we may get the credit extended.
7. Since closing my letter to Mr.Nichol,the analysts have 

sent in their report on the North Arm water,which I enclose to 

be forwarded to him. You will see that that from the settlement 

well should only be used after being boiled,while the other 

should not be used at all.
8. In dealing with the Fair Rosamond5s account,it is not 

right to debit her working with the cost of permanent improve

ments in the shape of extensive repairs,and you will see that we

allow her to take crdit for £400,which we estimate to be the ad-
A

dition to her value as a vessel,irrespective of what the work

may have cost.
9. Your attention is drawn to an extract from a letter from 

Mr.Edward Packe with reference to a man named Mc.Leod,who goes 

out with a credit of £40 from Sir Samuel Scott. At my suggestion 

Mr.Vere Packe is to associate himself with you in dealing with 

this money,and I hope the man will not give you any trouble.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

i
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(El[r Jj'al klau^ ituft $ (llmiqnntn.
--------‘(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o—■

C/p , / Cj?O y. <•_ //U/ rec// // /c/^ C7foeeP/,
Potosi,via Lisbon.Per CP

/Ms.,.814.N? oruCon .£.a_ 22nd June, •

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 20th inst.,and I was just able 

to acknowledge by the Luxor the receipt of your no.23,which ar

rived on the 21st. Your despatch no.24 via Sandy Point was re
ceived on the•18th inst.per Orcana.

2. 23-2. Although the repairs of the Thomas Stephens have not 

come to much,I believe that’this sort of case does us more good 

than six Old Kensingtons would. We may make a lot at the time, 

but the amount of the bill tells against us for years.

3. Par.4, A person of enquiring mind might be disposed to ask 

why the Governor has been able to put up lamps at the public 

pense without going through the formality of getting leave from 

the Legislative Council,while it is on record that Colonel D*Ar- 

cy did the same thing,and had to pay for them out of his 

pocket.

4. Par.5. The news about the Thetis is lamentable,and much 

sympathy is felt for the relatives of the drowned seamen. The 

hand to mouth system of watering is a bad one; a vessel leaving 

for the West should have a sufficient supply for the trip round, 

and then an accident of this sort could not occur. I am afraid 

that it is often the case that the schooners do not

ex

own

carry en
ough, at all events it used to be so,and it was the cause of a 

delay frequently. Yfe are in no way responsible,however,for the 

accident,through which the delay of the goods for Port Stephens

occurred,being protected by the clause in the Bill of Lading. 

Nevertheless,the Board are willing to take into account the loss 

of time suffered by Messrs.Dean,and are willing out of regard 

for their colleague to adopt your suggestion as to payment of

W.A.Harding,Esq •»

Stanley.
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half the cost of the Chance’s hire. If anything would have causd 

them to hesitate over this,it would have been the tone of the 

effusion which you enclosed; It has not been stated how many 

days these pound men were on board,but I should have been almost 

inclined,under the circumstances,to lay the ship up until men 

could be got from Stanley,rather than submit to such an imposi

tion.The question of the Thetis’s earnings I will refer to later

on.
5. Par.9. Insurances are noted.

6. Par.11.If I remember rightly,Turner was asked to look over 

Petaluga’s accounts at a time'when I had stopped his credit,but 

I do not know under what circumstances he became his agent and 

business manager. Petaluga was very grateful to me for pulling 

himup,and told me that it had been the saving of him. Why should 

not Turner keep his accounts,if necessary,but we transact his 

business without the intervention of the latter? You would cer

tainly be right in refusing to advance him money to buy from

other people. I am inclined to think that if the matter were

placed clearly before him,he would see what he ought todo.

7. Par.12. The draft memorial is to the point,and excellent

in every way.

8. Par.18. We have received payment from the Kosmos Co.for

the value of the missing bale of BailIon & Stickney’s wool,but

only after long correspondence.

8. Par.24. It is satisfactory to learn that you are alive to

the necessity of keeping wages low,for the present outlook is 

anything but bright.I think that it would be well if some of the

more intelligent of the working men were made to know that the

carrying out of the Governor’s expensive schemes must lead to 

increased taxation,and that when this comes retrenchment in wag

es will be universal,so that they will be among the principal 

sufferers. They ought to know also that in prosperous times we 

have not scrutinized the wages lists too closely,and that many a 

man has had a day’s work for the sake of keeping him employed,

although that work may not have been absolutely necessary.

9. Same par. Mr.Baillon has seen Mr.Sage with me,and sugges-
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tions- as to getting over the priming of the boiler are to be 

sent in in time for this mail. Mr.Sage says that Noble,s meaure- 

ments were misleading; he gave the breadth of the engine room 

floor as 7 feet,and bunkers 2ft.3in.on each side,making a total 

beam of 11 ft.6in. Is this not incorrect? The boiler he says was 

in proportion to the condensing engines,it would have to be for

ced to provide steam for the old engines,which would take more,- 

and priming would be the result. While on this subject I may 

point out that we have heard nothing from you about the alarming 

account of a trip from Sparrow Gove reported in the April number 

of the F.I.Magazine. The Board have fully discussed the sub

ject of the Wasp,and have eventually agreed to have one more 

try,though they sanction it with great misgiving. This time 

there must be absolutely no mistake. Noble must give a precise 

statement of the dimensions of the boiler that must not be ex

ceeded, Diameter,I understand,is of importance,but if it could 

be reduced,without detriment to its efficiency,so as to pass 

down the coamings of the hatch,it would save taking them up at 

any time when it may be necessary to remove it. But if not,we 

must not lay too great stress on it; efficiency is the main 

thing. Before taking any steps,however,about the boiler,the 

iron frames of the boat and their fastenings must be most care

fully examined,as it is considered that oxidation may have been 

going on,and if so she may be unfit to be used as a launch any 

longer. But if the hull and fastenings are sound,the Board will 

send out another boiler,and give this unfortunate white elephant

a last chance. Any remarks that Noble may have to make as to
ings

steam pipes and other fitted must be forwarded,but I hope that 

these will not amount to much,for if they do the project may yet 

be knocked on the head.

10. Same par. I am rather taken aback at the mention of car

penters in connection with the telephone,for I had the poles 

barked on purpose to avoid the attentions of any expensive 

chanics. We did not plane the poles of the Stanley telephone,and 

it was put up very easily and at little expense.

11. Under the circumstances we will not press for payment of 

G-reenshields> guarantee at present,but a time should be fixed

me-

J:
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on which any balance still 6wing by Turner should be made good,1 

and in the meantime the latter would be well advised to restrict

his credits and take payment in advance for any work he may get. 

It would seem that his practice is to give unlimited credit, 

trusting to us to finance him,but it does not pay us to have 

money locked up at 5$,when there are no attendant advantages. I 

know as well as any one the difficulty of getting in debts in 

Stanley,when credit has once been given. In all future transac

tions it must be clearly understood that he places us in funds 

before we execute any orders.

12. Par.26,P.S and 24-9. Your explanations regarding the ex

changes of land together with the full report sent by Mr.Nichol 

have been carefully considered,and are quite understood. It is 

satisfactory to find that an arrangement has been made which 

will save any further trouble and correspondence as far as re

gards the possession of the land,but I think that we cannot drop 

the point as to the correct delineation of the boundary between 

sections 38 and 44,about which it is quite possible that the 

Surveyor has made a mistake. The proposal I made to the Colonial 

Office that we should buy the piece in dispute does not affect 

the occupation of the land or the position of the fence,but with 

regard to any further negociations,! do not think that it would 

be politic on my part to approach the C.O.again,until we have a 

few more facts to go upon,and then I should prefer doing it in 

support of any contention that you and Mr.Nichol may see your 

way to putting forward,so that we may avoid the possibility of 

clashing. I will write further on this subject as to details in 

my letter to Mr.Nichol,of which you will take note.

13. Par.27. I do not see any reason for the Governor's jubi

lation over the survey,for if it is really true that such an en

ormous discrepancy exists between the estimated and actual acre

age of the two sections which have been surveyed,the fact will 

not allow a single sheep more to graze on the land,and it only 

proves that it takes more acres to feed a sheep than we thought, 

and that therefore the rent should be proportionately reduced,' 

whoa,however,unfortunately for the simple people who have taken

• >



the land,is not yet recognized’. Hovr soon it will be,time will 

show.

14. Par.29. It is right to keep us fully supplied with in

formation, even at the risk of being prolix,and the Board are ob

liged for the complete advices with Yfhich you have furnished

us.

15. Desp.24-2. It will not be necessary for Mr.Packe to send 

the original deed relating to the Stanley land. All the transac

tions have been properly registered,it is presumed,and therefore 

there is a complete record of them In the Government archives.

16. Par.6. Messrs.Thos.Stephens & Sons have asked to be al
lowed to defer acceptance of the draft until the arrival of the 

mail per Tanis. I will take ah opportunity of asking them about 

the report you mention. The Governor’s delight at the absence of 

ships agrees with the renevfed attack upon us in the Blue Book 

report,of which I send you a copy. The virulence with which he 

pursues us is akin to the spitefulness of a soured old woman,and 

the spectacle of a Governor crying stinking fish about his 

Colony is probably unique in history.
own

17. Par.8. As you have mentioned the Thetis I will go fully 

into the question,although it might have saved time if you had 

asked Mr.Baillon to discuss it with the Board viva voce. I pro
pose to place on record the ideas on which the purchase of the 

vessel was based,and to show the course that ought to have been

pursued with regard to her movements in order to carry out those 

ideas. The plan of running a vessel direct from London to the
n

outports was started to counteract the offers made by our London
/■

opponents to do practically the same thing,which had led to the 

withdrawal of four or five of our clients,all of vrtiom 

ered when we did it ourselves. The main point has since been 

carried out annually by means of the Orissa,the Concord,and 

the Thetis. The fact that some small ports have been served by 

trans-shipping in a schooner does not affect the question; 

opponents stipulated for 50 tons of cargo,if I remember rightly, • 

as the minimum for going to a port with,and we do not undertake 

to go into creeks with small boatloads in such a valuable vessel

we recov-

now

our
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at any time. But we do expect to land cargo annually at Hill 

Cove,Roy Cove,Weddell Island,Port Stephens,and Pox Bay,and prob

ably would include Spring Point and one ot two other places if 

there is sufficient cargo. The plan of the round voyage is this. 

We make a profit on the trip out,and another on the trip home.

Between the two constant employment round the Islands also en

sures a profit,therefore she should have that constant employ

ment. She is run much cheaper than any of the schooners,there

fore she can take longer over her trips and still make a profit. 

Her wages and provisions amount to about £67 per month,the For- 

tuna costs for the same about £60,and the Hornet £^2 or there

abouts. If we go into other expenses,her insurance is also less, 

but we have sufficient to go upon. Say she carries 500 tons of

woo1,while the Fortuna takes £10,and the Hornet 69. The quanti

ties may not be exact,but will serve for illustration. The cost

per ton of wool per month you will see is enormously in her fav

our. She might make a two month’s trip and yet earning at 10/.
2.

per ton £50 would still more than cover her expenses,while a few
A

such trips would ruin the Hornet. Therefore she should work the

more distant ports which take longest,while the Hornet would re

quire to fill and empty herself several times a month to make a

profit. Therefore the Hornet should have the nearest and easiest

work,say on the Stanley side of Bull Point. The way I Yforked the

Orissa,and intended that the Thetis should be worked was this:

I sent her to Weddell,Port Stephens,Roy Cove,&c 

to be carried out; Mr.Dean has several times said to me that he 

would prefer getting his wool in a lump by her in preference to

and this ought• y

little lots in chance schooners. The Thetis being the cheapest

vessel to work should be provided with constant employment on

the coast between her two ocean voyages; that being arranged,the 

collection of the balance of the wool should be arranged for by 

the schooners,and if there is not work for them all,one should 

be laid up. Though we have three schooners there is no reason 

for keeping them all in commission,and this goes back to what I 

said when we bought the Fair Rosamond,that she should be regard

ed as a standby. Probably through a misconception of our wishes

i
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the very reverse of this programme has been carried out; arrange 

ments have been made for the schooners,and the Thetis has been 

left out in the cold. You say,in fact,with regard to next year, 

that if all three schooners are available,you will not want the 

help of the Thetis at all; this explanation will enable you to 

see that the least expensive Vessel must be employed,and that it 

is the help of one of the moro costly schooners that will have to 

to be dispensed with.

Details may be improved; for instance it may be possible, 

though difficult to get the cargo stowed more together in rota
tion. The trouble is with the water goods,which have to be or

dered alongside on a particular day and taken within a certain 

time,or there is demurrage,and then again dip and wet goods have 

to be stowed separately. But there was no complaint on the first 

voyage,and I hope that more care on the part of the stevidores 

here may obviate any in future. Regarding short deliveries,there 

has been much negligence on the part of someone on board,the 

mate probably,which will have to be explained. It is disgrace

ful that such a Yfholesale broaching of cargo as is described 

should have taken place,and I cannot underwtand how it can have 

occurred without being detected. Everything must be made good, 

and the cost charged to the Thetis; if we can stop anything out 

of the mate’s wages for negligence,we will. Trans-shipping and 

handling liquors would probably lead to still more pilfering,and 

there vfould be increased difficulty in finding out how it had

occurred.

Vfe have no intention of reverting to the system of sending

home vfool by sail,and should not therefore have cargo for the

round voyage twice a year. In fact,all the reasons you give for

your proposal would be more applicable to selling the Thetis,and

chartering a vessel out to Stanley only. The suggestion that a

schooner might accompany the Thetis was not an order,and as it

has not been a success it must not be repeated. Short deliveries

may be avoided by better attention to stowage,to which I have 
r

already refer^d,facilities for broaching cargo would perhaps be 

increased,! do not see how they would be diminished,and the cost



of pilotage and wear and tear must be set against the profits 

that the vessel ought to make; such expenses must be incurred;if 

they were not necessary,what a profitable trade shipping would 

be/. I think that I have now' explained all that I can,but I must 

mention in conclusion that the system of financing and employing 

a number of small fry who poach on our ground,and who are a 

source of loss if an accident occurs to them,is not one that was 

in vogue in my time,nor can I see any reason for keeping it up. 

With the probability of having to lay up one of our own vessels 

for want of work,a gentle course of starvation would,in my opin

ion,be the better policy. This might be considered hard,but af

ter all we were on the spot long before they were thought of,and 

we cannot be blamed for holding our own ground.

18. Par.11. Perhaps I shall hear from Mr.Packe about his 

linder; if it were mine I would not go to the original makers 

for it,for I believe that their supplies v/ere of a cheap-jack 

description,and have always been breaking down. In the case of a 

vrool press the best policy is to go in for everything being tho

roughly good; for instance,we could and used to get cheaper cy

linders of cast iron from Tyler than we do now,but when,as hpa 

happened on two occasions,those cylinders cracked,the loss we 

suffered was far more than the difference between the cost of 

iron and steel,the latter being the metal now used on ours. If 

there are no distinct instructions,and I do not learn that the 

cylinder is wanted before next season,I will defer getting it 

until I know Mr.Packers wishes.

Par.13. The half-holiday is a matter of detail that you 

can settle; it was tried in my time,but after the novelty had 

worn off,and the winter came on,it amounted to overtime simply, 

and nothing else,for everyone worked all the same.

20. With regard to contracting,I think that each case might 

be dealt with as it arises. Some jobs may be so complicated that 

it would be difficult to get an estimate,but if a ship came in 

wanting,say,half a dozen yards,you could get the men to put a 

price on them. It was done several times while I was in Stanley, 

and resulted in advantage to both sides. I will enquire about

cy-

19.
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contracts with blacksmiths when I have an opportunity; the plan 

of paying by weight would be a difficult one to carry out,for 

instance,you might have a heavy forging under the steam hammer, 

which surely should not be paid for at the same rate as a number 

of light nuts and bcblts,the screwing of which might occupy much 

longer.

21. Par. 15.. The appointment of Hurst,in fact the establish

ment of a Stipendiary on the West at all,is scandalous,and we 

shall endeavour to have something said about it. I think that a 

representation that the Colony is suffering severely from de

pression in the wool trade ought to have some effect,for the ex

travagances of the Governor will at this time be severely felt, 

unless a check is put upon them. Is it a fact that all the sur

plus left by Mr.Kerr has been spent? We have not seen the Colo

nial accounts for some time. A strong effort should be made to 

knock the loan on the head,should it be brought forward.

22. Par.21. The credit vrith the London & River Plate Bank has 

never been cancelled; I will endeavour to ascertain how we stand 

with regard to this,but my impression is that you have only to 

send a draft up to them,and you can draw against it. But at pre

sent this would not be safe,as they have no instructions from 

Mr.BailIon to honour your signature.

23. Par.23. I have not had an opportunity of putting your 

despatch before the Board,but I am under the impression that 

there will be no objection to your purchasing the coal from the 

Galgorm Castle,provided you have an understanding with Captain 

Smith that he deals exclusively with us. It has not been my ex

perience that steam coal has answered in grates,but this may be 

all right,and cannot do us much harm at the price. With a good 

quantity in hand,you might sell even at 30/.,and the advantage ^ 

of this would be that as long as it lasts it would put a spoke 

in the wheel of any little trader like Thomas carrying out coal 

to undersell us with.

24. The Celox is ready to sail,and may go down the river be

fore this leaves. We have sent a very large cargo by her,and

have had somw wood shut out,which must go by the Thetis She
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i3 more than full,having the spars and a lot of lumber on deck, 

besides Windsor chairs in the boats,and some cargo in the cab

ins,for which we have paid a further consideration of £50,being 

for about 70 tons. I do not like this,but it was better than 

keeping the cargo back.

25. The arrival of the Tanis just as we are busy with the 

mail has been inconvenient. Nine Scotchmen have presented bills 

upon which they asked something on account; this I refused, ai-* 

though you are reported to have said that it Would be all right, 

a statement which I take the liberty to doubt. However,we put 

them in the way of discounting the bills,and so got over the 

difficulty. Remittances on account of or payments to 

should be made by cheque,but other peoplets men must be content

ed with bills,and must be told that they cannot get any advances 

upon them,so that they should bring sufficient cash with them to 

tide them over the 33 days. Or you might give them cheques for 

£15 or £20, and the rest in bills. Mr .George Bonner has, after the 

manner of Dr.Keay,given a man named Oldfield a cheque upon us, 

though he has had the grace to advise me of it. The amount is 

£82.15/.,and I wish you to inform him that the proceeding is 

quite irregular,as none of our clients -should draw upon us dir

ect, but ask the Stanley Office to make the payment. On this oc

casion, as hedoes not know any better,I have paid the cheque to 

save him trouble,but I hope that this v/ill not be repeated.

The annual Report is sent for the office; the paragraph 

about the Thetis was written before we were in possession of all 
the late news about her.

our own men

26.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(illi.rJhtlkhtuit JfelaniHi (Cinimiiuii.
—^(incorporated BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 . c----------

Tanis.Per C/?
815. ■SrY/A*N? 16th July,<zz=^Z.orulrrru£ q___

Sir,

The Board have read and confirmed my last despatch via Sandy 

Point,and there has since been no further mail from the Islands.

2. Messrs.T.Stephens & Sons demurred to accepting the draft 

on account of the Thomas Stephens on account of what they con

sidered the exorbitant charges; but after communicating with 

them through Mr.Langridge,who knows them personally,and was able 

to explain our position,they were able to see that our large 

outlay for mac&inery coupled with the little Yfork we get made it 

impossible for us to charge less without los3,and they settled 

the matter by paying a cheque for £740,the difference being 5$ 

of the commission,which we waived,and the odd money,which we 

threw in. Messrs.Stephens have been very courteous over the af

fair, and have allowed us to see a correspondence forwarded to 

them by the Board of Trade at the instance of the Governor,a co

py of which is enclosed. Of course we see his hand all through, 

and very probably he dictated the letters,but he will not 

much,as they told Mr.Langridge that they would not even mention 

our name in their reply. I believe,however,that they intend to 

say that if the Government are sincere in their professions of 

seal for the working man,they will suggest to him that a little 

more diligence in his work might remove some of the objections 

that owners and underwriters feel to having a ship in the Falk

land^ . The situation is a serious one,for it will be a bad thing
U*;. .

for the place if sending ships away jury rigged becomes a prac

tice. We' have gone thoroughly into the question,and believe that 

on the cost of the buildings and machinery for the Blacksmiths, 

quite £3500,we do not overcharge,for we are assured by everts

score

W. A. Harding, Esq 

Stanley.
• >



that perishable property of that description ought to pay 20$ 

per annum. But we are willing as far as lies in our power to re

move all well founded dissatisfaction,and therefore authorize a 

reduction in the prices charged for supplies from the Store. 

Canvas rope and other things may well be reduced,and I think,al

though I have not formally brought it before the Board,that the 

commission of $ on ships, accounts may well be reduced to 2\y 

seeing that a good part of it is charged on accounts upon which 

we have already made a profit. This commission is always the

first charge to which owners take exception. You would do well

to let our head people know that we are,on our part,anxious to

remove the stigma that rests on the Colony,and suggest that if 

they are wise they will try to make a better show on the next 

ships that put in. You ought to show them the correspondence,and

point out that while it is directed against us it will do us

comparatively little harm,as we have other sources of profit,but 

that to their interests it will be absolutely fatal. It seems 

a monstrous piece of assurance that the Governor,in his pretend

ed desire to benefit the people,should enquire how a feeling of 

mistrust has been engendered,when v/e see in his report for 1890 

these words:-”It is to be feared that the delays and high charg

es incident to the repairs of vessels here have rendered the 

port a place to be avoided if possible”,and again in the one

sent by last mail the twaddle about want of enterprise and en-
a

hanced prices. What gre.ter enterprise could have been shown thanA
by us in putting up all that costly machinery,but what encour

agement have Y/e received to be still more enterprising? The more

intelligent of the working men must see that in his blind hate 

of the Company the Governor is doing them as bad a turn as he 

possibly can.

3. With reference to your suggestion to use the word ”Buyno- 

coal”,I mu3t point out that as it is not to be found in the dic

tionary of any language it Yfould only have been received as 

three.

4. As there are to be eight mails in the half year instead of
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• six,I suggested to the Grown Agents that they might let us have 

a draft for £450 each time; but as they have replied that they 

prefer[is3uing six for £600 each,I shall send them by this mail, 

and on the 27th August,the 14th September,8th October,19th Nov

ember, and the 31st December.

5. Mrs.Booth of Aberdeen has written to complain that she has 

not received a remittance from Noble,who seems from his letter 

to her to be shuffling in a reprehensible manner. You must tell 

him that I have not felt at liberty to give her the money she 

has asked for,but that having made an arrangement for the board 

of his childreh he ought to carry it out. But you must bear in 

mind that he,like all other of the Company’s servants,cannot be 

allowed to run into debt with us,and that we assume that he 

counted the cost beforehand and did not reckon upon our lending 

him money to carry out his engagements.

6. I am sorry to say that it will be impossible to do any

thing with Mr.Packe’s press until we have more particulars of 

what is required than is contained in your despatch 24 - 11. In 

the first place you say that a portion of a broken cylinder is 

sent,but this turns out to be part of a ram,and Tylers say that 

it seems to have been rusted in and then broken in trying to get 

it out,from which they infer that the cylinder itself is also 

ruined. If a ram Y/as Yfanted the length ought to have been given; 

if a cylinder,also the length,bore,and dimensions og the head,if 

a cylinder and ram,full particulars of each,including the size 

and thread of the nut for connecting the pipe. I am afraid that 

you can hardly express all that he wants by cable,but if not I 

fear that it Y/ill be too late for the shearing season. We have 

or used to have one or two spare cylinders and rams which were 

discarded when we fitted our presses with longer ones; if one of 

these would do for Mr.Packe you might let him have it at much 

under cost price,

7. You Yfill see among the enclosures a few letters from the 

C.O.,which do not call for an$ remark,excepting,perhaps,that the 

fact that the Government have leased us the alleged excess does 

not close the question either as regards the proposition that we



should buy it right out,or as showing that we accept the accur

acy of the survey which we have disputed.
8. The wool market has improved,and we are in hopes of better 

prices for the lots per Tabic,which will be put up on the 22nd 

inst.
9.1 enclose the conveyance of the Bluff Cove freehold from 

Dean & Son; the original Crown Grant never came into our posses

sion's Mr.George Dean,although at my request he made several 

searches,failed to find it. It is of no consequence,however,as 

the conveyances throughout have been properly registered.

10. In Dyster Nalder & Go's catalogue of tallow last week I 

have seen the following ex Hornby Grange:-HB 45,Z-^46,Z 41,and 

Ii 30 casks,all apparently tallow belonging to our clients. This 

has happened repeatedly,and our friends have always said that it 

was a"mistakeM on the part of Mr.Mathews,which should not occur 

again. It certainly,assuming that the tallow is really the pro-, 

perty of our clients,looks less like a mistake than deliberate 

sharp practice on the part of Mr.Mathews.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant

(
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Slli^falklauh 3Jj?laiti>e (tmuymty.

' »^//Uicec&4/KcAs S/vlee6.

r.( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I85I.

G/.
Per Iberia.

JMz..,816. 3.1st July.,N?

Sir,

My last/ despatch Y/ent per Tallis direct/,and your no.25 of June 

19th has since arrived,and has been considered by the Board.

2. Par.2.You will have seen that you were mistaken in your

interpretation of the telegram about the Thetis going to Pebble, 

and it is singular that you did not take into consideration the 

remark in 811-2,that the wool could be brought in by a smaller 

boat,in conjunction with the fact that we kneyf that the Thetis 

had been once to Pebble,and that therefore the prohibition could.

only refer to an intended second visit. It is unfortunate; but

you no doubt thought you v^ere acting for the best,and there is

nothing more to be said about it.

3. Par.3. It v/as right to delay the Thetis for the amount of

cargo promised by Mi*. Mat hews, and we should be glad to find that

you had been able to get some of the skins for her too. I sup

pose that it would not have suited our Captain to go round with

the Thetis to Port Howard himself,and sail from there,though

that Yfould have seemed the most reasonable course to adkpt.

4. The correspondence on the subject of hulks is interesting,

and vfill perhaps be valuable on a future occasion should any at

tempt be made to harass us. We have done all vfe can Y/ith the

Kosmos. about Schlottfeldt,but really,although yre believe he is 

taking the line you indieate,there is nothing tangible in the

letter you forvfard about which we can make a complaint. I think

that the remark about the hulk toyfage, though I see what you

mean,Yfould not penetrate his skull,and was therefore thrown aYf- 

ay. You certainly deserve credit for carrying the matter through 

successfully,and perhaps Captain Patmore also.

5. Par.5. I have been through all the papers supplied by Mr.

W .A .Harding, Esq' • 9

Stanley.
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Felton,and it seems that the only course to Jjake is to memorial

ize the Secretary of State from Stanley as to the extravagance 

that is being perpetrated. We shall support anything of the kind 

strongly,but there is no doubt that the C.O.pay more attention 

to representations that come direct from the Colony. You v/ere ^6 

quite right to take exception to the Governor’s charge against 

us,and Yfe may take an opportunity of saying something about this 

as it so clearly shows his animus.. We have never, 
either here or in Stanley,taken any official action about the
in Downing St • 9

Volunteers,although vre look upon it as a puerile and useless 

movement,and our attitude has been one of amused contempt* If it

is going to cost too much,however,we must join in a general pro

test.

6. Par*6. The Board regret that there has been so much trou

ble over the Soutar case,but are gratified to learn that the

decision has been given twice- in our favour. Should another at

tempt be made here to reverse the decision,! understand that

Soutar could be called upon to give security for costs.

7. Par.7. If Mr.Robson will again refer to the sale catalogue
he will see the v/ords "Tare as specified,draft 1 lb.per cwt." A

simple arithmetical calculation Y/ill then tell him that he has

not been cheated. As to measurements,it is alv/ays the practice 

in this office to check them accurately.

8. IQ and 14. Your purchase of coal meets with the approval 

of the Board; I do not think that yre had been informed before 

that it was Hartley coal,Ydiich,of course,Yfill burn Y/ell in a 

grate. I Yfas under the impression that it Yfas Vfelsh steam coal,a 

purchase of Yfhich Yfould not have been desirable.

9. Par.10. What you say about the Yfork on the Galgorm Castle 

is soothing,after all the abuse v/e have had to put up Y/ith of 

late. I hope that Captain Smith,if pleased at the end,Yfill leave 

some record of his opinion in Y/riting. Since last mail it has 

been suggested to me that Underwriters Ywould never grumble at 

12/6 per day for carpenters abroad,although they fight against 

any advance on that rate. As the Board confirm the reduction of 

commission on ship’s accounts to 2f$,you might very Ywell put out 

a feeler on this point,by suggesting that as Ywe have made sacri-
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fices in the vfay of reducing prices and commission in order to 

avert the calamity that seems impending over the Colony,the men 

might very Y/ell meet us by reducing ship’s pay to the sum I have 

named* One of the principal officials at the London Assurance 

told me that it Yfas the regular thing to order ships to be tOYfed 

away from certain ports for repairs,if they happened to get into 

them,and mentioned Philadelphia as one: if it became the prac

tice to jury rig and send away all ships from the Palklands, it 

Yfould please no one but the Governor, This yiou should make the

menikware of.

10. Par.11.We are sorry to hear about the J.P.Smith,but hope 

that she may be floated Yfithout damage. This accident shOYfs that 

it is necessary to examine periodically all moorings,and see 

that the chains are not vfom at the waterline; if they are the 

defedtive portion should be taken out. You had better concert 

measures with Mc.Lauchlen for a general overhaul of the moorings 

this Spring,and I Yfould particularly call your attention to 

those of the Great Britain; for if she,an iron ship,got ashore 

and sprang a leak,there would be an end of her as a receiving

hulk for Yfool in all probability,and Yfe should never get such

another vessel.

11. Par.12. The charts you ask for shall be sent.

12. Par.13. The account of Mr.Smith’s abortive public meeting

is amusing. Labour has its ovm Yfay pretty well in the Falklands,

and can hardly Yfant a member to itself.

13. Par.15. We have not had time to discuss fully the ques

tion of Robson’s account,but if ,Yfhen the proceeds of Yfool go to 

his credit,there is a large balance against him,he should be 

spoken to about it,and asked for a preferential lien on his next 

clip at least. I do not knovf that it Y/ould be desirable to press 

too hardly,for he might easily get the money from Williams to 

pay us off,and Yfe should lose control of his vrool.

14. I hope that the slack time for Mc.Lauchlen and his men 

Yfill soon come,as I hear that the Governor is talking of taking 

the ere/ction of the telephone into his OYfn hands. It Yfas inten

ded that the poles,Yfhich Yfere barked here,should be tarred,not
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painted. Telegraph poles throughout the country are tarred,and 

those in the settlement were painted for the sake of appearance 

only,being few in number. But I fear that planing and painting 

vd.ll make the erection of the telephone much more costly than Yfe 

expected. I still hope that even if Mc.Lauchlen puts up the 

line,you vdll have been able tq arrange it by contract,and that 

for whatever you may do you have obtained the sanction of the 

Government,our partners in this matter,so that there may be no 

hitch about the payment of their share.

15. Par.18. There has been no idea here that you are not ob

serving due economy in the employment of labour,and the remarks 

on the subject were only intended to emphasize the necessity for

it.
16. Par.19. If it is evident that the Sabino cannot be got

ready for sea except at an expenditure exceeding her value,I

think that we should take steps for sailing her to Darwin or

North Arm as a receiving hulk. Possibly in this case,if ships,

vfork is slack,the carpenters might be inclined to tender for her

complete repairs.

17. Par.21. The Board are entirely satisfied with the manage

ment of the land question by you and Mr.Nichol,and the question

of the boundary may be alloyed to rest,unless some discovery

should be made proving that the Surveyor is vrrong,or that we

were misled by Mr.Bailey. I have already referred more than once

to the Survey pegs,Yfhich I knovf are still in existence on some

of the compulsory freeholds.

18. Par.22. I will shovr the memorial against the Yfest Falk

land magistrate to all v/ho are interested in the subject,and en

deavour to approach Mr.Chamberlain on the subject.

19. Par.23. The increased mail service is of no benefit to

us,as we have quite enough mails already. If this has been car

ried out in the absence of any movement or the expression of a 

desire on the part of any section of the community,and yet it is

to cost,as I hear rumoured,£7Q0 a year more,it is scandalous,and 

should be protested^ I do not think that the mercantile communi

ty desire it,and in a question of this sort,if they do not move,

I cannot see that the Government are v/arranted in incurring the

k
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expense,especially if the Council Yras not first approached on 

the subject*

20* Par.24* The notice of the Secretary of State’s final sur

render is very pleasant reading,and now all those who have been 

prevented from fencing or extending their operations owing to 

the state of uncertainty that has existed for so long should me

morialize to have their new leases dated from the time vrhen the

notice was made public.

21. Certain correspondence with the C.O.is enclosed upon

which it is unnecessary to comment.

22,1 am glad to say that the v/ool market has taken a decided

turn for the better,and that prices are in many cases l-§d..up 

from the lowest. The sales are just about closing at the highest

point reached.

23. The Board are disposed to accede to Chaplin’s request to

be allovfed to send his children home with his wife in anticipa

tion of the expiration of his agreement. The opportunity may be

taken of telling him that Y^e hope that he ytIII mark his appreci

ation of this concession by v/orking in a more conciliatory man

ner Yfith the foremen,and endeavouring to obtain more credit for

Yfork done in the Blacksmith’s shop than Yfe have been given of

late. It is very unsatisfactory to have it throY/n in our teeth

that the iron vrork for a ship’s yard has cost over £100,for al

though that is no doubt a gross exaggeration,it is probable that

it cost more than it should have done.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

I should add that the Board are exceedingly pleased at the

full and complete information that you have succeeded in placing

before them on all matters of interest,and that they regret that

present circumstances should necessitate your being so much ovea?

vforked at the present time.
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6‘'/. v ^-hr:c/X
Pe?~ Oropesa., c&

VttSL5_.10th Sept,.V? 818. o n rum :e. a__

Sir,
The last, despatch,no..817,went, per Abydos on the 27th ult.,and 

we have since received your no.27 of the 24th July,which arrived
the Tanis reaching Tilbury on the 31st. We have 

also received your cablegram as follovfs from Montevideo 4th inst 

"Pentaur Hansen fifteen v/ool one skins total amount 1207 arrange

on the 26th ult • 9

credit for G.W.Wolff Lawther Belfast Priorhill Comfoot GlasgOYf

Katherine Boyes Bremen”.

: .1 2..Depp.27 - 2. We have made enquiries about the Ambassador, 

but have not gathered anything definite,although it appears cer

tain that the oYmers Yrill endeavour to have her condemned.From 

her size it does not appear that she would be of much value as a 

hulk to anyone,and the Board have not come to a decision as to 

Yfhat should be done in the event of her being put up to auction. 

We do not Yfant any more hulks,and if Yfe buy,it Yfould simply be 

to prevent anyone else getting her. I shall probably be able to 

say more either by the supplementary mail or by cable. It is a 

pity that the carpenters ask so much for Yfages; probably half 

the amount of their tender would pay them handsomely,and it 

comes to this,that Yfhen an iron ship arrives in distress the u-

sual course will be to send her avray jury rigged to a less ex-

that^li Yfooden one comes in she will be condemn-pensive port,and
ed,a fact that the carpenters might take to heart Yfith advantage

before it is too late.
3. Par.3. Up to the time of Yrriting the Thetis has not arriv

ed. We are aYfaiting full particulars of the claims made for pil

laged cargo,Yfhich must be paid to the last farthing. The Board 

much annoyed at the gross neglact Y/h^ch has rendered 

this Yfholesale robbery possible,that they have decided to plade
are so

W,A.Harding,Esq.,

Stanley.



her lii the hands of another Master.
4. Par.6. In Johnson's estimate he goes beyond the matter of 

repairs for the Sabino,as I notice that he includes provisions. 

We shall find out what she would be likely to realize here,and 

if the cost of fitting her is too great to leave any profit,we 

may perhaps make use of her at North Arm as a receiving hulk 

outside the creek.
5. Par.7. The arrangements about the Miller family seem to be

satisfactory.
6. Par.8. The posts,if we have to fetch them,are no great 

catch at 5d.each,and it is not a business that Yfe care to take

up.
7. Par.9. I have written,as per enclosed copy,to ask that Yfe 

may have an opportunity of expressing our vieYfs about the Darwin 

Magistrate,if such a mad project is really put forward.

3. Par. 17. The purchase of coal is quite satisfactory,and Yfe 

are glad that you have been able to sell some to the Government.

9. Par.19. I have discovered,as you will see in my letter to 

Mr.Nichol,that Mr.Bailey actually made the survey of the Hill

side freehold,and the Government are bound to shovf you the plan, 

which must be among their archives,if they can only find it.

which I10. After long correspondence v/ith the Kosmos Co 

have not time noYf to detail,Yfe have made an arrangement by which 

we shall be able to carry wool by the steamers at 35/.& 5f6 from 

all ports to London,and Yfe are going to reduce the Thetis's 

freight to 30/.£ 5$,hoping with diligence and economy to be

able to make both ends meet. I hope that this Yfill put an end to 

all ideas of chartering sailing ships for Yfool,a course Yfhich

• y

would seriously endanger the mail service by steam.
11. Y/e should be very glad to learn that a memorial had beeng 

got up protesting against the increased mail service at a cost 

of £700 a year,no Yfish having been expressed for it on the part 

of the mercantile community,and the Legislative Council not havg

been consulted.
12.. Yfith reference to the cable,I suppose that an error in 

the shipment per Pentaur Yfas discovered after she left. I have
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^notified the Kosmos Co.and Browne Geveke & Co.about it,and en

quiries are being made,but we shall not know for a few days whe

ther any surplus bales have been landed. The oymers of the Kath

erine are providing a Bank credit for her,and the others will 

doubtless be all right,but I shall cable to catch the last boat 

at Montevideo.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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6‘ /, <L^tee^yf

Pentaur.fkr (/?
8th Oct;.819. loru/s.m:£.c.-.N°

Sir,

My last was dated the 10th of September,and we have since re

ceived your despatch no.28 of the 16th August,as well as your 

telegram on the 18th ult.,-Federal Eaglecrag Kemiaugh Liverpool 

Gladys Hill Bristol please send 40,000 bricks 25 tons smithy 

coals Thetis Neko rittlings■(88) tuchartig,which is understood. 

On the 19th ult.I cabled "Fictiohist Prorhill Eaglecrag Gladys 

Cocheaba Katherine Apeticible Maskiron",the last part signifying

that a credit had been opened for the Katherine with the Anglo- 

Austrian Bank for £3500. If as the wotk proceeds,itbecomes evids

ent that this amount is insufficient,you must let us know.
1

2. Par.2. The mistake in the Pentaur,s shipment was discover

ed and rectified.

3. The Board very much regret to hear that you have been laid 

up,and hope that long before this reaches you you rrill have re

covered your usual health. We are fully aware that the work you 

have undertaken has been more than one man could properly cope 

with,and the Board are only sorry that an application which Mr. 

BailIon has put in for a second clerk was not made before,as it 

has been granted most willingly,and a junior will be selected in 

time to go out with him next month..
4. Your remarks on the subject of the ships in Stanley have 

been duly noted,and vre hope that they yri.ll lead to increased 

business for the Store. It is satisfactory that you have been 

able to contract for the work;, you yrill of course take account 

of the time,and see at the end what the men have earned per day, 

as it will be very instructive. They ought not to ask more than 

it would have cost by day work,or owners and Underwriters will

Y/. A. Harding, Esq.., 

Stanley.
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still grumble. I hope that these repairs Yfill be carried out in 

such a Yfay as to get us a good name with the Germans,so that the 

Islands may retrieve their character to some extent.

Chaplin,if he gives any serious trouble over the ship,it will be 

advisable to get rid of him altogether,so you must see that he

As for

clears his Store account over his contract.

5. I hear that the two petitions have been received and an-

svfered by Mr.Chamberlain.

6.Captain Smith has been here,and has spoken very Yrell of the

place,saying that he does not consider our charges extortionate,

although a little reduction in vrages Yfould be better for all

concerned..

7. The Board are exceedingly obliged to Mr.Packe for the val

uable assistance he has given you over the mail,and Yrish you to

convey their thanks to him.

S. There are a number of passengers by this boat,and 27 rams

in all,12 for Messrs.Holmested & Blake,10 for Mr.Bertrand,and 5 

for Mr.Stickney. They are insured through to their destinations

on the West Palklands,and the Captain and Mate have the usual

certificates for gratuities,Yfhicli they will present to you.

9. The Thetis has arrived,and is nearly discharged; she did

not get in until the 2nd inst.owing to head rrinds from the West

ern Islands, We shall load her out as soon as possible.

10. I have to ask you to sign and return the enclosed copy of

the despatch written for you by Mr.Packe, Being vrithout margins

it cannot be bound up Yfith the year's despatches without cutting

off some of the writing.

Charles Watson goes out for us,and has signed an agree

ment for five years,. His passage money has been advanced,and is
11.

to be repaid out of his first earnings.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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-----.^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o-

' \jf/u/cec/sM.c/,' z ^7.ee6.GA
Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon.Fer C/P
....25th_ October,S20. oy/Y/ou .£.aN?

Sir,

My last despatch went per Pentaur,and I have since received 

your despatch no.29,which arrived on the 11th inst and your ca-• y

bles, •’Townsend testamps ambassador caminiera foxglove bien takt- 

schlag",and ”Tanis rustzeug”(512),which arrived on the 10th and 

23rd inst.respectively. The former is translated MTownsend is in

treaty for Ambassador,cargo will be forwarded by another vessel

the Foxglove, telegraph what I am to do”. The word bien I

have had repeated,but as it came the same,and is not in our code

I can,only await Humphreys9s confirmation.

2. 29,par.3. We shall be glad to have the claims for damaged

and broached cargo ex Thetis; I trust that in settling them you

have taken due care that our liability is confined to the re

sults of robbery and bad stowage,and that you have not admitted

any for breakage or sea damage. We want to settle liberally*but 

not to meet claims that ought not to be put forward, There ap

pears to have been a general looseness in all respects on board

the Thetis,against which I am warning Captain Rees; for instance 

I hear that cargo was delivered without any receipt being given

or asked for.

3. Par.5', The Board are interested to hear that the working

men in Stanley as well as the Camp are taking up the subject of

extravagance on the part of the Governmentj •

4. Par,6-. The estimate of the repairs of the Wasp,as far as 

it goes,looke prohibitive. The idea of turning her into a schoo

ner cannot be entertained; she would be a mere toy.

5.,. Par.9. We .shall go into the question of shipping thorough

ly with Mr.Baillon before he leaves,and it is only necessary to

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Stanley.
• >

a
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remark that, in collecting the produce of the Islands,while we 

desire,as far as possible,to meet the wishes of our clients,we 

cannot sacrifice our ovm interests in doing so,more especially 

now,when the profits are so infinitesimal as to have almost 

reached vanishing point.

6. Par.12. The Board consider that you exercised a wise dis

cretion in your reply to the Governor's overtures with regard to 

vessels in distress,not that we should object to co-operate with 

him or anyone for the good of the Colony,but,at the time,there 

can be no question that an appeal to the working men would have

been inopportune.

7. Par.13. I forward for your information a copy of a letter 

I have lately written to Mrs.Booth,to whom I considered a full 

explanation due,more especially as Noble has been writing her 

for months that he had made certain arrangements,which had real

ly only taken the form of proposals that you very properly re

jected. As soon as he can get it out of his head that the Gompa- 

ny is a spring from which he is at liberty to draw money whenev

er he yrishes,regardless of the state of his account,he will be 

more likely to attempt by economy to put his affairs in order.

8. Par.15. The explanation with regard to the topmast is sat

isfactory.
9. The G.W.Wolff's draft has been accepted. I refer you to 

a copy of a letter from the owner,to which I cannot reply until 

I hear from you. If,as is most likely,you offered the Captain a 

commission,and he wishes to transfer it to Mr.Lawther,we must do

it.
10. The Board give you great credit for the excellent arrange

ment for the blacksmith's work on the Katherine,and think that 

it is not altogether to be regretted that the carpenters have 

lost the contract,through their tender being too high; it may 

cause them to open their mouths less Yfide in future'. It will be 

interesting to learn how much per day the Blacksmiths make out 

of theirs.
11. Par. 19, I may here ansvfer your cable about the Ambassad

or. Vie tried in every vray to h get at the owners or underwriters

of the ship,but failed,and can only surmise that Townsend has 
been able to make arrangements Yfitli the Captain, Captain Smith,



in fact,told me quite lately that he did riot believe that the 

Underwriters knevr yet about'the sale of the ship,which,as far as 

learn,has taken place. . We can only hope that it is inten

ded to take her avfay to the Straits or elsevrtiere,for yre do not 

want an independent hulk in Stanley,although one of that small 

size Yfould not do us much harm as far as wool is concerned. Mes

srs'. Butge.ss & Go.lim.of Swansea have asked us to instruct you to 

remit to them through us by cable any money that the Captain may 

wish to forward: yre have replied that we will do so upon their 

paying the cost of the cable,and 1$ commission,which they have 

accepted. You will therefore have to deduct thewe from the am- 

out of the remittance,and cable the exact sum according to the 

code words beginning on page 1091,prefixing the Yrord "Burgess".

12., Par.21. I thought you must be aYrare that our goods out-

or for total loss only; the survey was 

therefore unnecessary1. I mentioned this,I think,at the time when 

Mr.David Smith wished to make a claim on account of damage to a 

piano. It is to be hoped that the Tilton can be secured against 

springing any more leaks..

13. In case Mr.Baillon has not mentioned it,I have to inform 

you that the Captain or OYmers of the Gatherina claims or claim 

salvage from the Thomas Stephens for the service rendered when 

she came in. It is considered rather an impudent proceeding,for 

there can be little doubt that the £30 vfas considered at the'

we can

Yfards are insured f.p.a • 9

time to be sufficient recompense for the service rendered. If a 

receipt for this sum Yras taken it must be sent here; if not you 

must let us knoYf anything about the transaction that can be of 

service to Messrs.Stephens.. In such cases it is impossible to be 

too formal or careful about getting receipts in full,setting out 

the nature of the service,and stating that it _is a receipt in

full.
14. When a shipment of sealskins is made,a precise account 

should be given of the number for insurance. The 4 kegs lately 

received turned out to contain 139 only,consequently they Yfere

much over-insured.
15. The Thetis is progressing,and will sail before next mail



^9

loaves. We find Captain Rees to be a man well up to his business 

in every respect,and hope that lie will go down with the clients. 

We- gather from Captain Patmore that there never was a man who 

worked so hard for us as he did,or was so universally apprecia

ted round the coast,and the appointment of a new Captain is,they 

therefore,not unattended with misgiving,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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CLlirr JJ'al3taliiufts (Cmiquunj.
- INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o—

/ S/7rr//6'/, //fir.
ft}?' Nek o. ovZ. O // f /Yry/ , /■; c ■'/&&.5___N° 821. .19-tih_.Nov_e.nibe r,

Sir,

Since the departure of the last mail vre have received Mr. 

Harding's despatches nos. 30 and 31,Y/hich arrived, on the 8th and 

14th inst.respectively. The mail per Tanis is not yet to hand.

2. 30 -6. It Yfas unfortunate that the complete repairs Yrere 

not carried out on the Katherine through the non-delivery of the 

OYfner s' te le gram.

It is not clear how we derive any advantage from 

taking array a quantity of damaged coal from the Priorhill in

3. Par.7.

lieu of lighter hire,seeing that we are almost blocked up with 

coal already; the quantity of this is not mentioned. The princi

ple that a transaction is legitimate because it saves expense to 

a ship might possibly be carried too far.

4. Par.9. The charge proposed to be made for the use of the

Sabino as a hulk,viz:£3.10/ or £4 per day Y/as too much; coal is 

a cargo that will not bear many charges,and £2 or £2.10/ 

rrould have all been clear money would have paid us. If you look 

back I think you will see that £2 rras the charge usually made in 

former years for coals.

Yrhich• >

5.. Par. 11. The Board are glad to be relieved of the necessity 

of buying a hulk they do not vrant,and if ToY/nsend takes the Am
bassador aYfay no harm Yfill have been done.

6. Par'. 12. There is no grandmotherly regulation in the London

docks about gangways being provided,and the recommendations of 

Coroners9 juries are not usually of much value.

7. Par..14. The Board wish you to explain to Mr.Nichol that

they cannot regard him as an independent Colonist,and that they

do not think that any advantage can accrue to the Company from

A.E.BailIon,Esq • >

Manager,

Stanley.



his taking part in attacks on the Government*.

1 & 2. The Board have read with interest the remarks8. 31

on Mr.Iv!owat,and hope that he Yfill turn out as well as he promis

es. Every effort should be made to Yfoirk harmoniously with him, 
e

and evry possible support should be given him. With regard to 

the exclusive use of Lawes's dip,you are aYfare that I saw the 

makers immediately on receiving the despatch,and ascertained

that TOYmsend had made some kind of arrangement in Sandy Point

to introduce it. They are avrare that a mistake has been made
over this,as I Yfas able to show them that he Yfas a person of ab

solutely no influence or position in the Islands,and they have

agreed to execute any orders Yfe may send them, so that in the ev

ent of its being adopted,you may explain to our clients that

they can pass their orders through us. I have' arranged to ship

from 500 to 1000 gallons by the Orchid, Yfhich may only be able to

It should be pointedtake the smaller quantity for Yfant of room.

out to Mr.IvlOYrat that,although he may strongly recommend this

dip,he should not make it compulsory until the farmers have had 

time to use up their stocks of other recognised makes,. Action of 

this sort vfould probably bring all the dip makers in England in

a body to the Colonial Office to protest against it.

9.. 3 Sc. 4. The remarks on shipsy repairs have been read with

approval; Yfe shall like to know what Chaplin’s contract actually 

yielded him per day. In future contracts the use of machinery

should be included with the labour in making the contract Yfith

the ship,and I may mention that it is the opinion of people here

well qualified to judge that our charge for the forges is not

exorbitant,considering the cost of the plant and the limited

time during Yfhich it is in use.

10.Par.5. We have aiways looked upon the Volunteer movement 

as ridiculous,but the Directors do not Yfish to bring any pres

sure to bear upon their men on the subject; they Yfould rather

leave it to their common sense.

The Eoard have explained to you that they do not desire11.
to make a coaling contract Yfith the Admiralty; the la 

never bind themselves to take any quantity,but would expect us 

to maintain a certain stock. You knoYf the cost of the Ella’s car

4. 4. 
J Jer Yfill

go
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go,and can understand that 50/.would not pay;, whether there 

would be an actual loss is another question,and if the coal is

deteriorating it might be prudent to get what you can. We cab 

never expect to lay it down to sell at 26/..,Tor the simple rea

son that ships will not carry it out as ballast as they do to

the Plate,

12. We shall look into the question or the Nevf Zealand .steam

ers, but do not anticipate being able to do anything. You are aw

are that Mr.Doxat is a Director of the Shaw Savill line.

13. Par..9. We want your report on the total cost for repair

ing the Wasp for which you could make a contract.

14.. Par. 12. We were prepared to see large claims for broached

cargo,but the total disappearance of whole cases of such goods 

as clocks,butter,milk,bacon;and pieces of Yfood,coils of wire,&c. 

requires the strictest investigation and explanation. Many of 

these things cannot have been consumed,and must be somevfhere;the 

first thing you should find out is how the cargo was delivered, 

and whether receipts Yfere not taken at each port for everything

that went ashore: if not,it only proves that the alteration on

board the Thetis has not taken place too soon.

15. As explained to you,a copy of no.31,with the exception of

the first sheet,must be sent with proper margins,as soon as Mr.

Harding has time to attend to it.

16. In anticipation of the arrival of the Thetis,you should 

write to all our clients asking them to have any scows or light

ers they may possess in readiness for discharging cargo; this we

have reason to ask,seeing that we have reduced the freights all

round. Captain Rees takes a boat with him for discharging cargo;

if unsuitable,you might sell it before he leaves.

17... Mr.Greenshields must be asked to make good his guarantee 

for V/.E. Turner before the end of the year,the latter,apparently,

having made no effort to pay his debt.

18. The Board have resolved to continue the agreement Y/ith

Mr.Nichol for the present,subject to six months, notice,until 

they see whether an improvement in the state of the farm is 

likely to take place,but they have decided to give him £500 per

J
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annum from the date of the expiration of his first period of

five years,.
19, Yfe' shall in future insure our own goods out against all 

risks' by steam,and also clients,goods forwarded from Stanley 

that have gone out by mail; but the Thetis’s cargo cannot be 

done except at a greatly increased premium,which would hardly be

worth while paying.

20, Mr,Harding mentions thatwe"altered" the indent for coals

and bricks: this was not the case. When the Celox was chartered

I consulted you as to sending a little house coal,and,not know

ing that we Yfere so soon to acquire a large quantity,you rightly

said that 50 tons or so could do no harm,and they were ordered.

The order for bricks and smithy coals arrived long after the Ce

lox had begun to load,and we managed as the case was urgent to

cram in 25 tons of coal,but shipping the bricks was out of the 

question. This leads me to point out to you that when there are 

enough rough goods vranted to fill a sailing vessel,they should 

be indented for all together,and a ship Yfill then be chartered;

le orders mixed up with thosebut the system of dribbling in li 4. 4.
U -J

for steamer goods is a bad one,and should be discontinued.

21, The Thetis has been delayed by heavy vreather in the

DoYms,but has been reported as passing Doscer yesterday with a

fair wind.

22. In reply to your verbal request for leave to our Store

keeper ,F. King, the Board have much pleasure,in consideration of

his long and faithful services,in giving him six months ’ leave

of absence on full pay for the purpose of visiting England,and

in voting him in addition a gratuity of £50,

23. We have had to pay a claim for tallow damage on a bale of

sheepskins per Thetis shipped from Port HoY/ard,and must ask you
to urge the man who stow3 the cargo to be careful to separate

the talloYf from other goods in future.

24, The freight on talloYf per Thetis has been reduced 5/.per 

ton on this last voyage,in response to complaints of the heavi

ness of the rate charged; but it is not a paying business carry

ing it for less,and as the Kosmos offer, us 20$ off the tariff 

rate,weight,Yfhich brings it to 4-0/ as per enclosed extracts•»



from correspondence,you must arrange to send next year’s ship

ment by steam,which will free the Thetis for bringing a cargo of 

wool• Lengthy correspondence on the reduction of freights on 

wool is enclosed,which you will have to study carefully,and en
deavour to carry out without loss to us. I do not myself think 

that it will answer,and we must try for better terms yet,either 

a reduction all round to 25/,or at least the removal of the 40# 

restriction. If you learn that it will be possible to arrange 

for a sailing vessel on moderate terms from Montevideo when we 

have exhausted the 40#,you can use it to bring pressure upon the 

agent,for under the new arrangement nothing has been said about 

not chartering,the sole stipulation being that we ship a minimum 

number of bales. Ascertain the views of the sheepfarmers about 

shipping by sail,which I have no doubt can be done at 30/.at a 

profit,though if the Kosmos can be made reasonable,it would not

do to urge it too strongly for fear of imperilling the mail ser-

ing the 60# as high as pos

sible, which may be done when any of the schooners make an unus-

vice. I have talked to you about ge 4. 4. 
-J J

ually favourable trip. I think the Roy Gove wool might come by

Thetis,as Mr.Bertrand is never in a hurry,and you might fill up

by arrangement with some of his neighbours. At all events,! hope

that you will get a fair quantity in by her from the more dist

ant ports,such as Port Stephens and Weddell,in one or more trips

before she finally loads for England,and,not having coals,she

may collect some on her first trip round. You must explain,if 

you find it necessary,that having made nevf arrangements yrhich

leave us a minimum of profit,yre cannot reasonably be asked to

disturb our own arrangements for the sake of getting any partic

ular lots in quickly,although you Yfill of course do your best to

satisfy everybody.

25. As you are aware,Mr.C.A.Gorton has been engaged as junior

Clerk,and I hope that,with this additional assistance,you Yfill

find that the office Yfork is less laborious than hitherto.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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-< ( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.).------

6t c >
fkr Supplementary mail.

... ,/A'//5^=^0YU/0//..£.C.__ 7th December,V? 822..i

Sir,
Since writing on the 19th ult.we have received no further 

despatches from the Islands. Yesterday the cable "Abyaos ruck- 

lehneM(255 bales)dated Montevideo 5th inst.arrived,showing that 

the mail is up to date.
2. The Societe Commerciale Francaise au Chili have arranged

to appoint us their agents at1 Stanley,and to have our name on

their Charter-parties. You will observe from the enclosed cor

respondence that they will arrange a credit for any ship in

which they are interested,which will be of advantage to us.

3. Some time ago you were instructed to send returns of our

own coasting risks,which had hitherto been run by ourselves,for

the purpose of insurance,and they came for the months of January

and February after which there was a gap until August; this was

pointed out,and Mr.Harding’s reply dated 15th October is not ex

planatory, for it appears by the deliveries that goods Yrere is

sued in the interval to Farm alone amounting to about £2500,to

say nothing of Fencing and Buildings. To complete this return

for the year an amount must be returned to be declared,and cred

ited to the Head Office at the policy rate,vis:-10/.less 5 & 10

In future you will understand that any property ofper centj •
ours at risk by coaster' is to be returned in the same Yfay as the

amounts for clients.

i. In making up the annual accounts you should give preference

to those upon Yfhich Yfe are paid here,such as Y/aldron’s and Mrs.

Bonner’s. In future Mr.G.Bonner is to be supplied Yfith copies of

all accounts belonging to his mother,and if there is time it 

Yfould be well to get her yearly account certified by him,but it

A.E.BailIon,Esq • >

Manager,
Stanley.
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should then be transmitted by you to this office.

5. We have lately received an account from F.L.Humphreys & Co 

Yfhich includes the purchase of 1000 bags of flour. It may be of 

advantage to get this from the Plate instead of Chili,but it is 

a deviation from the standing order that has been in force so

long,and the matter ought to have been reported*. It is question

able, too, whether it was Yfise to get so much, seeing that the 

steamers are now running with greater frequency,and that flour 

is an article that deteriorates by keeping. In future please ad

vise us of all orders sent to Montevideo,as a check upon the ac

counts. We also observe that vre are credited with a draft on J.

Kirwan,ahd need hardly say that we do not desire to have any 

dealings in that gentleman's paper,or see his name in our ac

counts.

6. I have to dravf your attention to the remarks I am making 

to Mr.Nichol on the subject of tallow,upon which,although they 

more immediately belong to his department,the Board will be glad 

to have your opinion'.

7. You will bear in mind that the Thetis is on no account to

be allowed to go alongside the jetty this voyage,or to be inten

tionally grounded. The Dock account for replacing the rivets 

Yfhich you will remember looking at is larger than we expected, 

and it is considered that the defects may have been partly due

to her having bumped. It will take a little longer to discharge,
the sum

but the cost of this will be far less than yre have just had to
A U

pay.

8.. In a postscript to one of Noble's letters about the Yfasp

there is a remark about firebars for the Smithy boiler which may

or may not mean that tYfo neYf sets are required,bi.it the size is

not given,nor is there any mention about them in the Indent,we

therefore aYfait further advices. The same letter alludes to gau-

are these wanted,and what for?.ges up to 150 lbs • y

9., Aletter has arrived for you from the Colonial Office,and

as I kneYf Yfhat it Yfas about I opened it,and took note of the con

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

tents’.

Managing Director.
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Q>Iir jffnlhlaitil J^huuH (jknupmtu.
•^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. -

C/P , , c/J
0‘ ^ v/U/rro///Ac/r ^7/y.ee/

Tanis.Per C 77 pm..jYP - 823,, 31sb..DecsO/u/on'.£.c,_~

Sir,

Since writing on bhe 7bh insb.,1 have received your despatch

es nos,32 and 33,which arrived on the 16th and 26th inst^respec
tively, the latter in the record time of 26 days from Stanley,The

Abydos mail will nob arrive in bime bo be answered by bhis op-

porbuniby.

2.. 32 par.2. You are probably righb aboub bhe desirability of

making a change in bhe command of bhe Fair Rosamond. I assume

bhab she has been credited wibh sufficient freight on bhe coal

senb round,and bhab you gave her whab you could on bhe work done

wibh bhe goods from England ex Tliebis.,

3. Ib was wrong bo make bhe draft on New Bedford in sberling, 

as you were insbrucbed bo reduce all American bills bo U.S.cur

rency some years ago,and did so in bhe case of bhe "Sterling”. 

The American houses here will neither buy nor have anything bo 

do wibh a sberling bill on bhe Sbabes,and we have had bo send 

bhis one through our Bankers

4. Par.5, Any acbion bending bo clear bhe Sabino of coal is

approved of by bhe Board.

5, Par.6. The Board cannob see bhe advantage of having a coal 

conbracb wibh bhe Admiralby as long as bhere are no obher people 

in a position bo supply bhem,and even bhen bhe advanbage would 

be doubtful,as our experience has always been bhab bhe arrange

ment is a one sided one,as bhe Admiralty will never bindcbhem- 

selves bo bake any quanbiby. If desirable,you could make a con* 

bracb wibh bhe Senior Officer for bhe supply of fresh meab,as,if 

I remember righbly,I did wibh Capbain Kennedy.

6. Par.,8. The Eagle Crag's bill has been accepbed,bub we have 

been obliged bo allow ib 60 days,ab which ib should have been

A.E.Baillon,Esq • 9

Manager,
Sbanley.

• ^
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drawn in the firsts instance. Owners require at/ least/ tzhatz time 

t/O enable t/hem t/O get/ a set/t/lement/ with t/heir Underwriters,and 

only small bill3 should be drawn at/ 30 days.
7. Par.9. The reduction of the hulkhire for t/he Priorhill is 

approved,and even now seems very high.^ It/ will be interesting to 

hear what the cost of transporting the coal ex Gladys comes to, 

as it will be a useful guide in assessing the proper amount to 

be charged for hulkhire,though,as I said before,such a rate as 

£3 on coals used to be considered excessive.
Par.12. If the Argentine flour is better and cheaper than 

that from Chili,you will have to cancel the standing order with 

Vorwerk & Co* But are you always sure of having room in the out

ward steamers?

9. Par.15.
Qns shows how important it is to get proper receipts for all 

payments,whether by cheque or otherwise, of which please --»ake 

note.

8.

The trouble about the towage of the Thomas Steph-

10. 33 par.l. If the Sheepskins from San Carlos are on joint 

account between Bonner and Cameron,I can hardly object
but it is understood that all Mrs.

to their

being consigned to Hoare;
Bonner*s produce comes to us,and if there was simply some pay—

I shall write tome lit to be made,vfe could have arranged that.

Mrs.Bonner and ask if she knows anything about it.

11. Par.3.The owners of the Priorhill have returned the draft
I saw her loss reported lastaccepted,which is fortunate,as

week.
Par.4. It was hardly worth while taking the risk of the 

small draft on the owners of the Bien,whom we do not know.

13., Par.6. It is satisfactory to loam that the long delayed 

erection of the telephone is being proceeded with,but an explan- 

the proposal to paint the pole3 in the face of wha«j I

12.

ation of
wrote on the 31st July in despatch 816-14 is required. There are 

thousands of miles of telegraph poles in England,but I can-many
not remember seeing any painted ones,tarring being the universal 

Of course the suggestion about asbestos and luminouspractice.
paint is imbecile.. If not already done,they should be tarred

without further reference to the Governmenu.



14. Par.8. As soon as Mr.Anson'3 indent, for baling materials 

cam© forward I though that he was intending to supply himself 

with the rest, of his requirements from Stanley.

15.. Par.9. Insurances will be noted.
16. It i'3 difficult to understand the claim made by Mr.Ber

trand for a case of brandy short ex Concord about three years 

ago,except on the supposition that he is indulging as in a joke. 

Whether this is so or not,you will have to point out to him that 

the ship,and not we,as charterers,was responsible. If he likes,I 

will write to the owners,and tell them that a consignee,after a

lapse of three years,has discovered that he has lost a case of 

brandy; but if the Captain was a prudent man,he took receipts 

for all cargo,and I am afraid that there would be little use in

making a claim. It has been rather interesting to note,in con

nexion with the loss from pillage of the Thetis's cargo,what

very erratic and extravagant notions some people have of what 

constitutes a claim on a ship,and how it should be recovered'.

17. Par.11. Mr.Schlottfeldt has been properly treated as re-

it is just as well that he should knowgards the survey fees:

that he has not a vested interest in them,and it may be the

means of keeping him a little more in order. I should be inclin

ed to let him go on most surveys still,as long as he behaves

himself,but this must be left to your discretion.

18. Par.12. I hope that Mr.Harding did not take a bottomry

bond on the Ambassador; such a course would provide us with no

security at all until insured,and on a short voyage like that 

over to the coast she and the money might alike be lost before

he got an opportunity of cabling us. He was instructed to be

mbst cautious about the late OYmers,but ,a3 the indebtedness on

ly amounted to £100 or £200,he might have taken Mr.ToYmsena's 

draft for this amount,and left him to settle his own affairs 

with Captain Sivertsen.. All we have to look after is our oyoi

protection,and,if ca3h comes into our hands,we have undertaken

to have it remitted by cable..

19. Par,14. You should point out to Mr.Harding that the grea

ter part of this paragraph might have remained unwritten,as it
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is founded throughout, on a misapprehension. There was no "exper- 

# iment,M whatever made by the Board; the arrangement made for car

rying on the business followed precisely the precedent that had 

been followed in my time for nearly thirty years,and before my 

time when Messrs.Lane and Forster were in Stanley. The whole of

the work was left in the hands of your clerk,just as all my work 

was attended to by Mr.Langdon,and his by myself in turn. The 

difference was that the work of late years ha3 grown heavier,al

though it has to some extent been lightened by the removal of
all responsibility for Camp affairs: if this was too heavy for

and the Board all believe that it wasthe shoulders of one man

so - it was for you or Mr,Harding or both to call the Board’s

attention to it,and another clerk would have been sent out with

as much alacrity as was shorn the moment yoy personally ap-

This I believe to be the op-proached the Board on the subject, 

inion of the Directors,although 1 have not had an opportunity of

putting the last despatch before them. I may mention,however,

that the Chairman has been in to read it,and has again expressed 

his great satisfaction with the manner in which Mr ..Harding has

carried out his duties,and his regret that they should have been

so unusually laborious through the influx of ships the last few

months. You will please inform Mr.Harding of this,and explain,as

you are certainly in a position to do after attending the Board 

meetings,that there has never atany time been a desire to over

work our staff,and that the additional assistance was given

without any demur whatever.

20. The South American Missionary Society ask that originals

and not press copies of the subsidiary accounts may be sent with

their accounts certified by Mr.Whaits.

21.It is unfortunate that Mr,Harding ha3 omi ed to reporto. j.

about the rams that Y/ent per Pentaur,for they were insured

through to their several destinations,and if they all arrived

without loss a return is due by the Company with which they Yfere

insured.

22. When a Banker in England finds that a customer keeps but 

a small balance he makes a practice of charging a commission for 

the convenience afforded. This ought to apply to the case of Dr. 
KeaJ?,whose balance seems usually to be inconsiderable.
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23. I have to draw your addehdion do a consignment, of seal

skins from Mr.H,Waldron which have realized exacdly nothing,and

do ask you do sugge3d do him dhad dhese exdremely redail impord-

adions are a trouble do us,and ad dhe same dime unprofidable do

himself.

24. I have had a long conversadion widh Mr.Podder,Manager of

dhe Shaw Savill line,and dliink dhad somedhing may come of id. In

dhe firsd place I musd mendion dhad dhe quesdion of coaling dhe

sdeamers may be absoludely laid on one side as nod being wordh 

dhe expendidure of dime and ink. Mr.Poj. j. 
VJ L»er doId me dhad dhey

could ged 800 or 900 dons pud on board and sdovfed by shore lab

ourers in 36 hours ad Rio,and ad a price much under whad id

cosds us do impord. On dhe one hand we musd bear in mind dhad

dhe Kosmos steamers do nod look do dhe mail subsidy for dheir

profit,and dhad as dhe New Zealand boad3 could only serve us

homewards,going out as dhey do via dhe Cape,any serious reduct

ion in freights and passages might lead do dhe loss of dhe mail

service by steam,which would be disastrous,as we knoYf of no oth

er line dhad could be induced do take id up. There i3 another 

fact of Yfhich Y/e have do take account; Mr.Po 

dheir busy season in New Zealand corresponds Yfidh ours,and from 

about November do May dhe boats are so full of cargo and passen

gers dhad calling ad dhe Falklands would nod benefit us in dhe 

smallest degree. Having 3daded dhese reasons for nod rushing 

blindly into a new project,Mr.Podder says,on dhe other hand,dhad 

dheir business slacks off later,and dhad he would be quite Yfil- 

ling do led one or even two call ad Stanley bedYreen May and Sep

tember, if a sufficient inducement could be held out in the way 

of freight,eidhef on produce,good3,or live stock. Your best 

course,therefore,will be do confer Yfidh Mr.Mowad,ascertain from 

him whad commodities we could profitably impord ad a freight of 

about 40/*a don,and make up a list for our guidance,widh dhe 

quantities of each that id occurs do you do suggest. Whad rate 

of freight dhey would charge on rams Mr.Podder could nod dell me 

right off,bud he will go into dhe quesdion. If this arrangement 

can be carried out,id will give us a good lever widh which do 

work dhe Kosmo3 Co.as do dhe wool exceeding the 40$,which r/e are

er mentioned dhadj. j. 
U LI



\fc\ 4
entitled to ship under our agreement,a3 if they remain stiff,no 

doubt we shall be abl© to come to terms with the Shaw Savill

line.

25, In further reference to the question of freights,I think 

that we should take up a sailing 3hip for rough cargo early in 

the Spring,with liberty to charter her home if advisable; 

shall then be perfectly equipped with weapons with which to deal

we

with Mr.Schlottfeldt,

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing director.

Please note that in the first line of this despatch I should

have written *tMr.Harding, s in place of "your",
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(iUtr^alklanit jtahtiuts (Cmu^ctuu.
— W INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. •

O'/. C y ////rc //'/s /'V,

Ih' OlTC AHcL • -—'£‘-£-<2/

Aro 824. ___15..tlL_ Jail._

Sir,

My last despatch dated the 51st ult no.823,has "been read and 

We have since received your despatch no.. 
34,Yfhich arrived on the 11th Inst. ,as well as your cable of the

• y

confirmed by the Board'.

3rd from Montevideo,"Federal Glengowan Sterling Glasgow". 'The 

message received at Lloyd*s Yfas almost unintelligible,but 

paper report,probably from another source,seems to Show that the'
a news

Glengowan is beyond repair,and therefore it is not clear why a 

credit is asked for. In any case it must be a long affair,and 

there will be time to make any arrangements that may appear ne

cessary when Y7e are in possession of the facts.

2‘. Despatch 31 - 45j. The Board approved of the principle of 

contracting carried out by Mr.Harding with the Blacksmiths,and 

were unable to form a judgment as to the amount; but a question 

on the subject of the sum per day earned by the men has not been 

answered. They must not get it into their heads that a contract 

means quadruple pay; a fair estimate should,if possible,be made 

of the probable cost by day v/ork,and It should be taken at that, 

their gain depending upon the extra amount of muscle they choose 

to put into it.

3.. Par.9. I am very glad to 3ee that you have taken up the 

question of the Blue Book report upon shearing machines, I pur

posely refrained from v/riting to the Colonial Office until hear

ing from the Colony; but as soon as the reply of the Colonial 

Secretary arrives,I will address a letter to the C.O.on the sub

ject, besides putting Burgon on to them. To go to public house 

gossip for materials to furbish up an official report is not a 

creditable proceeding.

A.E.Baillon,Esq • >

Manager,

Stanley.s'

L



IX

4. - 10. With regard to the Ambassador, it v/as right, to object, 

to “treat, the draft, on Toymsend as cash,as our understanding with 

Burgess & Co.was that, we y/ere to cable any funds placed in our 

hands. As I mentioned last mail,however,you might take Towns

end* s draft for the amount due to us,leaving it to him to se 

the remainder with the Captain. It was not reasonable to expect 

us to take the risk upon ourselves without any consideration.En

closed is a copy of a letter I have written to Burgess on the 

subject*

le4. 4.

5. Questions relating to certain freight on Weddell y/ool and 

a lamp have been brought td my notice. I cannot see that there 

is any claim to be made upon us,although it would have been pos

sible for you to be more explicit on the subject in writing to 

Mr.Y/illlams} clearly he engaged Pallini,and there is no room for 

any concession on our part,especially bearing in mind the fact 

that we get nothing out of the Weddell produce in the way of

commission. But with regard to the lamp,it is clear that it was 

a mistake in this office,as the lamp was ordered by and for Mr.

Bertrand,and the shipping clerk gave the wrong port mark,and

charged it to Weddell, It is odd that having copies of all or

ders for reference you did nbt see this,and still more strange
n

that Mr.Bertrand has done without his lamp without complainig,

though,as another incident makes it appear that he has just been

taking stock of his last Concord cargo,he may before long find

out about it. Of course you y/ill transfer the lamp and the

charge to Mr.Bertrand.

6. Should you have cargo offered you by outsiders again,like

Mr.Mathews and others,you must not give them the advantage of

the reduction for distant ports,but on the other hand charge 

then* the old rate,ymich will help to increase the 10$.

7. Among the enclosures last mail there was a catalogue of
(This,I find,Yias posted.)Bayliss's for Mr.Packe.

Do the Government care about accuracy in describing sheep

stations? I see "Smith .& Sharpie)” for Sharp Sc. Smith,and "the pe 

property of Mr.Charles Anson” in the official notices about 

scab.i
9. In future we shall send £450 per mail in a draft on the 

Treasury.

!

i
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10, By way of supplement to my remarks on the subject of the 

office work during your absehOe-,the Board wish me t6 say that, 

v/ithout adding Anything in the way of words,they desire that you 

will camse Mr .Harding^s account to 'be credited with an addition
al £50 (beyond what you may have arranged for 

count)as a mark Of their appreciation of his services.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant.

on your own ac-

Managing Director.

i ; <
/ £1
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(fluvial khtml Stflitufts (Cmiqututj.
------ -*( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851./

1 ^/larfc/y/Jr/ ' S/7rr/y,6'/.
fkr Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon.
.V° 825. 18th Jan. ....£.C~

Sir,

Since writing on the 15th inst.Y^e have received your cable

gram ’’Burgess marzare maranalais pe'ntawo 3tadtkind”, which ap

pears to mean that we are to pay Burges3 £438.5.6,and that the 

Pehtaur has 750 bales for us. It i3 not clear hOYf with a maximum

sum of £300 cash,Burgess*s Captain has been able to remit so 

much,for you can hardly have taken a draft for 1 however,the 

money has been paid,and we await you r despatch on the subject. 

It is a surprise that the number of bales is so small'...

2. In Mr.Harding,s remarks on Ste accounts dated the 11th of 

December,in reply to instructions sent to stop Noble’s pay dur

ing hi3 absence from the Colony,which had not been done,he says 

that Noble had assured him that he understood from you or at any 

rate took it for granted that he Y/ould be allovred full pay dur

ing his absence. This cannot have been the case,as far qs you 

are concerned,for it Y/ould have been entirely without precedent 

and unauthorized. What he took for granted does hot matter to us 

of course,though it is a pity that he deceived himself. Seeing 

that his pay had only a short time before been materially rais

ed,and,I think,some concession made with regard to the passages 

of his children,it would not be reasonable to expect the Board 

to go out of their way to grant a privilege that no one had en

joyed before'.. You y/ill have to put this straight at once.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director*.
A. E. Bail Ion, Esq • y

Manager,

Stanley.
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0> /, ^Afte'Clc/ss/lcA' 'JOtle<z/y,

^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.jo—

Per Men© s',. c #
/#&*..-llthyeh.jYP 826 . p^^on/lo'/z '£. cl..

Sir,

My last/ despatch was dadoed the 18th uIt,.,since which date 

your despatch 35 has arrived,on the 27th ult.,aiid 36,posted in 

Montevideo in advance of the mail,came to hand on the 8th iiist.

We have also received the cablegram from Montevideo of 1st iiist.

"Thetis jacetamos herodot sportulaht",and have despatched a long 

one,as per copy enclosed,with reference to the Chartres station’.

er I have writ-2, Despatch 35,par..9, I enclose copy of a le j. j. u u

ten to the Colonial Office with reference to the correspondence

on shearing machinery,and have placed Burgon & Ball in possessi

on of the Blue Book Report and the correspondence,as to which

In the copy of Mr.Hard-they are also going to address the C.O.
er 1893 must have been a slip of the pen forj. j.

u t-/ing,s first le
1894,as the Blue Book referred to the latter year, I was not 

aware that 1894 had shown such a falling of as compared Yfith the

previous year,and am inclined to doubt the accuracy of the stat

istics compiled by the Government.

3. Par. 11. The fire oh board the Glengovraji was unfortunate;

it is not yet clear why you wanted a credit opened,as the vessel

is clearly a wreck,alid the proceeds must surely cover any dis

bursements. If the shell is soId,as it probably Will be,do you

think that an arrangement could be made with the Blacksmiths to 

break her up to any extent on such terms that the iron or steel

would be worth shipping homey

4. Despatch 36,par,1. I had already arranged with Mr.Cameron 

to have the JB bales handed over to us,with the concurrence of

Mrs.Bonner. Mr.Cameron said that there was no reason for their 

not having been consigned to us in the first instance,as the

A.E.BailIon,Esq.

Manager,

Stanley,



*

^ killing charges could have been adjusted separately. I Trill see 

that we get the Packe skins.

5. Par.2‘. I have no doubt that the Board will sanction the

shipment of £2000 in silver coin on the 24th prox.

6. Par,4. It is satisfactory to hear that Mr.Mowat means to

push the question of fencing. The way he is going to work seems 

to leave nothing to be desired,and we may all esteem ourselves 

for tunate in having such a man appointed,for with a Governor,if 

not actually hostile,at least not friendly to the sheepfarming 

interest,if the Inspector had chosen to make himself one of his

creatures,it would have been disastrous. I hope that you have 

made him understand that rre desire to co-operate with him and

afford him all the support that lies in our power.

7. Par,6. You have not clearly,even now,explained how the Am
bassador's account has been finally settled,for I cannot see in
the account any mention of bills on Sandy Point to which you al-

You have made a mistake in cabling the money to Burgess;
have

a 90 days' bill is not cash,and it was supposed that you would

lude,

understood that you were to remit any money,i.e.cash that the

Captain placed in your hands. The £450 bill,assuming that it

would be discounted at 10,and with a 5/.stamp,is only worth to 

us £448.12.1,and there will probably be some charges on the San

dy Point bills. It is not a large ma er,aiid I shall not give 

er; but you
will see that doing the business for 10 has not been a profita-

j. j.

ourselves array by writing to Burgess about the maj. j.u u

ble transaction.

8. Par.9. It is satisfactory to learn that flour is to be had

more cheaply in the Plate,as prices have risen in Valparaiso.

9, Par.12, If it is really true that the Volunteers have re

signed, it is most interesting,and the end has come sooner than I

expected. Vie have no information as yet about the Governor's ac-2-

tiori with regard to Poppy and others.

I have also to acknowledge receipt of your two letters of10.

the 10th ult, I rrill do my best to get you a good Cooper.

11. I note what you say about samples of dip. I do not know 

what course Mr.Mowat means to take with regard to this question,
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bub it; seems bo me bhab bhe most; polibic filing bo do would be,

while sbrongly recomme'nding rdiabever he bhinks besb,nob bo res- 

bricb bhe farmers bo bhe use of ib,or bo prohibib ahy of bhe

well known and recognized kinds. He knows his business besb,of

course,and has probably considered whab would be bhe effecb of 

a prohibibion,which would be sure bo inundabe bhe Colonial Of

fice wibh probesbs.
ll^Arbhur & Co.lim.of Glasgow have asked leave bo send you a 

orney bo sue a man named Dawkins for a large sum due 

I have bold bhem bhab bhere will be no objecbion raised

4. 4-Power of A

bo bhem,
by us,bub bhab bhere should be a power of subsbibubion,in case 

you are boo busy bo bake ib in hand yourself,

12.1 have bo poinb oub bhab in shipping bhe sheepskins from 

Porb Howard Mr.Harding only charged bhe sbeamer freighb,and bhab 

you will bherefore have bo recover bhe local freighb and charges 

yourself. Do nob forgeb bhab in making oub Bills of Lading for 

all bub ourselves and Mr.Dean bhe bhrough freighb from bhe local

porb musb be‘ charged.
13. You are aware bhab bhere are some cases of Cooper's Dip

which by arrangenenb were seiib in bo Sbanley from Porb Howard.

bo be delivered all orders bhab would obherwiseOub of bhese are
be shipped from here,and we are bo pay Coopers for bhem as bhey 

bakerl. Bub bhere is a quesbion aboub bhe cosb of handling 

and shoring bhem in Sbanley,for I have poinbed oub bo Messrs. 

Cooper bhab in paying bhem bhe cosb,£2,plus freighb and ihsur-
should have incurred here,we should geb some rebam

bhab would nob be incurred if 

board here once for all on bhe vessel bhab
bhe acbual cash oub

are

ance bhab we
from bhem bo cover bhe expenses

bhe cases were pub on 

goes round bhe Islands. 

of poc.keb,! do nob

If you can esbimabe 

think that under the circumstances we need

I have told them that there is a sum 

their debit for freight from Port Howard;
say anything about storage.

of £7.10/.standing to 

this they are prepared to pay,but as they tell me that they have
& Yfaldron for expenses from Portbeen charged £9.15/.by Spearing 

Howard to Stanley,I nave uOld 

until I hear from you 

this charge,if we did

them to leave the question open 

. It seems odd that S.& W. should have made

the work ourselves.
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14*,’ Wibh regard again bo bhe question of Noble,bo which -you 

refer in remarks on accounts,I have bo poinb oub bhab having 

granted him certain concessions bo which he was. nob under his

agreement, enbibled in bhe mabber of passages-,bhe allusion bo his 

coming home afber bhe deabh of his wife was merely an expression 

of our expecbabion bhab he would avail himself of bhose passag

es, as ib sbood bo reason bhab a man in his posibioh wibh a large 

young family could nob possibly look afber bhem himself. Ib was 

never inbended bo deparb from bhe rule invariably followed,as 

ib would be creabing a new and inconvenienb precedent,, and con

sidering bhe liberal manner in which Noble has been breabed in 

several ways ib would be unreasonable on his parb bo expecb 

more. Naburally when on bhe poinb of deparbure he had bo work a 

lfbble exbra bo geb bhings in order,bub he has a good deal of 

spare bine oh bhe whole,and musb bake bhe rough wibh bhe smoobh. 

Wibh regard bo bhe bine spenb here,he came up once bo see me,and 

called ab Hull on bhe way down,we paying all his expenses; bhis 

nay have occupied bhree or four days,and bhen we saw no more of 

him unbil he was on his way bo join bhe Tariis*. Ib has nob been 

usual for any of our principal men bo claim anybhing for brif- 

ling services such as he rendered;bub bhe Board deb do nob ab 

any bine wish bo be beholden bo people who bhink bhey have' a 

claim upon bhem,and bhere would be no objecbion bo your making 

him an allowance,if asked,for bhe visib bo London and Hull ab 

bhe rabe of 10/.per day,which would be ample,seeing bhab we paid 

his brave1ling and obher expenses. I nay menbion bo you bhab 

considering cerbain episodes ill his career Noble has been fully 

rewarded for his services bo us: he sank and losb one of our

sbeam launches bhrough an acb of pure folly; he' misled us bo

our

cosb on ab leasb bwo occasions In connexion wibh bhe Sbanley

sbeam launches,and he cannob be held quibe free from blame over

bhe uhsabisfacbory oubburn of bhe ballow and sheepskins ab Goose

Green lasb season, I do nob mean bo say bhab he is nob a capable

Engineer,bub I daresay bhab we could find an equally good one

le more ballasb wibhoub looking very far.wibh a lij. j. 
'J u
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15. Since writihg about Dawkihs I have received from Arthur 

® <fc Co.a copy of their letter to you,with enclosures,and should

like to know if there is any truth in what he says about having 

got all the Government contracts'.

16. As more sheepskins than usual are coming by steam,your 

cablegram in future should express the number of bales of wool 

only. Sheepskins are of secondary importance,and it is conveni
ent to be able to let the Woolbroker's have precise information 

about the quantity to be expected for the sales.
17. I have closed my letter to Kr.Nichol without telling him 

the Board agree to the purchase of such rams from New Zea

land imported by the Stock Inspector as may be thought desira
ble, and authority is granted

We are just closing the insurance of the Fortuna for an
other 12 months,and T believe that we shall do it

that

to you to pay for them.
18.

at 12 guineas
per cent.this time. Bear in mind that she is insured for total

loss only,while the Hornet is covered against all risks. If Row

lands comes home after the season,it is understood that the For- 

tuna is to be strictly laid up,and no one else allowed to 

her out of harbour under aiiy circumstances'. We give our word to 

the Underwriters that she is commanded by Rowlands,independently 

of which we should not feel comfortable if she were in any other 

hands.

take

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant'-'J
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CLhr J-alhlitm'i jMaufts (CmujJtittu.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

r/■ />
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Per Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.

No.827. .RCl 29th- February ,

Sir,

The Board have read ahd confirmed my last, despatch per Mehes, 

and have assenbed bo bhe shipme'nb of £2000 in silver coih by bhe

nexb outward sbeamer. I have now bo acknowledge receipb of your

despabch no.57,which came per Orellana from Montevideo on bhe
25bh inst bhe mail per Herodob nob having yeb arrived.

2. Par.2. I have already pub Mr.Buckworbhys order in hand;bub 

musb ask you bo draw his abbenbion bo bhe necessity of being 

more precise in bhe smallesb particulars,so bhab bhere may be no

doubb aboub bhe correcb execubion of orders by people who are

hob supposed bo be practically acquainted wibh bhe subject. He

gives 'no spaces for his wires,bhe lengbh of standards,3 fb.6 in.
does hob explain how deep he wanbs bhem in bhe ground,bhe quant-

iby of tying wire is nob mentioned,the lengbh and dimensions of
larch posbs are nob mentioned,nor is bhe lengbh of ba ens given4. 4. 

J J

or bhe descripbion of yrood of Yrtiich bhey are bo be cub. 

inch boards are ordered bhe breadth oughb bo be given,and bhen, 

although bhe y/hole fence is ordered bo be obbained from Bayliss, 

bhey say bhab bhey can only supply steel droppers,so bhab I musb 

geb what he wants from Watson. I have no doubb bhab by carefully 

looking up previous shipments of fencing for Packe Bros.* Co.I 

shall be able bo make out all bhe ibems sabisfacborily,bub ib 

will only be because I have some knowledge of fencing myself,and 

ib is risky bo leave so much bo another’s judgment, 

anything wrong,we musb nob be blamed. I shall be glad if you 

will make a pracbice of scrutinizing all our clients' orders be

fore you despabch bhem,for bhey leave a greab deal bo bhe imag- 

i’nabion,every one of bhem,and ib is unfair bo pub so much res— 

ponsibiliby oil our shoulders.

A.E.Bai11on,Esq

When

If bhere is

• y

Stanley*.



3. Pai,3.,. Your' report, of the ‘Thetis is unsatisfactory; I had 

no idea that she had been so much neglacted. As regards going

alongside the hulk,I was bound this voyage to take the advice of 

Mr.Amor,ho see if keeping her afloat would have the effect of 

lessening the damage to the rivets which showed itself so much 

after both the previous voyages. I should like you to ascertain 

for certain that she grounded in Gull Harbour last year; it 

seems incredible,for there is no mention of it in the log-book, 
and surely some report would have been made by Mr.Yfilliams or 

someone else at Y7eddell Island^,and it would not have remained a 

secret for nearly a year.

4. You do not explain how Mr.Townsend proposed to pay for the 

coals; he can hardly have expected you to give them as a present 

on the ground that he had no money to pay for them.

Par.6. On the subject of frozen meat,I cannot give you 

this time an opinion direct from the Board,as we ,shall not meet

But I may say that from the little we 

have heard of Mr.Mowat there is a distinct impression that he is 

an enthusiast,and that it will not do to be carried away by his 

views'. That sheep can now be sold even at 18/. in New Zealand for 

freezing we cannot be lieve,although we know that up to a short 

time ago most extravagant prices were given. Mention has been 

made of Nelson Brothers; is Mr.Mowat aware that in their last 

statement of accounts there was one item of £102,000 on the' deb

it side of Profpit and Loss for loss on purchases of mutton in 

New Zealand? It is a fact that at the present time Falkland Is

lands mutton would barely command 2|d.per lb.;can Mr.Mowat or 

anyone else see how this price,which on a sheep of 65 lbs.comes 

to 13/6-|d.,is going to satisfy the sheepfarmer,the shipowner,and 

the buyer? Leaving the buyer out of the question,and supposing 

for a moment that the farmers are going to kill and ship on 

their own account,is there anything in it? Of course by the buy

er I mean the man who will give a price for the live sheep,not 

the Butcher here,who is,doubtless,well pleased with the state of 

I am sure that the Board will be glad to assist any 

well considered scheme for making freezing a success,but until 

such a scheme has been put before them,they will say,as they

5.

before this mail has left.

-j-'the marke ^ •
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have all alohg,that they will sell sheep that must/ be parted 

with at any price that is better than the boiling dorm, one,but 
that they do not consider themselves justified in going into 

wild cat speculations. In writing to you somewhat freely on this 

subject,I rely upon your discretion in only imparting to Mr.Mow- 

at such of my remarks as you may consider suitable,for the Board 

would be sorry to create the impression in his mind that they 

have any desire to oppose any of the suggestions that he may put 

forward for the general good of the Colony. I am afraid,however, 

that they will look upon this as well as the coaling scheme as 

not one that can be expected to answer from an £ s d point of 

view,which is the most important one after all.. If they dissent 

from any of these remarks,I shall have much pleasure in telling 

you so'. Ill your letter of the 16th January to the Colonial Se-

Youcretary,you are somewhat inaccurate oh more than one point.

say that the firm that initiated the frozen meat industry ceased

to exist some six years ago. The Falkland Islands Meat Company

was wound up in 1887. The actual operation of freezing,which I

assume means freezing on board the ship,as I have not heard of

any refrigerating works on shore,was carried o^when the Selem-

bria was rurmingat Goose Green,Dqxwin, on the Eq,stand at Port
' /

Howard,Weddell,and Port Stephens on the West; I rras not sure ab

out Port Stephens,but Mr.Dean tells me that they killed there 

one voyage. There were,I believe,many more sheep killed at Goose 

Green than anywhere else;

Felton ought to have remembered it.
you may not have known this,but Mr.

The failure of the arrange
ment for this year is no doubt due to the fact that the business’
does not pay. And you rrere a li le rash in your assertion about 
the price of wool,judging by the records kept here of our own, 

which ought to be a fair guide for estimating that of the Colony

j.
•sj l_»

generally; last year,s was the lorrest on record,but it was near

ly run by the average price in 1886,when the Selembria was at

work,since when until 1894 it was distinctly higher each year.

6., Par.7. I can safely say,in anticipation of the Board meetg-

ing that the Directors express their regret at hearing of Mr.

Greenshields* unfortunate accident,and hope that he may have

safely got over it,that is as regardw his life.



7. If you have any means of communicating with P.Soutar,will 

you tell him that his relatives are anxiously enquiring about
him?.

8. With reference to the insurance of the Fortuna,I regret to 

say that we have been unable this year to obtain any reduction 

in the premium; the loss of the Cqstalia is against her,while,on 

the other hahd,the Horhet has run so long without loss that she 

is taken more freely.

9, I notice that no bones have been shipped for years. They 

are useful for dumiaging hides,and common ones I am informed are 

worth about per ton. As we do not kill beef now,we have none 

of our own,unless a collection could be made in the Camp; but if 

you could buy Mr.Packe’s beef bones at about £2 or £2.10/.you 

would find them useful.

10, I have not yet received the copy of despatch no.31,which 

I asked you to have re-written with a margin broad enough for

binding.

11, There is wool of Mrs.Hansen*s bn board the Herodot,but 

you have not said whether they are the £5 or £10 bales,so that 

we cannot declare them properly before landing. Please give this

your attention in future,as it is important,.

I am again writing to Mr.Ni'chol on the subject of casks, 

but may point out to you that it is important in sending shooks

12,

to Goose Gre'en,or in selecting them for coopering if done in 

Stanley,always to take the oldest stock first. The Cooper him

self ought to know this,but a careless man will naturally select

the newest if allowed his own rray,as this gives him the least
trouble,and the consequence is that in the course of time the

en,and are condemned as useless4.oldest get rrater soaked or ro j.

V/hen our excellent and much regre ed Cooper,Me.Carthy,was al-j.

ive,he could be trusted to look after our interests,but before

his time I had a lot of trouble. You had better look up the sub

ject of casks,and report,as there is evidently something vrrong.

13,You have made a mistake in shipping Packe Bros.& Go’s wool 

at 30/,,as it should have been at the distant tariff rate of 25/ 

I hope that this has been only an oversight this time,and that
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future lots will be shipped at the proper rate. In writing on 

the 19th November last,I gave you a copy of all the correspond

ence I had had with the Kosmos bn the subject,and thought you 

would be thoroughly posted.. At present we stand in this way; 

having shipped by Pentaur and Herodot 1141 bales (near and out

siders) at 30/.we are entitled to ship 760 at 25/.,being 60 and 

40$ of the whole. You will have to estimate the total quantity 

that we are likely to have from near ports and outsiders,and 

then see how much you can safely ship of the other class without 

bringing us over the 40$. As I have said all along,I do not like 

the arrangement,and foresee difficulties in carrying it out; but 

the correspondence will have shown you how it was evolved,and it 

was the best we could do at the time. The difficulty chiefly 

lie.s in our not knowing before the end of the season what pro

portions of the two classes will be shipped. Y7e want to do the 
for

best ef our clients,but at the same time we are not prepared to 

lose money in paying up differences out of our own pocket if the 

40$ happens to be exceeded. I am going to write to Hamburg on 

the subject,and in the meantime all I can advise you is to try 

to corner the agent,by telling him that although we are prepared 

to carry out our promise of 4000 bales,we cannot undertake to 

ship more than the 40$,miless he is prepared to take all distant 

Y/ool at 25/.on his own responsibility,and that failing such ar

rangement you will have to confer with the shippers as to char

tering in Montevideo,in which case probably 20/.or 22/6 from 

Stanley would pay us/- something,at all events,less than the 

steamer rate,. I rely upon your securing a full cargo of wool for 

the Thetis at all events,irrespective of all other arrangements. 
In the event of a deadlock,you will have to favoufc those rrho 

consign to us*.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Cli/lr.rJJ'alklitnh Jtalitufts (£ mutant).
----------Ol INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

0 /. *^U{C&o/s//6cAs ?_ Sy/.fJSi/y.

Per Herodot. Ctf
N? 828. JkfcfcJi. March,.''Oru/sr/t.E.c

Sir,

My last despatch,no.827 via Sandy Point,of 29th ult.has been 

read and confirmed by the Board,who have also perused your no.£8 

of 31st January,which arrived on the 7th inst.

2. Par.2. The cablegram about the Chartres business has not 

been translated with the care that such an important communica

tion demanded; we had it repeated to ensure correctness,and it 

was received by Humphreys,and,no doubt,passed on to you correct 

to a letter. "Masselare” ,£6750,you mistook for "IvlasceHare ,£780, 

and you did not translate "Aplicaron" at all,although this form

ed a key to the whole proposed arrangment;as rendered by you the 

message was nonsense,and the consequences might have been seri

ous had it not happened that the matter was deprived of urgency 

through an extension of time having been granted. I hope that
after the departure of the mail you found out your mistakes,and 

sent the corrected message to Messrs.Anson,Blake,and the others 

concerned.

3, Par.3.,The Board are vrilling to reduce the charge made oh 

the Port Howard accounts when they learn that the wool from that 

station is either shipped through or consigned to us.

-i. Par.4. The owners of the Gladys have accepted the draft 

without remark.

Par.5. V/e were glad to learn from the cable that arrived 

on the 29th ult,(Greenshields rapetasser tell mother Memphis 

.stahlen) that Mr.Greenshields had almost entirely recovered; 

this news was conveyed to Mrs.Greenshields through Mr.Cameron, 

and she has expressed herself as being deeply grateful and re
lieved'.

5.

A,E.Baillon,Esq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.



6. Par.6 & 13. I think that you are right in assuming that the 

deck planking for the Pair Rosamond was overlooked;, but if it 

had been stated that it was’intended for her it would have gone 

per Celox. Without making a long story of it,you might have said 

that the present deck was so-and-so, (whatever may be the matter) 

and that a new one,estimated to cost so much,had be 

plied. The Board like to get information at times on the condi
tion of their property,

7. Par.7. I hope that it may have occurred to you to ask for
of the telephone

assistance in the completion from the electric experts on board
a

one of H.M. *s ships,and that this long protracted improvement, 

in communication with shipping outside has been got into working 

order. No explanation has been given to the Board of the delay, 

or why outside assistance has never been sought,and it would 

really seem as though it were an undertaking solely desired by 

the Government,and that it was a point of honour with the Com

pany to obstruct it as much as possible.

8. Par.8. Whether Mr,Bertrand made a claim or not for a case

er bo sup-

of brandy per Concord cannot affect us,unless he asked you a3 

his agent to make it for him,aiid you neglected to do so. 

case I think we should be liable,but it is to be hoped that 

was not so.

In that

it
As to the other claims,after considering your in- 

Surucuions and noting what you must avoid in the way of estab
lishing any precedent detrimental to our interests,you must set
tle as fairly as you can,leaning rather to the .side of liberal
ity.

9". Par. 11. Mr.Mowat’s essays have been read with interest 

several of she Directors,and the replies of the sheepfarmers to 

your letters on the Frozen meat question have received attention 

No copy of your address has been sent,and the Board would be in

terested to learn what is meant by Mr.Goodhart’s allusion to 

"the Company’s liberal action in the matter". The Board are in

clined at all times to be liberal,but they like to know what 

they are being liberal about. As regards Mr.Mowat’,3 proposed t-wb 

visit to England,the Board think it would be useful,and should 

be urged for two reasons; it would probably remove once for all

any misconceptions he may be labouring under as to the profit to 

be derived from the frozen meat trade,and it would be a satis

fy



# faction bo them bo meet and discuss with him the subject/ of 

sheepfarming in the Falklands generally.

10. Par..14, I understand that the Salvage Association are not 

sending anyone out about the Glengowan,and probably she Yrill be 

sold. Y/e have not been supplied rrith information sufficient to 

enable us to judge whether she can easily be raised and made in

to a watertight hulk,and your remark that all our wooden ones 

are nearly played out is considered rather sweeping. Nothing has 

been reported to prepare the Board for such an announcement,and 

Yre 3hoald like a detailed report on all. YHiatever may be the con 

dibioil of the Vicar of Bray,which certainly cannot be expected 

to hold any heavy cargoes',we expect yet to get a good deal of 

use out of the J.P.Smith,the Capricorn,and the Praecis,and if 

any or all of these are shaky,ytq have the Sabino ready at hand 

It would be a pity to block up the harbour with yet 

another hulk,and the only legitimate reason for buying the Glen- 

gowan would be the fear that someone else might fit her up,as to 

which you are in a better position to judge than we are. Should 

it be practicable,you must get ail estimate of the cost of rais

ing and decking her. If breaking up were practicable,it would be 

the best way out of the difficulty’.

for use.

11, You will be someYfhat amused to hear that C.Y/illiams has, 

through his agents,asked Lawes9s Chemical Manure Co.for the ex

clusive agency for their dip.. They brought me the le er,and at
the same time asked whether we v;ere prepared to allow them to

j. j.
KJ

designate us as their agents,to which I at once assented. Morris 

Little & Soil will,no doubt,regard this as a touching instance of 

loyalty on the part of their agents.

12. The Brokers point out that the sealskins sent by Mrs.Han

sen are for the most part very small,and say that it is a pity 

to kill such young pups. The other lot are a very good one,and 

have realized excellent prices.

15.. In the last indent there Is an order for 2000 Bayliss’s 

posts,that is to say sufficient for 20 miles. Are these for sale 

or use? If the latter,there does not appear to be on record any 

proposal for future fencing,and although the Board thoroughly
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• approve of a liberal outlay in fencing,they like to know before

hand what is proposed. Can you,in anticipation of the explanati

on that Mr.Nichol will give,let us know anything on the subject?

14. 'The £2000 in silver coin will be shipped by this boat. It 

is understood that you want it to provide for the usual heavy 

payments at the time of the May mail; and as it is sent you,as 

well as the £150 by each mail on the Government,you must bear in 

mind that you are by ho means obliged to provide passengers by 

that boat with any drafts they may find it convenient to ask 

for. You will see that we do not like sending cash and then pay

ing the same thing over again,which it practically amounts to if 

you agree to turn everybody’s cash into drafts on London,whether

they are clients of ours or not.

15. I am glad to report that the wool per Pehtaur and Herodot

has sold at prices which have far exceeded our most sanguine ex-

pectations,and if the balance goes off at the same rate it will

put us into a very good position indeed.

16. Mr.Kehnaugh,managing owner of the Eagle Crag,has been to

It is the old story-London to see me about the ship’s accounts.

complaint of excessive overcharges. It appears that the cost of

a new cap in the Clyde would be about £20,and the breakage of

this has led to the ship expending within a small fraction of 50

I vrent into the question of repairs with him,andtimes as much.

said all I could to show him that it was impossible to compare

prices in Stanley with those here,and he readily admitted it,in 

fact was most r easonable in every way. His average adjusters had

taken exception to the account,and had told him that he had bet

ter see us,and especially to point out that in addition to the 

charge of £190 for the cap by contract there seemed to be an ex

tra charge of £36 for the Blacksmith’s shop,as well as wages,a 

portion,at least of which,they thought belonged to the cap. I 

said that I believed that we should learn that the cost of the 

cap was £190 and no more,and that if it turned out that either 

directly or indirectly any more than that sum had been charged, i

iit should be refunded to the last sixpence, The Blacksmiths’ la-
have been for repairing parrel,topsail ties,bour appears to 

jackstay3,crane pin,casting for capstan,and sundry minor re-



pairs,bub that such a lisb should havo cosb the large sum of £67 

seems on bhe face of ib bo be outrageous. Mr.Kennaugh said bhab 

he had accepbed bhe bill without question,and bhab he lefb him

self in our hands. Seeing bhab bhe labour on bhe cap conbracb 

came bo £85 only,and bhab bhere would be bo add bo bhab only bhe 

cosb of bhe iron,ib seemed bo me bhab in charging £190 Mr.Hard

ing had lefb room for a concession without pubbing us oub of

pocket,and in considerabion of bhis,and of bhe undeniably high

charges made for obher iberns,! offered him a cheque for £25 bo
sebble bhe matner,which he accepbed,and bhe Board has since ap

proved of bhe compromise. 'There are so many and such bibber com

plaints being made about our charges how,bhab I must again im

press upon you bhe necessity of strictly scrutinizing all ships,

accounts,and resolutely vetoing any "sticking on” on bhe part of

bhe Storekeepers,which ha3 been so often done on the fatally

mistaken principle of making hay while the sun shines. You can

not help being aware that the name of bhe Falkland Islands is a

positive terror to all shipovmers and underwriters,and anything

we can do to retrieve bhe character of the Colony should be

done on all occasions. Manilla rope which costs a fraction over

and there are other items in the3d.per lb.is charged at lOd • >

Store account overcharged in the same proportion. In making up

the selling prices of materials,attention should be given bo bhe

question whether bhere is much loss or nob in retailing; where

there is,as in iron,ib should be taken into account,bub I cannot

see bhab this touches bhe price of rope,and any decided drop in

prices in England should be taken account of.

17. I enclose copy of a letter from the Colonial Office ask

ing whether we claim the ownership of the Sea Lion Islands,and 

of my reply,which admits of no doubt as bo our opinion, I shall 

be interested bo learn whether the Governor is up to any mischi£

you must see bhab he does nob sell any seal-over this question; 
ing rights on our property,and,if necessary protest,bub wait un

til our interests are attacked*.
18. Your attention is also directed to bhe enclosed corres

pondence with the Kosmos Co.as bo v/ool freights.

i
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19.. I have received this morning from the Registrar of the 

Scotch Exchequer a demand for £59.12.6,on a certificate given by 

Erazer to Mackay,who died on board the Abydos,that there was 

money to that amount in our hands. I have replied as per enclosed 

copy,but I wish you to report on the matter,and until I have 

satisfied the Scotch Court that there is no claim,you should 

hold the money,unless you have already parted with it.

I see that I have omitted to mention the prices got for20.
our wool to Mr..Nichol,but you will of course forward him a cata

logue, and call his attention to them.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(Uji' Jj-alUliutit (Cmiquntt).
~fl( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.}>

' ' (^'u//'ec///yr/o ' /faee/s.P 6‘ /.

Per Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon'.
829. /m,„N? 9 th.April,.£.C„

Sir,

My last despatch went per Herodob on the 2ibh ulb ../and I have 

now bo acknowledge bhe receipb of your nos.39 and 40,which ar
rived on bhe 30bh ulb.

!
}

With reference bo your remark bhab you a 

profib on Farm account "almost entirely" bo bhe low prices real

ized for bhe Company's Yrool,the explanation mighb be deemed suf- 

ficienb by a Board bobally unacquainted with bhe affairs of 

bheir Company; bub in bhe face of bhe fact bhab bhe wool of 1895 

fell shorb of bhab of bhe previous year by 250,225 lbs 

bhan 111 tons,it is feared bhab your anxiety bo make bhe besb of 

things has prompbed you bo reckon on boo large an allowance for 

bhe Board's credulity*. In shorb,it is a bad business,and all we 

can hope is bhab we have touched low waber mark. As regards bhe 

question of Yrages,you are probably right in thinking bhab bhe 

amount expended is excessive,and we should be glad bo know bhab 

you and Mr.Nichol,wibh bhe assistance of Mr.Mowat,had taken 

steps bo solve bhe problem.
a

3f. If you have satisfied yourself bhab bhe chrges on Stores
A

are covered by 15$,yon are quite -right bo reduce bhe percentage, 

bub we hope bhab it has been done with judgment,as there are 

certain goods bhab cost more bhan bheir English value bo lay 

down in Stanley,and in bhe case of wood I knovr bhab bhe percent

age hitherto aliovred has been inadequate. With reference bo this 

account,bhe matter of debts owing is a serious one,much more 

serious bhab we had any idea of until bhe lists of debtors v/as 

received,and it casts a doubt on bhe real profits in bhe Stores

ribute bhe lessened.j .<i

/

or more• >

some

A ,J3, Bail Ion, Esq • >

Manager,

Stanley,.
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to an extent, that is disquieting. Owing to the intervention of

the Easter holidays it has not been possible to examine the

lists closely,but there' are a feyr glaring instances that may now 

be mentioned. The tyro Blacksmiths,Chaplin and Ogilvie,owe us 

respectively £84.4.11 and £160.1.9,V/.E.Turner £111.12,.9,and Daw

kins £16.8.lot As to the first two,who have bfath been long in
had

our service,and have plenty of time' to get over the expense of 

going out,it seems almost incredible that their accounts have

been alloyred to run like this,and difficult to excuse the negli

gence shown by all who ought to have prevented it,whether the

Storekeepers themselves or those in the office over them. The

Board vrould like to have your opinion as to whether these men

have or have not got themselves into this position purposely,in 

order to insure their places; if so,their minds should be disab

used at all costs. It rather seems to us that you have all been

afraid to deal with them on account of the temporary inconveni

ence they might cause by making themselves obnoxious over ship- 

work. Whatever it may be,and the Directors at present know no

thing at all on the subject,it Trill be your duty immediately to 

take steps to place the accounts on a better footing,and not to 

relax in your efforts until they have been extinguished.. Credits 

must be stopped,and they must pay for things as they get them;if 

no other course is of avail,they must be sued for the debts,and 

made to understand clearly that the Board will not keep men in 

their service yrho are perpetually in debj; to the Company. Y!e 

cannot prescribe from here exactly what you should do,but it is 

sufficient to say that the accounts are to be brought on the 

right side as speedily as possible,and what steps you are taking 

you are to report from time to time'. It is extraordinary that 

Mr,Harding did not stop a large portion of the money out of the 

contracts,for,although it is illegal to set anything against wa

ges, it is not so with a contract. Do you not think that with all 

the extra advantages they have enjoyed they really have money in 

hand,and that yrithholding payment of their accounts is done pur

posely? As to Turner,v/ho has been mad enough to give him credit

for over £100 Yfith the knowledge that he also ovred us £200 for

materials? This account must be stopped and put in Court,unless

i
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satisfactory security is at once provided* The last account men- 

tioned,Dawkins's,is comparatively small,hut such a man should 

not have credit to the extent of a penny,and if he owes us £16, 

and Arthur & Co.£160,is it not likely that he is also in debt

lenient? The accounts will be carefully scrut

inized and remarked upon,in the mean time your serious attention

is draym to the necessity of restricting credits all round,and
a

the Board rely upon your personl attention being devoted to thisA
Whatever book profits the Store account may show,they 

are necessarily fallacious if half the accounts are bad debts.

4. The question of the Fortuna's insurance has had my atten

tion, and I sounded the Brokers some time ago as to a return of 

premium on laying her up during Rowlands* absence;but have had 

no definite reply as yet. I am afraid that this vessel is too 

large and expensive for our Yrork,and the question may arise some 

day whether we can continue to work as cheaply for our clients 

as vre have been doing for some years. It is the same Y/ith the 

Fair Rosamond,but in her case this time the loss is for the most 

part due to expenses on repairs that have been debited to her 

vjorking account in preference to charging the vrtiole as capital. 

With regard to par.2 of despatch 40,if the sails have not been 

taken into use they need not have been charged,and if the ac

count did not look healthy,there Yfould have been no objection to

if they ytqtq used,and charging the second

all round the se j.

objec ^ •

your halving the cost̂5

half in 1896.

5. 40 par.3. The Board were already aware of Mr.Greenshield.s* 

recovery,and gratified at the intelligence..

6. Par,6. I regret to say that James Rae died on the voyage:
the question of passage money therefore falls to the ground.

Par.8, There is no need to say any more about frozen meat 
as the subject has been dealt with exhaustively; 

tion that Spearing & Waldron made a loss on their purchases last 

year,loYf as the prices Y/ere,and that the same is the subject of 

a lav/suit between themselves and Mr.Cameron. You appear to have 

strangely misunderstood or overlookedmy despatch 823-24,in Yrtiich 

I intimated that I had had a conversation Yrith the .Manager of 

the ShaYr Savill line,and asked you to make up a list to guide us

7.

but I may men-

# •
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t in giving an order in case they determined to send a boat bo

Stanley. In place of this you send a copy of a trial order Mr. 

Mowat has sent,and we can therefore do nothing,as we do not rranb 

to interfere with any business he may have in hand. It is not

of much consequence to us,excepting that it may perhaps prevent 

any steamer calling at all,as it can hardly be supposed that the 

Company will' send one in with fifty tons only.

8. Par.10. I hope that you will not forget to go into the

question of the Blacksmiths* contracts with Mr.Harding;, what we 

want to know is,how much was paid,how many days the work took,

how much was allor/ed for the forges and how many days they were

actually used. If the Smiths* demands seem exorbitant on another

occasion,you must give them the option of taking les3 or of do

ing the work on daily pay.

9. Par. 11. Mr .Bertrand * s order which included the lamp is en

closed for his satisfaction. I thought that you always kept co

pies of indents,as I remember having some made for you that you 

had not had time to get done in the office.

10. Par It Trill be a convenience to us if you will make notes 

of subjects that you are unable to attend to off-hand,as there 

are several upon rrhich you have failed to send information that 

you have promised-.

(a) The vrood indent,promised in 38-12 has not arrived,and 

the chartering of a vessel is still further delayed.

(b) Referring to your 36-10 on the subject of tallow,we shall 

be glad 16 hear that you have had time to make a few enquiries,.

(c) in despatch 823^7 I asked for information 

of transporting coal ek Gladys,bub have not had a reply. The in

formation should state the number of tons landed,the total cost 

of transport to and from the shore, and the number of days during 

which a hulk Mould have been on hire had she been taken for the

as to the cost

purpose'.

{d) You took out with you a tin of butter from bonsdale & Co. 

and promised to open and report upon it on arrival; 

have written to enquiry a^out it,and I have been obliged to say 

that you have probably forgotten all about it.

the firm
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II. Since your return to the Colony have you been able to ga

ther any more information about the towage of the Thomas Ste

phens?
12. We received a few days ago from Mr.Stubenrauch a three'

months ' bill on the Bank of Tarapaca,and an intimation that an
other would be due in Sandy Point in a month's time,and would 

then be remitted,the amounts being £100 and £150 -respectively.

If this relates to the Ambassador,we shall finally in August get 
repaid for our advances which were made in January for a commis

sion of 1$.
13. You will be pleased to hear that the Chairman,who has

been very ill at Bath,is making a wonderful recovery,and is al

ready able to move about a lia. let

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

i
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Sir,

Confirming iny lash via .Sandy Point I have now ho acknowledge

receipt of your despatch no.41,which arrived on the 20th uli • 5

and 4-2,which came to hand yesterday morning.

2. 4-1 par.2. I will see Mr.Crafer after the mail has gone,but 

1 understand that the Underwriters have definitely decided to do 

nothing.

3. Par.4. An explanation of he discount should have accompa

nied the accounts of the Ambassador,for until the arrival of the
%

January cah book ytg knew nothing about it. 

this morning for £147.10/.from Mr.Stubenrauch we gather that he 

has charged \°jo commission for collecting.

4. Par 6'. I am in communication with Messrs.Eenne

'j

Prom a bill received

of Liver—4. 4.
J •J

pool about a Cooper,and hope to send him next mail. This is not
urgent,and it is very important o take time to select a good
man.

5. Par.10. I send a copy of le4- 4- er from Coopers about the dip 

sent to Roy Cove and Hill Cove,from which you will see that they 

say that it cannot deteriorate by keeping,which I think is only

•_* -j

reasonable with such a poison as arsenic. You should explain to 

Messrs.Bertrand and Blake that we undertook to deliver the Dip 

as long as it lasted from the stock at Stanley instead of ship
ping orders out,that we have paid for it,and as they incurred 

expenses in sending it out in the first instance,we return to 

them the freight and insurance charged. The rather cheap sneer 

about the Company,which implies that rre are doing a trick in 

charging these expenses,would probably have been spared had the 

"brother farmer” been in possession of these facts. If they can

A.E,BailIon,Esq • >

Manager,

Stanley.

j



bring any reasonable proof in support, of the assertion that old 

stock is yreaker than new,I will endeavour to obtain a return of 

the money from Coopers,but a3 no guarantee is given as to age, 

and the transaction Y/as carried out in perfect good faith on our 

part,I do not think that they will,on consideration,pres3 their 

objection. Ivlr.Blake,3 order in his own handwriting is enclosed. 

As to its having been offered at home cost price,’! do not think 

that t ouches the question,Mr.Blake did not accept it,and expen
ses at Port Howard and freight into "Stanley have since been in
curred .

6. Par.15. The Board have heard with regret of the death of 

MT. .Hobson.

7. Par.16. It is disappointing to find that no one will ship 

wool per Thetis,and there will be nothing for it but to send her

home with tallow and sheepskins again. A3 you only asked for a 

cable in the event of our wishing to get the tallow by Kosmo.s,r 

have not sent It. It appears s’ range that though people were so 

anxious to ship by any old wnoden vessel at 30/.they now drayr

back when they have a fine steel one with teak decks offered at 

I do not knorj- that ytq have made any contract with 

BailIon & Stickney to carry their wool by steam at the reduced

er of that; ire have told them

the same rate.

rate,or vrith anyone,for the ma 

of our arrangement with the Kosmos,and are prepared to carry it 

out for their benefit as far as it goe3. But I should really be 

disposed,if we find that our percentage is to be exceeded,and 

that we have to bear the loss ourselves,to send the ytoqI of 

whose yrho do now consign to us by the Thetis,if more convenient 
whether they wished it or 'not.

v/

^5

Bor all the trouble we have we 

make a very little out of our agency business,and if any of our 

clients thought they could be 

quish them y/ithout a tear. One thing i3 certain,the arrangement 

must be amended next year,if the Kosmqs are stubborn we shall

j. j. er themselves we should re1in-

have to look for some other yray of getting the wool to England.

8. 42,par. 3. If the goods in Davrkins9 s possession are likely 

to go off y/e 11,would it not be be 

for the Store?

er to buy them of Arthur's

9... Having been appointed agents for the sale of Layres'sdipjas
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soon as Yre are able bo have a shock of our oral, I .shall ask that 

bhe agent ab Sandy Poinb may be requested bo do no more business

■with bhe Islands.

10'. Par.6. I vrlll go into bhe question of bhe Indent as soon

as bhe mail has left.

11. Par.7. The extract from Mr.Blake’s remarks about Cooper’s

dip Y/as nob found enclosed,bub as you gave a lengthy extract

in your last despatch there cannot have been much to add to it.

12-’. Par. 8. The old bad habit of sending copies taken in the p

press of documents copied in the office ha3 been revived in the
case of Creegan’3 report; if you Y/ant a copy for someone else

you should send him the press copy,Y7e prefer something that ire

can read easily.

13. Par.10. The report you give of Captain Rees is most sat

isfactory. In further reference to the ytool,I think that when'

the percentage has run off,if it does do so,you Trill be entitled

to say to the oraiers of the rest,that the arrangement with the

Kosmos has expired,that we have done the best yre could for them

ab a sacrifice to ourselves,and that it must go if by steam ab 

4-0/.,or that a vessel will have to be chartered in Montevideo. 

Those who vrill then have wool left Trill 'not be among the number

who are in a hurry to get the vrool home.

14'. Par.22. I am glad to -report that the Chairman is pro

gressing favourably towards recovery,although he has not left 

Bath yet.

15;. Referring to the remarks on claims for pillaged car go, you 

must novr carry out our instructions,and se 

you can. There can be no doubt that bhe cargo was in a disgrace

ful state,and Yre have to bear bhe loss,though it is much against 

the Thetis; considering these claims and the reduction of 

freight, it is vrell that she is not oraied by a poor man, V/hether 

yre can go on Yrorking for our clients on the present lines seems

le as reasonably as

to me much open to doubt7.

16. Referring to your letter of 6th ult., I shall certainly

Y/T'ite the Kosmos about the favour shorai to Schlo feldb’s per-tb

sonal friends.

17'. Mr.Cameron is going on Y/ith his action against Spearing 

& Waldron,and if it had come off earlier,no doubt yre could have
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got his and Greehshields* wool for the Thetis,but by this time g

you will have made full arrangements. S.& W.ashed me to return

the letters guaranteeing the bills for sheep; the only one I had

was that signed by them and Cameron jointly,which having their

signature on it I could not refuse,as the bills have been met;
d

but with regard to Greenshiels,I said that I had never had it,A
and in the event of your being asked for it by them,you had bet

ter return it direct to him,as I do no 

with it.

18. 1 have to draw your particular attention to the Remarks

on the Balance Sheet,which have been prepared by direction of

the Board,and are to be considered as part of this despatch. The
n

Board desire your serious attention to the necessity of lessenig 

the credits in our retail departments.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

see what they have to do

A





*
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ffer Memphis'..
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Sir,

In continuation of my despatch "no.830 of this date,I have to 

inform you that I have seen Mr.Crafer this morning,and have dis

cussed with him the question of the GlengOYran. He tells me that 

their experience (such experience as we cannot pretend to have.) 

tells them that when a steel or iron ship has been subjected to

such intense heat as the Glengowan was,whatever ’may be the' out

ward appearance of the plating the rivets are not to be trusted. 

The Underwriters,Mr.Crafer said,had several "poYr-wows” at the 

Salvage Association office,and decided that it would be a waste

of money to send out a special agent,as the ship vrould have to

be sold for vrhat she rrould fetch. I asked him how vre stood as

regards the advances of cash we had made in endeavouring to save

the ship,to which he replied that no doubt we could protect our

selves, as ship and the remains of the cargo must be worth more

than what we were out of pocket. As the Yrhole affair is noYr in 

your hands,you must judge whether we are likely to be covered or

in a late despatch you mentioned the advancesnot by the sale;

as being about £550,but I cannot see from the accounts that they 

much exceed £450 to the end of February, 

that you had not heard from the ovmers,to which Mr.Crafer repli

ed that you must not sell without getting your instructions from 

them,and not the Underwriters. He considered that no further ex-

I said that I believed

penses should be incurred,and said that the Mate ought to be dis 

charged. If you think that the property v/ould fetch at auction

much more than our advances,she ought,Yrhen the authorization ar

rives, to be put up,if not you should delay the sale until you

are able to learn vrho Yrill be responsible for the money,but if

A.E.Baillon,Esq • y

Manager,

Stanley.
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you are of opinion that, the whole property,including the hull, 

with masts,spars,rigging,sails,and cargo would fairly recompense 

us for our claim,let me know the exact amount of the account,and 

make that suggestion to the owners or Mr.Crafer,and I will follwf* 

it up here. I do not think that I can give you any clearer in
structions than these.

2. Regarding the freight question,it

make it more clear that you wanted a cable under any circumstance 

ces. The best course you can now follow is this. Assuming that 

you are shipping the tallow by Thetis,you may find towards the 

end of the season that you have run up to the 10$ for distant 

cargo. In that case' do not order any more room from Mr.Schlott- 

feldt,telling him why,but calculate as nearly as you can how ma-

is a pity that you did not

ny bales you Trill have left,and cable them by 5th June mail,pre-

This vrill mean that you will have ready 

for a Shaw Savill steamer from New Zealand that number of bales, 

and I will at once see IvIr.Po 

cable out for a boat to take

fixing the word "Shaw"'.

er,and try to arrange with him to 

them. You will have to be sure that 

we have fulfilled our obligation to the Kosrnos as regards the 

1000 bales promised,though there can be little doubt under this 

head,and your cable must indicate the date when you will have 

them ready,as in the event of engaging room we should have to 

pay dead freight on any not filled up. We are under no obliga

tion to our clients to ship at any particular time,and consider

ing the cavalier manner in which we have been treated over the 

Thetis,I should not be inclined to stand on ceremony. If any of 

them desire an immediate shipment,it will always be open to 

to pay 10/.by Kosmos, I would not mention the Shayt line to

feldt,as yre must have a way open for retreat in case of 

I would merely say that vre are compelled bo try to make 

If the business comes off,it will provide us 

with a splendid lever for working the Kosmos' in future..

j. j.

them

Sclo j. j.

failure.;

other arrangements.

I am,Sir,

your obedient.^ervani

Managing Director.
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Sir,

My last, despatch went per Memphis on the 5 th inst 

without any further advices from you; but the Abydos delivered 

the regular mail with your duplicates on the 12th.

2. With reference to the Glengowan,I send you copy of a let

ter received from the late owners,which seems to clash with what 

Mr.Grafer told me. I have written them again,and meanwhile can 

only advise you to be careful not to act without authority.

3. We have obtained a concession on Mr.Packed freight per 

Memphis,which we hope vri.ll be appreciated; in connexion with 

this subject,are we not charging him an exorbitant rate for sim

ply landing his goods at Sulivan House'? Unless I am mistaken we 

are getting 13/.a ton for this service,more than we carry goods 

for all round the Islands.

and we are‘->•9

4. I have inspected the Jewellers’ place at Thavies Inn,and 

as far as I can see it is respectable enough. But before execu

ting the order,I wish you to have the opportunity of revising it 

in the light of recent instructions sent you about credits; for 

it may occur to you that with the restrictions lately imposed, 

people will be much less inclined to buy ornaments when they 

find that they have no money to pay for them,and cannot get 

credit they have hitherto enjoyed-.
5. Your a

the

ention is drawn to the Remarks on the stock of 

Stores enclosed,to vrtiich you are requested to reply item by it

em: it is feared that this account is far from being in a healthy 

state in more ways than one,for in addition to the heavy debts 

there is the large stock of goods which vre keep solely for the 

use of ships,which cannot be less in value than £8000,or more

j. j. 
‘j ^

,A.I3.BaIlloh,Esq • 9

Manager,

Stanley4,
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than a quarter of the whole,the teak wood alone runs into more 

than £*10.0,and yet there is an order at present in hand for at 

least 1500 ft.more.. It will be useful to remind you that the de

mands of the Carpenters and Smiths should be most rigorously 

scrutinized and cut down; they revel in huge stocks,from which 

they can drait at all times exactly what they want,and what does 

it matter to them what money is locked up?

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

?; __
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Per Tanis. Q7 /^y,or//Oon. z. a. /PP$..m_yp 833. _JUHQ.j_

Sir,

Confirming my last, via Sandy Point,I have now to acknowledge 

receipt of your nos.43,which arrived on the 1st inst 

45,which caught the Bresil at Montevideo,and were delivered on 

the 12th inst. Your clple ‘‘Federal Queen Scots Kennedy Maclean 

London saintenoch mackay Company Glasgow fothered pass Balhana 

Gibson Clkrk Glasgow Totmes sposevole** arrived on the 21st ult, 

and in reply we sent on the 30th ult.the following,“Fictionist 

Queen Saintenoch*'.

2\ 43-4. We are sending the deck planking for the Fair Ros

amond, as she must be put into a sound condition; but it seems 

either that she was in a state bordering on wreck when she was 

bought,or that there has been great extravagance in repairing 

her. Probably both have had some influence in making the repairs 

account so heavy,a criticism of which was expressed at the Goner- 

Meeting. I cannot too strongly counsel you to look into all de

tails of this kind too minutely,and not allow yourself to be led 

by the foremen into expenses that could be avoided; my experi

ence of their ways tells me that they will always spend as much 

as they can.

3. Par.9. You have misread my remarks about the fencing posts 

from Bayliss,I said nothing about the quantity ordered being 

large. What I told you plainly enough was that the Board had had 

no proposal for future fencing placed before them,and asked for 

information on the subject. Here is an opportunity of working
.-v'

off those Nandubay posts,which have been in stock so long.

4. Par.14. The Exchequer people at Edinburgh are satisfied 

with the explanation given as to Mackay.

and 44 and• 9

A.E.Baillon,Esq•}

Manager,

Stanley.

■i
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5. Par.15. I will see Mr.Eichelbaum about the runners on the 

arrival of the Totmes.

6. Par.16 and 44 -14. The accounts of Captain Pees are uni

formly satisfactory,and we are much pleased with him. With re

gard to the management of the Thetis,however,the Board are by no 

means pleased to hear that you are loading her home so early 

that Mr.Blake's tallow cannot be shipped by her,and that she' can 

do no more work on the coast. It appears to us strange that hav

ing our instructions and remarks on the shipment of wool for the 

season before you,not forgetting what was said as to the rela

tive cost of running the Thetis and the other vessels,you did 

not in laying out your plans for the season,provide for at least 

one full cargo for her from the West in addition to what she 

brought on the return journey after delivering the stores. It 

has never been explained to us why there is apparently so much 

more difficulty in moving her about the Islands than there 

with the Orissa,a much less handy vessel in every way. If the 

Thetis cannot be managed so as to make her pay,she will have to 

bo sold,for we should never entertain the idea of running her 

backwards and forwards between here and Stanley only; it would 

be far cheaper to charter.

7. 44 - 2. Your explanation about the Eagle Crag is full and 

sufficient; I do not think I shall reopen the question with the 

Owners,but if they do,I shall be able to tell them more than I 

could before.

8. Par.4.

was

Your remarks about Cooper’s dip are noted; possibly 

when Messrs.Blake and Bertrand get copies of letters on the sub
ject they may be content to try the plan suggested for softening 

the mixture. As regards the delivery,however,I have referred ag
ain to your despatch 41-10,and I note that you say that you ac

tually delivered 67 cases out of the old consignment. You must

surely be aware that the whole of tho stock in our hands previ

ous to receiving the Port Howard lot was paid for long ago,and 

that therefore you delivered our own dip,and we paid Coopers for 

it over again. This does not look a very intelligent proceeding 

on the part of somebody,but the moral of it is that we must on

no account accept consignments; they are too great a strain on 
the intellect of the Storekeepers.



9. Par.5. I think that you had better put it to those of our 

clients who raise an objection to the charge for the Customs of
ficer that it is rather ungracious to do so in the faco of our 

having reduced freights to an almost unromunerative point. It 

seems reasonable that those for whose account the man is placed 

on board should share the expense,but it is a case that ought to 

be governed by precedent. Please lot us know how the .charge was 

dealt with in the case of the Concord when she went round the 

Islands,and also who has paid the charge when a vessel like the 

Celox has taken cargo for us to Stanley.

10. Par.6. The Board think that there would be no objection 

to letting Sarney have a lease of the Dairy land,as we can never 

ma>ke use of it. The details must be left to you to arrange,but 

you must understand that he takes the place exactly as it is,and 

that wo go to no expense whatever either as regards buildings or 

fencing.

11. Par.7. Note has been taken of the casualties to shipping^ 

the Owners of the Bankville have accepted the Master's draft up
on them.

12. Par.9. The owners of the wool left behind will have no
cause to regret it I believe.

13. Par.11. I do not think that it is actually a matter of 

pure conjecture how many tons a ship could put out a day; but it 

appears clear that it would have cost less than landing. I 

thought that a calculation might have been made somewhat in this 

way:-cost of landing atso much a ton,£ s. d 

- tons at
cost of discharging

- tons per day and reloading,equal to so many days' 
hulk hire at £- per day,£.s.d

14. Same par. It is a question how far you are to be a slave 

to your Storekeepers; I think that your taste and judgment ought 

to be worth something. If you consider that the Irish butter is 

as good as the foreign stuff,I,personally,should be inclined to 

back your opinion.. I take opinions from the West Store with a 

large discount. For instance we are told that knives procured 

from the first cutlers in Sheffield,and probably the world;Jos

eph Rodgers and Sons,do not compare favourably in price,quality,

• y

difference so much.• y
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or appearance with those supplied by a Birmingham middleman* who 

is not a manufacturer at all. Our credulity may be great>but it 

does not run as far as that.

15* Par.13* The Chairman desires to thank you and the office 

staff fCr yoUr kind enquiries. 1 regret to say that he has been 

advised by his doctor to retire*and that he has accordingly not 

sought re-election this year^his place being filled by Mr.Monta
gu Hughes-Hughes,lately one of the Auditors.

16. far.15. I will go inot the matter of the ^lengowan when 

the mail has left, it is impossible just now,owing to the press 

caused by the incoming and outgoing mails being so close to 

another,and increased by a Board and General Meeting on the 

day.

one

same

17. 45 - 4. It wi11 be much better to have nothing to do with 

Nilsson any longer^ we hope that you have not allowed him to get 

into debt,but should his account be on the wrong side you must 

take steps to recover the balance without delay.

18. Par.5. I -am sorry to hear that the telephone wifce is so 

weak; it was purchased from Electrical Engineers of good repute, 

and believed to be the right thing,perhaps it has not been 

strained tightly enough,or too much. As regards the battery,I 

presume that you refer to the one connected with the transmitter 

for I belieye the bell is rung by a magneto-electric current,as 

in the telephones here,and requires no battery.

19. far.6. It is quite possible that the Board may send out a 

lathe,but how do you make out that it would be a good invest

ment? Nope of ojiir njachinery hitherto has proved a good invest

ment, and I belieye that if we had a small shop with a couple of 

anyils,a hammer or two,and a forge driven by hand,and if wo gave
out that we could not undertake large repairs,but would do what 

we could in a siftall way,we should be many pounds in hand at the
presept time.

gp. After much and trouble we have at last got a Cooper

through cur I4vorpool friends,who is reported by thoni to be a 

most excellent workman and a good character. He is to arrive to

day with his wife and two children,and X hope that you will find

him an improvement on the late one. His wages are high,but he 

has no return passage,and I had much difficulty ip getting him
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even for this. YcbU should get the housd re&dy for him as soon as 

you can,and see that in the meantime he is put Up comfortably.
21. We have chartered the tyestbury fbf a cargo to Stanley,and 

she will load at once. Unless the indent just brought includes 

dip for next season*there haS been a foolish oversight in saying 

nothing about it? fluid dips are not takeh by the steamers*and I 

do not Care about shipping too much by the Thetis,so hoped that 

it might have been possible to get the season>s supply off notf. 

Some of LaWes^'s will go certainly,a nd perhaps some from ttess.

22. By copy of enclosed letter from the Kosmos Co.you will 

see that they disaVow taking wbol at less than the tariff rate £ 

from outsiders.
23. The deneial Meeting was hold yesterday at which the Re

port,-Which is enclosed,as usual,for your private use,was receiv

ed and adopted*and a vote of thanks to the staff was passed, 

which be good enough to communicate to those -interested.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,»

Managing Director.
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CL l? JJ:a l k I it it h 3fehutiUi (Einitpaitu.
--------------1'( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I85l._--------------

O'/. ^/£jzceo/s//icA' pf/leeO.
Per Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon. Ao. A.N? 834. 4th July ,

Sir,

Since writing per Tanis no Further despatches have arrived 

From the Islands,but we have received three cables as follows 

on the 19th ult. "Bothered Nederland Huygens Amsterdam**, on the 

21st ult.MMenes rutina"(321 bales),and on the 1st inst.^Herodot 

ruckstand"(267 bales.)The Totmes arrived on the 20th ult.

2. I have heard From Miss Biggs that aFter receiving the 

ey Forwarded to her she was taken ill,and that the departure oF 

the whole oF them was deFerred until another opportunity. You 

must let Biggs know about this,and tell him that we cannot under 

any circumstances comply with any Further requests For money, 

should they be -made,unless remitted by himself' through us. You 

must also write Vorwerks by the First chance,iF you have not 

done so already,that the credit opened For the Biggs Family has 

been cancelled and the money remitted direct. This is,oF course, 

subject to any Further arrangements that may be made.

3. Ness & Co.ask iF we keep a stock oF their dip in Stanley.
I have replied that I believe so,an we should stock anything 

likely to be enquired For oF that description.

4. I enclose copy oF a letter From Mr.Murray about Noble’s 

boys,to which I have replied that iF he reFuses to keep them 

longer,and Mrs.Booth agrees to take them,I will transFer to her 

the payment I have been making to him,but that I decline to take 

any Further responsibility in the matter. I wish that you or Mr. 

Nichol could induce him to take a little more interest in his 

family than he appears to do.

5. In your remarks in a late despatch on the telephone you

mon-

any

A.E.3aillon,Bsq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.
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said -that one or tY/o cells for the battery had been broken,and 

that you ytgtc indenting for a complete set. These v/ill be sent,

but I may point out that in the invoice for these stores two

spare cells Y/erc charged,Y7hich according to your account should 

just replace the breakages and leave the set complete. I believe

that these cells are connected v/ith the transmitters,and have

nothing vfhatever to do with the call bells,however,I am in com

munication v/ith Paterson & Cooper about them. I send the Teleph

one book you have asked for.
6*. With reference to your request for the measurements of Mr.

Cameron's bales of sheepskins I regret to say that they cannot

be obtained,so you will have to make a reasonable charge for

bringing themin and storing them,unless you can get the measure-.
ments of similar ones from him. There has been another error in

the Totmes shipment,in sending the Keppel and Carcass Yfool at 

the 25/.rate,notwithstanding that these lots came in by outsid

ers, and were therefore chargeable at the full rate. This is so

easily understood that there is no excuse for carelessness,how

ever great the hurry. I have given notice to the Kosrnos Co.that

we shall pay them the difference,and as both lots are consigned 

to us,it will not be as awkvrard to set right as if the yjooI had

been going to some outside consignee'.

7. When next reporting on stores, lot us know hoy/ the lubrica
ting oil sent out by Fenner ansv/ers.

3. We are in communication Yfith Mr.Huygens,who is to arrange 

a credit for the Nederland in London in time to cable out to
catch the Tanis'.

9. Wool catalogues are sent showing prices’ obtained at the 

sales on the 1st inst. They are not remarkably good,but the fall 
seems to have been arrested.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(Lln' Jhtikkutii (Limqntuir
—^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1651.jo—

6 /. r^Uzceo/.ubc/i'

Per Luxor.

,/m^.j\? 335 2.8th July,

Sir,.

Since last writing you via Sandy Point on the 4th July,v/e 

have received your despatches nos.46 on the 14th inst.47 on the 

23rd.and 48 on the 24th. Your letter per Menes posted in Monte

video arrived on the 17th inst.and the despatch should also have 

been sent there for transmission,as it v/as delayed six days,and 

a cheque v/as presented of which we had had no advice.

2. Despatch 46 par.2. From what yoy- say about the Nederland 

it appears that the credit on the City Bank will probably be too 

late to be acted on,but it will not matter,as we hear that Mr. 
Huygens is good enough.

o. Par.3.The draft on account of the Pass of Balmaha has been 

accepted.

4. Par.4. The documents relating to the loss of wool at Teal 
Inlet will be dealt with by our Insurance Broker.

5. Par.5. Hassall & Co.are writing direct to Mr.Anson. 

Par.6. You do not mention from whom the rotten tallow 

staves came,or v/hetlier they were old stock that had been

6.

lying
about for years,in which case$ the bad condition is explained.

urora the accounts given by you and Capt.Rees there 

does not seem to be much ground for anxiety about the Thetis,s

7. Par.7.

bottom. As regards v/hat you say about her cargo,it api^ears that 

the arrangements made for her have not been carried out Y/ith 

judgment that you y/ere expected to exercise,and 

less confirmed in the viey/s expressed in 833-6. Y/e don’t want 
her home before the autumn,and she certainly ought to have 

brought the tallow for Mr.Dean and Ilolraested & Blake. V/hy you 

got so much produce collected by the schooners that there

the

v/e are more or

y/as

A.E.3aillon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



+ nothing left for her passes our comprehension. Had you sent hef 

round for the Port Stephens tallow,the Weddell vfool,and the Hill 

Cove tallow,would she not have done it more cheaply than any o- 

thef schooner would? She could then have gone to Goose Green,and 

would have arrived in London about the time she ought.

3. Par.9. With reference to the remarks on debts in the

Store I have to point out that the goods ordered by Turner were 

supplied on the understanding that Greenshields was responsible 

to the extent of £200; still these supplies would not have been 

shipped had we not been under the impression that the orders had 

been sent with your cognizance,and had the Store account,of 

which we knew nothing,been transferred to the office ledger,we 

should have seen that it was undesirable to continue to supply 

him. Nothing more remains to be done or said with regard to this 

man,except to get his account reduced whenever you have a chance 

of doing it,not forgetting that he has used our money to supply 

himself with luxuries pretty extensively. With regard to Chaplin 

and Ogilvie,! still say that something substantial ought to have 

been taken out of the contracts,because the understanding was 

that the monthly payments should be made out of wages,and when a 

windfall like the Katherine turned up a much larger sum ought to 

have been deducted,in fact would have been offered if* he had 

been a man of principle. The Board have discussed this question 

fully,and have been helped in their decision by your candid 

marks on the subject of the terrorism exercised by these 

when they think that they have the whip hand of you. Whatever 

may the temporary inconvenience or loss,you are to let it be 

derstood that you are master and not they; should they,as you 

express it,show the cloven hoof,and it becomes necessary to put 

them down sharply,do not hesitate to do it,even at the risk of 

being obliged to tell shipmasters that owing to misconduct 

the part of the Smiths you are obliged to defer taking their 

work ‘in hand until you can supply yourself with labour either 

from Montevideo or England. This is putting an extreme case,but 

it would be better borne than the feeling of servitude to 

pie of blackguards that has now become a sort of nightmare to 

you. If you think it desirable,you may give them six months> no-

re -

men

un-

on

a cou-
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tice whenever you like', and may depend upon our looking out good 

men to take their places. In such a case,you will have to pro

ceed against them for their debts,if you cannot make a safe ar
rangement, so that they cannot dispose of their furniture and ge£ 

goods which they have bought with our money. I do not think that 

you are correct in saying that we could not find a suitable man 

when a third Blacksmith Y/as asked for: I have not had time to 

look the matter up,but I think that our idea was that it vrns 

premature at the time to set uxja third one,particularly as he 

would probably be contaminated and spoiled by the others. With 

reference to your criticism of the use of the v/ord fallacious as 

applied to the book profits when bad debts are taken into con

sideration, if you v/ill look at a good dictionary I think that 

you v/ill find that it was rightly used. In conclusion on this 

subject,! am quite av/are that the amount of bad debts Y/ritten 

off has been very small,but as it has only been usual to treat 

as such the accounts of persons who have died or left the Colony 

the amount transferred to Profit and Boss does not rejnresent

than a very small proportion of the bad or doubtful debts. 

What such are may be judged to some extent by the allowance of 

25$ made by Messrs.Dean,when we took theirs over.

9. Par.10. The letter from the Shipmasters was inserted in 

Fairplay,but I have not heard of its being in any other paper.

Is it to be understood that Noble’s name Y/as attached Y/ith your 

concurrence? If not,he should have signed as a private individu

al, and not added the name of the Company.

10. Par. 12. Note has been taken of the viev/s of Dr.Eastment 

the Doctor question. I only suggested the possibility of put

ting his name forward in case he liked the idea; as far as vre are 

concerned it would be better not to join the Government in part-

more

on

nerships of any sort. Nov/ would be a favourable time for agita

ting again for a second doctor for Stanley.
Par.16 and 48-0. We shall have to adjust the freights 

Y/ith the Kosmos here,and I fear v/e shall have to pay for the 

privilege of carrying other people’s 

has been taken of your remarks on this subject.. We have had to 

alter the rates in some cases in consequence of mistakes made by

in classifying the .shipments. How you can pass

11.

Y/ool to some extent. Note

you
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the remark made by Nilsson instead of ansv/ering him at once 

yourself is only explained by the suspicion that you have not 

even yet taken in the terms of the arrangement with the Kosmos 

Cc\. The answer simply is that we made no arrangement with them 

for any reduction on wool brought in by outsiders,which therefo© 

pays the same freight as before. This is quite clearly laid down 

in the correspondence of which you have copies,and will be found 

in ray letter of the 4th September,1895. In the face of this you 

have entered at 25/.wool brought in by the AllenGardiner and Ha- 

das sah, and now put this absurd question of Nilsson*s,although 

when you shipped the wool per Memphis you put it at the correct 

rate of freight.

12. Par.17. The accounts of the Glengowan were sent to the

owners,who after keeping me waiting a long time have just re

turned them,asking me to settle them with the Salvage Associa

tion. I have therefore nothing to report by this mail'.

13. Desp.47-1. Your remarks on the subject of cargo 

ted,and I have only to remark that it is a pity that you have 

had to deprive the Thetis of freight,which would have been

are no-

very
useful to her. It is not clear why you were obliged to give this 

>yool to the Kosmos,but perhaps you were under a promise for a % 

certain quantity, In that case,how could you have looked forward
to giving it to the Thetis at any time? 

14. Par.3. Mr.kowat did not say anything about the Governor 

having kept his word to him,but when did he to anybody? I am
letting Mr.Mowat have what cash he wants.

15. Captain Lubke called specially to report on the coals,and 

I regret to say that his Chief Engineer pronounces them absol
utely useless for steaming purposes,not worth l/.a ton. 

that furnaces have to be specially constructed to burn
I think

anthra
cite.

16. 43-4. The order for jewellry will now be executed.
17. Par.6 v Again I remark with reference to this 

about the delay of the Thetis,why could she not have 

and sv/ept the remainder of cargo up herself?

18. Par.7. I will make enquiries about the materials for 

casting,and endeavour to get a book on the subject.

paragraph

gone round
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19, I have to report the sailing of the Westbury on the 13th 

inst.. I regret to say that the wood turned out to be too much to

go belovr deck,and that a portion v/as shipped on deck. I had ar

ranged that nothing but deals and planks that would not suffer 

from exposure should be shipped in this v/ay,but owing to the 

stupidity of people who ought to have known better they actually 

put some bundles of match lining with it,and I am afraid that 

unless you can get it promptly dried it will not be worth much.

A further quantity v/as shut out,and I am trying to send it by 

this steamer. Wood is a most difficult thing to arrange for,as

long lengths cannot be taken long after there is plenty of room 

for packages; however,I do not think that the stevedores have 

done their best for us,and I shall employ different people next

time.

20. I have lost the run of the chronometers,and shall be' glad

if you can give information. There was always a spare one in ray

time that v/as kept for use when a schooner went to Montevideo,it

v/as by Birch of London,and v/as originally bought for the Black

Hawk. When we bought the Great Britain her chronometer came into 

our possession,and I think that both of these were kept wound 

by Rowell the watchmaker for an annual payment. The one taken by 

the Thetis was, I think,the Orissa’s,and Captain Patmore after

wards had the Great Britain’s,but if so,where is the Birch? By 

one of your remarks on accounts you apr^ear to have bought one 

from Rowlands, on the ground that there vms no spare one for the 

schooners’ use. I can only say that there certainly v/as one,as 

mentioned,and the question is Y/hether it v/as returned by RoY/ell 
before he left the Colony.

21. I have said several times that cheques from Stanley give 

us at all times a good deal of trouble,and must nov/ lay down the 

rule that none must be drawn for less than £2,as these small 

sums are the v/orst of all. Such cheques a*those for a fev/ shil

lings for some Chicago packing Co.are an absurdity; even if they 

do ask you to collect their debts from Williams,you are not by 

any means bound to do it,and to thus facilitate other people’s 

little dealings. Any sura for less than £2,which is the minimum 

for which yre drayr a cheque here should be remitted by post of-
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fice order,dGducting the commission.’ Some of the Board are of 

opinion that we should not undertake this remittance business 

for nothing,except in the case of important clients who keep a 

balance in hand,but that we should charge a small commission,say 

something less than the Postoffice rate. Please state your views 

on this subject.

22. In further reference to the frei ght question,it seems to 

me that from the numbers already received we must abandon as 

hopeless the attempt to continue on the same lines for wool next 
year. We shall have to pay a difference to the Kosmos Co.our
selves, and our schooners will have made but small profits,unless 

things turn out differently to what I expect. We have done our 

best for our clients at considerable expense to ourselves,but 

cannot go on losing money. Rad any of the clients helped us by 

shipping a full load by the Thetis,the business might have turn

ed out differently. I shall propose to the next Board that we

we

put before shippers by an early mail the option of shipping by 

steam or sail,steam at 40/.5= 5$,sail at 30/. & 5$; 

that anyone can do better for our friends,if they can,let them. 

When v;e know how many bales approximately are arranged for,v/e 

will charter accordingly,and endeavour to meet the wishes of all 
as regards time as far as \re can.

i do not see

I may here mention a rumour 

that has reached us that Mr.Curtse of Sandy Point is going to 

make a bid for the West Falkland wool carrying by means of a 

steamer,which he intends to work in conjunction with the Kosmos, 

who are supposed to be cutting under us,and are prepared to car

ry from Sandy Point at a still lower rate than they allo>7 

This may be only an idle story,and I v/ould not say much about 

it,but keep your eyes and ears open,and try to find out what

us.

foundation the report has.

23. I enclose copy of a letter from the Shaw Savill Co.who
have consented to let one of their steamers call towards the

of the year with rams and sundries from New Zealand,on condition
that we give them the Goose Green sheepskins, 

t
the resrictive and obstructive tactics of the Governor vrlll af

fect this project,but I will give you plenty of notice by cable 

or otherwise of the probable date of arrival,and I think that 

you should have the skins ready in one or tv/o schooners about

end

I do not Icnow hoyr



4*
the time,so that they can be loaded without delay. I do not
think that the proposal to anchor lighters in Port William i£ a
practicable one.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,
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CLhr J-alklauii 3taliutfts (Lmnpmti).
-^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o—

O'A , %ea$
Per Osiris. r/p

V? 837.. oruAon :£.c~ 7th.September,

Sir,

Confirming our last, despatch dated the 15th ult 

to acknowledge the receipt of your no.49,which arrived on the 

24th ult.,and nos.50 (in duplicate) and 51,which came to hand 

this morning.
2. 49

I have non• y

- 2. The owners of -the Nederland have accepted -the 

draft for her disbursements.
5. Par.5. The Board are glad to see an increase in the Store 

sales for the first half year.
4. Par.5. We have not yet been able to learn anything about 

the insurance of sealskins,but will endeavour to do so. It is
not c lear, however, from Mrs. Hansen9 s remarks’ v/hat the insurance 

should cover; is it from the time the skin is safely on board 

the cutter’s dinghy,or from the time the shot is fired? It may
be difficult to define this properly.

5. Notwithstanding that the small question of 

has been settled,and that this was the last one,you are still 

keeping us out of the full return of claims that 

for so long.

a coil of wire

we have asked

6. Par.7. I will write Coopers about the dip,and find 

most they will alloy/. We are rather amused at the
out the

complacent v/ay
in y/hich you propose to give up our commission on v/hat has been

an unuoually uroublesome business entailing a lot of correspond** 

ence,and do not see v/hy we should forego it because our clients
decline to receive old stock from the makers. The amount that we 

shall get from them y/ill probably be much more that this#but it 

will not come out of our pockets.

7. Par.11. The remarks and e:rplanations on Store accounts 

will receive due attention.

A.E.Baillon,F.sq • y

Manager,

Stanley,



13
8. Par. 12. I have had a conversation Y/ith Rowlands about Dun- 

nose Head,and from what he tells me I judge that there would al- 

ways be a serious risk in allowing any vessel,however good the 

moorings may be,to lie there at night,or in doubtful v/eather. I 

shall therefore not send the moorings asked for,and as the loss 

of the' Fortuna would be an irreparable misfortune you must not 

under any circumstances allow her to go there,but collect the 

Y/ool by means of the Fair Rosamond,instructing the Captain that 

he is to go to a safe anchorage every night,half a mile off,as I 

understand from Rowlands. This may cause a little delay,but it 

must be insisted on; an exceptional place demands exceptional 
precautions,and we cannot risk the loss of any vessel. I do not 

know that it may not be needful some time or other to make a 

slight additional charge for Dunnose Head,if the delays are very 

serious; I hope not,but should it be necessary Mr.Duckworth Y/ill 

only have himself to thank for selecting a place for his station 

with noregard for a safe anchorage.

9. Par. IS. The payment to the Roman Catholic Clergyman is 

approved by the Board.

10. Par.16. It is satisfactory to learn that the Thetis is 

bringing Mr.Blake's tallow after all,and that she has a full 

cargo. With regard to hermovements on the coast,we still do not 

understand v/hy she has been unable to do equally as good Y/ork as 

the Orissa,v/hich could not compare with her for handiness,and 

yet managed to do one or more coasting trips between her arrival 
and departure*.

11. Par.17. I take it from your explanation that the dip de

livered to Messrs.Blake and Bertrand vra,s supplied out of Messrs. 

Cooper's stock,as intended,and I thought you would have known 

that any orders referred back from here Y/ere to come from that, 

according to arrangement v/ith Coopers. As you say,no harm has 

been done,as ytq have not paid for the same twice over. The old 

stock taken over and paid for of course belongs to the Store*,

12. Par 18. I yjvote last mail to Mr.Goodhart that the charge 

for the Customs officer v/as quite in order,but that I doubted if 

he had really paid his full share.. On making enquiries here I 

found that this charge was sometimes paid by the consignees,

i



# sometimes by the ship,but in the latter case it was always con

sidered in fixing the rate of freight. As we had actually re

duced the freight there was all the more reason for the separate 

consignees bearing each their own proportion’.

13. Par.23. The Board are much concerned to hear of Mr.Nich- 

ol,s state of health,to which however he makes no allusion offi

cially, and we are glad to hear by a later private letter that he

is somewhat better.
14. Despatch 51 - par.6. We shall deal with the freight per

I am afraid that if Captain Rees de-Thetis when she arrives
dines the coasting we shall have to look for another master. 

How,otherwise,are we to get the cargo landed round the coast? At 

the present freights transshipment to schooners would be a posi

tive loss.

15. Par.10. The Board have discussed the question of a fur

ther advance to Mr.J.Robson,and feel obliged to decline' it. It

seems that you have overadvanced already,for against the £243

owing by him,we have only a bare £100 in produce,and nothing to

look for in addition. We do not look on the prospects of this 

small farm as being at all bright,or expect that it villi be 

cleared in five years,and the produce must at the best be so in

considerable that it is not worth while risking anything over 

it.. You assume correctly that it would not be consistent on our 

part to bolster up any of the small farmers,as to whose probable 

success we have always expressed our doubts. If Robson fails to 

carry on at so early a stage of his enterprise the end will have 

come sooner that vie expected; but it will be a useful object 

lesson to the Government. You must do all you can to protect our 

ad'vances,without throwing away good money after bad.

16. Par. 11. I do not know vihy you discontinued the practice 

of giving cheques on the London & River Plate Bank. It was a 

convenient way of dealing with remittances that had to be made 

to Montevideo,and the Bank have for a long time had a standing 

order to take our drafts on London against cheques on them. As 

the majority of these cheques are given for the convenience of 

small Storekeepers,we ought not to do the business for nothing, 

and on locking at the rates of exchange in Monte'video,which seem



^5

to fluctuate mainly betv/een 51^- and 52d,I think that you vrould 

generally malce a profit if you charged a commission of 256,which 

Yfould be under the Postoffice rate,or if you established an ex

change of something like 52jd;but I should like you to work this 

out yourself,and decide what is best to be done. The practice of 

being obliging to opponents may be carried much too far,and even 

to the general public,v/ho are not opponents,if we lose by the 

consideration shown them; this occurs to me through noticing a 

draft for £600 at 90 days' just received on account of Frazer,and 

on the same statement a request to pay on his account £472.10/. 
cash: if the one is draym against the other,v/ithout any exchange 

having been charged,it will be obvious to you that it is a loss 

to us. When you take a bill in an exchange transaction,and not 

for an account on which we have made a profit,you should cert

ainly take account of the bill stamp, 1/.^5,and charge a suitable 

rate of exchange.

17. I enclose copy of a letter lately received from the Kos-
vvmos Co.complaining strogly of the arrangements made for wool 

this season. It arrived during my absence from the office,and I 

have not replied to it yet,but I think that I shall find that 

you,on your part,have also expressed dissatisfaction with the 

insufficient tonnage furnished on several occasions.. At all ev

ents look into the matter,and report as to the truth or other

wise of Mr.Pepperys complaints.

18. The Board discussed the proposals for freezing left by 

Mr.Mowat,but have postponed a decision until next meeting. Most 

of the Directors are averse to doing anything but sell sheep out 
and out for a price,but are not satisfied with the offer of 4/6d 

made by Spearing & Waldron. We assume that most of the farmers 

would prefer to consign their mutton to us,rather than send it 

direct to salesmen,whom they would have to trust entirely for 

their money,without anyone on this sjde to look after them. They 

would certainly save the commission of 2$,which is the recog

nised merchant's charge,but on the other hand security for their 

money is probably y^orth this5. I do not know whether Mr.Mowat 

fully took in this side of the question.

19. If the Kosmos Co.will not meet us further in the matter

of wool freights,we are going to see y;hat can be done with any



• of the other linos running to the Plate or round the Horn. Mi*. 

Mowat writes me that we ought to he able to get cheap rates from 

the Plate',as steamers there take wool at very low freights after 

the wool saason. I am afraid that in this case,as in others,he 

is rather too sanguine.

20. As I have only just returned to the office,I cannot go 

fully into all the papers received by these two mails,and it may 

happen that things' will turn up after this boat has gome that I 

should have attended to,both in the case of this despatch and in 

the letter to MT.Nichol. If so the omission will be remedied nex/' 
mail.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

21. We have taken legal advice as to the <xlengowan,and the

result has been that you have been authorised to sell the prop

erty,and pay ourselves out of the proceeds, I believe that you

got this authority before; if you feel sure that the property, 

allowing that the coals are valueless,is worth more and would 

fetch more that our claim,then sell; but if you have your doubts 

you had better wait,and let us thrash out the question as to who 

is responsible,in the event of the property selling for less 

than we v/ant. A copy of a letter from Sterling's Solicitor is

enclosed.
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CLln'Jhtlkhtnii 3slituii5 (Cmitimtn).m
-cf INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

r/' (' /yyAr/rec/jy/l'r/6?. *
Supplementary mail 
via Lisbon.
838.

ftr
/'Wg..V? '£. Cl___jg.5ieh->5.eptfijnber,

Sir,

My last despatch dated the 7th inst.no.837 went per Osiris, 

and no mail has since come to hand'.

2. Your cablegr am,"Tanis riottare (23 bales) nichols arrive 

Portland inform family” came to hand on the 23rd inst.,and I 

fear denotes that Mr.Nicholas state of health has become worse,
which it is needless to say the Board will much regret. The in

formation was at once sent to Mrs.Nichol,Mrs.Bertrand,and Dr.Ni- 

chol. Of course it will be necessary for you to do all in your
power to see that proper arrangements are made for carrying out

the Camp work in the coming season; more it is impossible to say 
we cannot

just now,as yh i* imp- tell upon the information we 

have whether Mr.NicHol will be able to return to the Islands, 

should it be desired; but if not steps will have to be taken im

mediately to fill his place,as the three sections cannot possi

bly be worked to advantage without a head.

3. The Board have decided in consequence of the poor result 

obtained by boiling down for tallow to try the experiment of 

freezing on our own account,and negotiations have been opened
with Spearing & Waldron for the charter of a Fegrigerated sail

ing vessel to go to Goose Green,where she will ship mutton at 

a freight of 1-Jd.pei* lb.for London. We cannot,however,close 

til we hear the number of sheep that we can safely supply of a 

suitable quality,and in deciding this question it must be borne

un

in niind that v*e only vrilsh to freeze such as we should inevitably 

have to boil dov/n. In Mr.Nichol’s absence it may be difficult to 

get an authoritative statement,but you must do your best,and it 

will be well to ask Mr.MowaVs kind offices in the matter,as' the

A.E.3aillon,Esq

Manager,
• 9

Stanley..
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decision has been mainly the outcome of his visit here. The ship 

I hear will carry some 15000 carcasses,and it will be a question' 
whether this number can be got in the East,and also whether they 

will all be taken from Goose Green,or whether she will go to San 

Carlos also. We do not wish to interfere with Mr.Cameron's place 

in any way,and should be content to freeze our own sheep alone, 

but should the .state of tension between him and Spearings pre

vent any killing at San Carlos,we should be willing to deal with 

as many at Goose Green as we are able. When you have ascertained 

what we can do,send the number of sheep to be expected from our 

own places by cable,prefixing the word Sontuoso,and shouldit,afe 

ter consultation with Mr.Mowat and the farmers concerned,be 

deemed possible and desirable to kill for others add as a third

Yford the number of foreigners available. In making this estimate

I think you might take account both of Lively and Speedwell,if 

it is a fact that the latter island : has now a clean bill of

health,and that no danger of infection is to be anticipated.

We do not propose to supply on either of the schemes sent out by 

Spearing & Waldron,but strictly on our own account,and as we 

should,of course,ship only such sheep as are likely to be sale

able, we should not agree to the commission of £12.10/.per lOOOto 

an outsider for selecting them. In connexion with this I sent ye 

you on the 22nd inst.the following cable,"Deckmantal Freeze Abo- 

nado",meaning,"we have decided(to)freeze on our account,"which 

I hope went down by the vessel sailing that day for the Islands.

4. Messrs.Walter H.Kindley & Co.would like to send out a se

lection of their goods- in the shape of a fey/- bolts of canvas of
different classes and qualities,such as repairing,Coker,tarpau

lin,^. They say,with some apparent reason,that they usually 

ship only one clas3,but that there must be a demand for these 

different qualities from time to time. It would only cost a few

pounds,and if you approve it shall be done\

5. I forward a copy of a letter from the Board of Trade on

the subject of Mr.John Dean’s complaint that the Shipping Master 

declines to ship men to work afloat and ashore,and I believe 

that he is forwarding you the original. I think that it would bev

well if you could,in temperately discussing the question,bring



So

•that official- to ;see the error of his ways,if,as I assume,there 

is nothing in the Colonial Act,any more than in the Imperial one 

prohibiting the ratifying of such an agreement between owners 

and their men,. You might ask him to quote the section upon which 

he bases his refusal,pointing out that as Shipping Master he 

cannot make lav/s for himself,and show him that in the case of 

outlying islands worked by local vessels such an agreement is

eminently necessary,and that the stipulation which he proposes 

to enforce for extra pay while on shore would only be reasonable 

if the men found themselves in food as other shore men do. In 

the event of his remaining obdurate,the only course I can think 

of is' to hold him or his office pecuniarily responsible for any
loss occasioned by his illegal action,appeal to the Governor,and 

in the probable event of his supporting his official sending a 

memorial to Mr.Chamberlain on behalf of Mr.Dean as his agent, 
would be better to do that than to ask either Mr.Dean

It
or us to

make representations here,because that would entail 
time in referring the question to the Governor, 
er, support the memorial if

a waste of
We c o uId,howev-

necessary.

Calvert oc Co.have asked us what report we have6. on their
dip,but I regret .to see that Mr.Nichol has not used it 

greater part cfould not be found in Stanley, 

it is not the first time that things have 

and it ought to have been known that the dip 

for trial,as it was mentioned in 

Mr.Nichol,if I am not mistaken.

7. I notice that we have not received this

as the

This should not be, 

been mislaid or lost, 

was specially sent 
more than one of the letters to

year the few bales
of wool from the stragglers shorn at dipping time at Darwin and 

North Arm,and until I know that 

I cannot make up the season’s accounts.
we actualhave the last wool in 

The last wool was ship- 

years it has been custom- 

Please enquire

ped on the 6th April,whereas in former 

ary to receive from 12 to 20 bales much later.

into this,and find out whether any has been kept back,and if so 

for what reason. Although you 

instructions in cabling 25 bales of 

advantage to us to get advice of

were acting strictly according to 

wool,it is practically of 

so small a quantity,and you 

on any less than 100 bales.

no

need not waste a telegram in future



8. I enclose copy of a letter to the Colonial Office asking 

that instructions may be given which will prevent delay in des
patching the Shaw Savill boat when she arrives. I have no in

formation about the date of her sailing from New Zealand,but 

when I saw Mr.Potter,the Manager,a few days ago he told me that 

she would probably be in Stanley in November,and that she would 

most likely be the Mamari. I am sorry that Mr .Boyle ,who is ship

ping the rams recommended by Mr.Mowat,and the sundry Colonial 

produce which I ordered,has not given me the list of what he is
it

sending,as he promised. Y/e arranged in conversation,and I made 

no note at the time,as he was to send me a copy. It will be 

mainly potatoes,hay,oat.s,&c a nd very likely Mr,Mowat will be• 9

able to tell you about it,as he brought Mr.Boyle here’. You will 

make arrangements for shipping the skins,and receiving the 

dries as may be most advisable. I think that the former should 

be ready in a schooner or schooners,which will bring the other 

stuff ashore,for I do not think that the Mamari,which

s un

is 360 ft.
long,will be allowed to come inside the harbour,or go alongside
the Great Britain1.

9. I send priced catalogues of the woolsales 

and regret to say that the market is 

bright. Some lots were bought in,as the offers 

low:.

on the 24th 

stilljanything but

were unreasonably

inst • 9

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(Lin'J-alklanii CL mtqnuuj.

' ^iftr ec/s/yUj/y

• (INCORPORATED bV ROYAL CHARTER 1851 . -

6*.
/hr Ilamses. 9/Z o ru.u; n j- c._,YP 839. /99e...2Qth Octobe rcizr:

Sir,

My last despatch of 25th ult no.353 went via Sandy Point,and 

I have now to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches 52 and 

53,which’ arrived on the 5th and 16th inst.respectively, 

is has not arrived yet with the general mail'.

• 9

The Tan-

2. 52 - 2,. A commission of 5# on the Solveig's business would
not have been too much,seeing that you took a bill on Norway. 

5. Par.4. Our wool brokers deal with us,not with our clients, 

and we see no reason for putting them in personal communication.

We shall,therefore,not ask them to post priced catalogues dir

ect,but shall get 15 copies each sales,and send them to 

be forwarded to your customers.
4. Par.5.

you to

Messrs.Cooper will allow Mr.Bertrand 2/6d 

on the dip he has taken,in consideration of its being 

is in lieu of the proposed sacrifice of

.per case

hard; this 

our commission,and is to 

Mr.Bertrand*s advantage. As Mr.Blake asks for a greater conces

sion than they are disposed to allow,they will replace it with
new dip to be sent per Thetis,and wish the hard 

turned to England at their expense by the first vessel 

carry it at 30/.per ton. This applies also to any other caked 

powder that may be in our possession,for which they will give us 

fresh in exchange. I have undertaken not to charge them local

stuff to be re-

that will

freight in consideration of their undertaking. 
5. Par.6. The box has been sent to Mrs.Serford.

Prom the date of Mr.Anson's letter to me,it appears6. Par.7.

that here was not time for Hassall & Co's communication which
him

they told me they were sending to reach them. I have,therefore,
not written them again on the subject yet.

A. E. Bai 11 on, Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.



<3<-
7. Par. 8. Mi*.Mowat*,s letter to the Marlborough Express was 

certainly injudicious,as he must have forgotten how small the 

world is; there can be no doubt,however,that there is a certain 

spice of truth in it,mixed up with some exaggeration,and there £ 

is a certain advantage sometimes in seeing ourselves as others 

see us. No one can doubt that there are abuses in the Falkland 

Islands ways that urgently need reforming.

8. Par.9 and 5:3-8. The delay in the erection of the telephone

to the lighthouse,the materials for which’went out more than two 
ago

years has more than once been the subject of adverse criticism
A'

by the Board,who think that more diligence might have been dis

played, and they are not surprised to hear that the Government 

have been worrying. Have you,when difficulties were encountered 

consulted with the Government,who are,after all,our partners in 

this business? Have you taken an opinion as to whether the trou

ble caused by erecting the posts in the sand can be got over by 

putting up the extra posts you propose? Would not stays of some 

kind be more likely to prevent the working,or again,would it be 

absolutely impossible by changing the course a little,or digging 

deeper holes,to get a solid foundation for the posts? It is 

sumed that you are on .speaking terms with some of the Government 

people,and we hope that all these points have been fully dis

cussed. When once the line is up,and the posts properly secured, 

there seems to be no more reason for the wire breaking thatkwith 

that of the Store telephone,which I put up in 1880,and of which 

no portion had given way up to 1891,whatever may have been the 

case since. Speaking of this reminds me to ask you if it is a 

fact that this telephone,whiuli' in my time seemed almost indis
pensable, has fallen into disuse? The posts and other extras 

ask for will be sent.

as-

you

8, Par.10. The Board have again discussed the question of the 

Wasp,but have not come to any conclusion,mainly because we can
find no answer to the question put last year as to the soundness 

of her fastenings. They are not alluded to in the reports made
by .L>iggs,and considering that she is a composite vessel,and that

the frame fastenings are over 12 years old,and may have been 

subjected to oxidation and galvanic action,they are as likely 

not to be more or less eaten
as

up,and if the restoration of the



boat as a steam launch is sanctioned,we are as likely as not to 

hear,after a lot of money has been spent,that the bottom is in 

imminent danger of falling out. Assuming,however,that the hull 
is sound,we are confronted with the cost of a boiler,and further 

expense3,which' were formerly put at £390*but have now been red

uced to £250,although it is not quite clear that these sums are 

for the same work,and that the latter sum is not for the damages 

sustained in the gale. Knowing how estimates are invariably ex

ceeded, we should be very sanguine to thin}: that the vessel could 

be turned out for less than £1000,and then what is she to be? A 

tub that will steam 7 knots. The whole course of events in con

nexion with these launches has been most unsatisfactory. It was 

reported of the Sissie that new engines were urgently required 

as well as a boiler; these were bought at great expense,and then 

we found that owing to incorrect dimensions having been sent 

home,the engines would not go into her. Then it was discovered

that,after all,the engines with a little repair were fit to go 

on for some time longer,and as a matter of fact,are going still. 

The only excuse for putting the misfit into the Wasp is that 

otherwise the engines cannot be used,but the question is whether 

it will not be better to face a first loss than go on spending
more money. For,after all,what do we want with two launches? We

been
had none at all until 1834,and it has^only through the accident

ess
of the amalgamation of two firms,each possing a launch,that we 

have them in duplicate. The Wasp cost over £3000,and the 

since absorbed by her has been
money

enormous; the Sissie cost less 

most satisfactory of the two.

she is absolutely played

than £500,and has always been the 

An opinion has been expressed that when

out,another might be found here and sent out,and that this
course would be better than trying to convert the Wasp from a
failure into a success,an attempt that is certain to end in
fresh disaster.

9. Par.11. The 3oard have considered the proposal to convert 
a portion of Martnont Row into dwelling houses,and are disposed to 

to sanction it. They wish you,however,to ascertain that the es
timate is a fair one,and would like to have the work done by 

you are satisfied that the foremanc ontract,provided that can be
on its being properly done. I think thatrelied upon to insist



there can be no reasonable doubt about this.
10. Par.12. The Board much regret to hear that Dr.Eastment 

has determined to leave at the end of the third year of his en
gagement, though they can understand his desire not to fall too 

far behind for want of general practice. With regard to Mr.NicK- 

ol I have to express the great regret the Board feel at the news 

of his serious illness; we consider that there was no alterna

tive but to send him home,and \ie hope that with treatment here 

he may be restored to health*. Meanwhile his absence will entail
care on your part to see that proper arrangements are made for 

carrying out the season's work,about which we trust you will not 
meet with much difficulty.

11. Par.IS. I think that the despatch per Menes was received 

with F.I.stamps on,and therefore cannot have been posted in Hon- 

It certainly came in the same day as the Kosmos mail. 

Unless I am mistaken you did not send us a copy 

of your letter to Lloyd's on the Pilotage service. When any in

teresting correspondence of this kind takes place,we should like 

to have copies.
15. Par. 19.,

tevideo.

12. Par.15.

0
The chr.nometer was placed in Rowell's hands as 

•a watchmaker,and therefore an expert in the management and wind

ing of such instruments. As Natt does not fulfil these conditi-

ono,a. suggest to you that you should again take charge of the

chronometers,as I used for along time to do,and you will then be 

less likely to forget that own them. If you can sell the

so. This reminds me to

we one
you bought without loss you had better do 

ask what has become of the chronometer that belonged to Captain
Doughty. His wife's representative has asked us for the one sent

given us the name of the 

one belonging to the ship,which this 

one turns out to be,and we shall keep it until the ship' 
count is settled.

home by Rowlands,but Sterling & Co.have 

maker and the number of the

s ac-

14. Par.19. The uoard is of opinion that we should make a 

charge as commission for the issue of drafts and cheques not on
account of our men or clients,distinguishing,in fact,thoseour

who bake a convenience of us in businesses they find it cheaper 

than buying post-office orders. It is considered that it should

less than thecertainly not be less than 30,but that anything



post-office rate would be reasonable. You had better,therefore, 

frame a scale of charges. As regards the Bank of Tarapaca,we do 

not see our way to making arrangements that might not,through a 

sudden fluctuation in exchange,of which you could know nothing, 

result in loss to ourselves.

15. Par. 20. We have renewed the arrangement with the Kosmos 

Co.for next season,with the important difference that the 400 

limit is to be abolished,and the Board,who discussed the ques

tion yesterday,are of opinion that it would be hopeless to ex
pect to get better terms' elsewhere1. A copy of Browne Geveke & 

Co.'s letter is enclosed,to which I replied that we accepted 

their terms,excluding the Shaw Savill shipment,even if it hap

pened to be later than 31st December,and with the further provi

so that we must have a cargo for the Thetis. This has not been 

answered,but there is no doubt that it will be accepted. While 

on this subject,I must once more try to get you to understand 

the arrangement,which from the numerous mistakes made this 

son,has evidently not yet been properly grasped,simple as it is.
sea-

First with regard to your question whether the agreement applied 

to wool consigned to others than the Company; all arrangements 

for the carriage of wool from first to last have been with 

gard to wool shipped by the Company,regardless of consignment, 
and it is difficult to understand how 

it. The near ports,for which we 

own,and those laid down in

re-

you can have questioned 

agree to the 50/.rate are our

my letter of 19th July,1895. To these 

were subsequently added the wool brought in by outside schooners
mentioned in my letter of the 4th September, 
these two classes for 1892 and 1894

The numbers of-

were detailed in the latter,
and repeated in the Kosmos letter 

arrangement. At the foot of this letter
of 9th September,accepting the

my figures were set out, 
years the near and outsidersshowing that in those two 

and the distant 400 of the whole,and
were 6o0

upon these figures the
agreement was based. The whole of the correspondence 

out for you,and how you can have gone so utterly wrong,if 

read the whole attentively,as you have in 53-12 is 

which I cannot pretend to explain.

was copied

you

an enigma,
It may have occurred to 

that in establishing a differential rate against outsiders
you

our
object was to get as much work as possible for our own fleet; if
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it did not,then this revelation may tend to clear up some of the 

obscurity of which you complain. Thus with Nilsson; you aslc how 

you could deal with him,armed as he was with’ a copy of Mr.Hard
ing's circular of 8tli November. The answer is easy. YJe were pre
pared to bring his woo-l from New Island to London at 35/.& 

and would have sent for it; but as he chose to bring it in him—

self,the port from which we took it was Stanley,ignoring any 

previous carriage for which we had not contracted. Enclosed you 

will find a statement of all wool up to the present time,exclu
sive of that by the Tanis,the copies of other consignees' Bills 

of Lading not having been sent,as they ought to have been: in 

this account note has been made of all the cases in which you 

have gone wrong. There is only one possible case relating to 

outsiders in which a concession might reasonably be made,that of 

a schooner arriving a day or so before the steamer,and not put

ting her cargo through the Great Britain; when this occurs,as we
have only a certain amount of labour to expend,and no storage or 

steam has been used,then it would be fair to reduce the charge 

to32/.& 50. If this was the case with Nilsson,there is room for
a concession. In future you must let us know of all these cases.
With these explanations,and a reperusal of last year's corres
pondence,! am sure that all will be clear to you.

Par.23. Biggs's money was cabled to the States; 
always pleased to do anything to oblige

17. Par.6.
|.

Henricnsen,which has been 

a better man for the post,and should 

months' rest again feel equal to the burden 

not follow that you should be in too much haste
18. I hear that the bull arrived

we are

an old servant like him.
It is satisfactory to hear of the supersession of

°o delicately carried out. Bnnenga is 

Ilans,after six or nine

of command,it does 

to oblige him*.
safely in Stanley; this you

ought to have reported,as well as his subsequent landing at Hill 
Cove,if it had taken place before you last wrote. We ought to be 

Co,as early information asin a position to give the Insurance 

possible.

19. I must again point out to

ding for cargo by the Thetis ought

the mail following her departure-.

mess about these sailing Bills of Lading three 
occasion I remember you sent them unsigned.

you that copies of Bills of La-

to be sent without fail by 

I think that there has been a 

times. On one



20. There is an order for a tram truck and rails for one of 

the jetties as to which' we require information. In the first 

place,it should have been stated whether the points are to be 

right or left hand,and a description of the rails should have 

been given. But the chief question is whether they are necessary 

or not. There is a tram truck on the beach,or was when I left, 

that could not be used for Goose Green,for which It was intended 

as a refuse carrier,and,with some adaptation,this might be used 

to replace any truck that has worn out. Again,when we took over 

the Meat Company’s plant at Goose Green,there were a number of 

trucks,all of which cannot possibly be wanted,and one of these 

might be converted for use in Stanley if necessary. When you 

wish for any improvement of this sort, it should be submitted Tor 

the approval of the Directors,not put down as an ordinary Store 

order. A drawing of various kinds of tram rails is enclosed.

21. W.& A.Gilbey are once more amiious to get us to take up 

their agency at Stanley,notwithstanding that I have told them 

that the field is absurdly small,and well filled up.. I have 

agreed to send you some price lists,but declined to ship samples 

until I hear from you that you can do anything with them.

22. We have recovered from the Protection Society in whiuh 

the Thetis is enrolled £41.12.11,towards the losses on the voy

age last year,but we are asked that In future you will send pro

per vouchers,for I was only able to put before them the state

ment of amounts credited to our clients>accounts,which you had 

not even signed.

23. Mr.Dean sends a mortgage,which he will be obliged by 

having registered,and returned to him.
24. The Thetis arrived on the 11th inst

your

and has turned out• y

her cargo in fair order. There has been some heat among the 

sheepskins,and damage by sweat,and better ventilation will be 

provided. The cargo was discharged under survey,and it is re
ported to us that the loose skins having been stowed on the top 

consequence,and that itof the cask3 the latter became heated in
thin

would have been better if a few ieese staves had been placed un
der the bales,so as to cause a little ventilation'. There 

Bill of lading for the bones,which should
was no

also have been on the
Manifest.
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25. The Thetis will load after she has been in dry dock,and 

take a cargo round the Islands as usual,under the command of 

Captain Rees,who has done very well for us. Prom the explana
tions given by you as we11 as by himself,we gather that the rea

son why she did not make an intermediate trip round the coast 

that you had already arranged to get the distant wool in by 

other vessels. This time,however,with plenty of time before you, 

hope that you will be able to get a cargo for her to bring 

into Stanley after she has- done the round,say from Weddell,Port 
Stephens,Roy Cove,or any of the distant ports. By asking before
hand you will surely find someone or more who can promise her 

freight into Stanley for the steamers. After that I hope that 

we shall get her home with wool,for Mr.Greenshields has agreed 

to give his,and I have no doubt that Mr.Cameron will do the 

same. Perhaps with Petaluga*s,or some other wool,we can get a 

full cargo with which she can sail,say about June. The freight 

will be 30/.& 5$,with whivh 1It.Greenshi&lds expresses himself 

satisfied.

was

we

26. I forward for your consideration some correspondence with 

the Kosmos Co.regarding complaints about a short supply of wool, 

as to which I shall be glad to hear from you. You will observe 

what Mr.Schlottfeldt says on the subject,and I am greatly in 

hopes that you will be able to contradict him point blank. I al- 

so wish to to do what you can in the matter of this most unsat
isfactory mail service. There can be no reason for increasing 

the number of mails,especially if it leads to a more irregular 

delivery of letters from the West,and I think you ought to get 

sufficient support to warrant your petitioning for a return to 

the old order of things,which was much more regular and satis

factory.. The increased vote was for the purpose of getting a bet 

ter line to take up the service,not to obtain an increased num
ber of boats of the same class. If- placed before the Secretary 

of State in a reasonable way,with statistics of failures to

bring the West mail,the petition ought to succeed.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

** •* __

Managing Director.
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P.S. 1 enclose a reply to a letter received from Nilsson,com
plaining of his account having been closed. The Board consider 

that there is no cause for their interference's they authorised 

the step you took*but think that a little more time might have 

been given. No action for recovery of the amount due should be 

taken for three months after' receipt of this mail.

; < •,
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Sir,

Confirming my last despatch per Ramses on the 20th ult I now• y

enclose duplicate of same. There have been no later advices from

the Islands since that date-.

2. I forwarded at Mrs,Bertrand’s request on the 16th ult.the

following cable on her husband’s account,Tell Bertrand wife

awaits Nichols”.. This I omitted to confirm by the Ramses. We

have since received,on the 23rd ult.your cable,-"Federal Elliot

Bowen Llanelly Baton Hall Balfour Williamson Liverpool Marta re

turned Dardara”,(damaged beyond repair). The word ”Babada” might

have been used,and Williamson left out,and for the matter of
Liverpool

that Balfour and Wixiiaasen too,as there is only one Baton Hall

among sailing vessels,and we have Lloyd’s register here. We are

making enquiries about Mr .Bov/an, and shall cable to catch the 

Ramses;as regards the Liverpool firm,we are their agents,and no 

reply is needed.

3. Captain Rees tells me that he thinks that some of Bonner’s

fencing was mislaid about the hulks; this you may have found

out,if so,it ought not to have occurred. I wrote about this on

the 28th' of July,and the remarks ought to have been answered’.

4. In further reference to the freight question,! think that
still more clearly

I may put the case of wool coming in by outsiders^by saying that 

according.to the arrangement in force up to this year,such wood 

was carried at 35/.& 5$,and that our negotiations with the Kos- 

did not extend to this class,the freight on which conse

quently remains the same,and is still 5/.cheaper than they will
mos

carry for outsiders. With regard to your remark in 53-12 that 

take it that the arrangement only applies to wool consignedyou

A.B.Bai11on,Esq • y

Manager,

Stanley.
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to us,will you kindly explain why you sent the heart and club 

marks through at 35/.& 5$? Did you think that the Kosmos was to 

have 30/.and the Thetis 5/? But if so,why did you estimate in 

your statement of approximate freight earned by the latter that 

she would receive 10/.not 5/.on these marks,as you clearly did? 

Be good enough to answer this,for it looks as though you propos- 

to squeeze two sums of 30/.and 10/.out of 35/ 

know how it is to be done.
and we want to• 9

5. I have to report with the greatest regret that Mr.Nichol 

died on the 4th inst.at St.Thomas’s Home. Soon after leaving 

Montevideo a great change for the better occurred outwardly in 

his condition,the bleeding that had troubled him so long ceased, 

and he began at once to pick up in condition,so that on arrival, 

although not so robust as I remembered him,he looked very fairly 

welip After examination by the surgeons it was decided to per

form an operation on the 3ra,and he only survived it a few hours. 

I saw him the day previous,and he told me that all pain had left 

him; it appears,however,that the malady was of a worse nature 

than was anticipated at first,and that under the most favourable 

circumstances his life could have been prolonged only a few 

months. At this date it is too early to give you any instructi
ons as to the disposal of his property,for I cannot say anything 

on the subject to his relatives until after the funeral beyond 

intimating,as I have already done,to Mrs.Bertrand that I will 
ask you to carry out any wishes that may be expressed. I think,
however,that I am right in saying that in the event of the Gov
ernment authorities intervening In any way it would become your
duty to see that none of the papers or letters on business,which 

belong to the archives of his office,should pass out of the pos
session of the Company. I do not anticipate any interference,but 
should it take place,you must be at hand to protect our inter

ests. With regard to the work this season,although there has 

been no Board meeting since Mr.Nicholas death,I have had the op

portunity of seeing several of the Directors,and the feeling is 

that if Mr.Blake could be induced to take temporary charge 

few months,he would be conferring a great favour upon us,and you 

are authorized to arrange this if possible... We look upon this as 

important,not so much with regard to the routine

for a

work of the
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season,which the Superintendents can carry out well enough,but 
it is in dealing with the rams to arrive from New Zealand,and in 

drafting and selecting the stud flocks and the rams to be used 

in them and the ewe flocks generally that the Board are anxious 

to be assured that the Company's interests are in the right 

hands. V.re are of opinion that considering the money we have 

spent,our wool ought to command as good prices as anyone's,and 

it is a standing grievance to us that,as a matter of fact,there 

are one or two people who beat us regularly,year after year,by 

at least Id.per lb. As regards the future,! think that there can 

be no doubt that the Board will go to New Zealand for the new 

Manager,but upon this point I cannot speak with authority,and it 

will be better,therefore,for you to keep your own counsel on the 

subject,merely letting people know what has been actually arran

ged, without disturbing their minds with speculations as to the 

future. It will be only fair to Mi*.Blake to tell him all you 

know,so that he may be assured that we are not asking him to 

dertake a permanent place,and you can freely discuss the subject 

with him in all its bearings. Should he agree,cable "Trullo”, 
which will mean "Blake will go",should he decline the word must 
be "Trumfar",signifying "Blake will not go".

6. I am glad to report that the condition of the Thetis's 

bottom is much better this voyage,there being a marked absence 

of corrosion in the rivets,which you will remember seeing last

un

year. A fevr heads were affected,but very few,and she will have 

cost far less than any year yet in the way of repairs. I had an 

opportunity of taking the opinion of Lloyd's Surveyor,who was in 

the dry dock with me,and it is very decidedly in favour of keep
ing her afloat at all times: Mr.Amor,the Dock 

him,and they both said that it is much
owner agreed with 

more necessary to be 

careful with a steel than with an iron ship: you will therefore 

have to discharge her by lighter again,notwithstanding a slight 

increase in expense and loss of time.

7• The pheasants by the Ramses have been insured for sea risk 

only; it would have been impossible to get them done against 
mortality except at a huge premium.

3. In getting together the goods for our clients this time,we 

are struck with the minuteness of some of the orders,which are
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altogether too retail'. Our suppliers put up with 'it,but do not 
like it,and say so., I thinlc that next year we must go to some of 

the Stores for these little items. Fancy sending down to the 

Potteries for a few dozen mugs and flower pots.

9. Since I began this I have heard that Mr.Nichol made a will 
before the operation,and a Solicitor has called with reference 

to getting his affairs wound up at Stanley. I do not think that 

there can be much property there of in Darwin,but whatever there 

is you should ascertain and let us know as soon as you can. His 

account should be balanced and transferred to London. In connex
ion with this,you should let us know whether any expenses in the 

way of caretaking are being incurred. An inventory should be tak 

en of all his as well as the Company’s property and furniture in 

the Manager’s house,and they should be compared with the lists 

which are understood to be on record in your office*.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
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Sir,

My Iasi despatch 

received your despatches 

inst.respectively,the latter 

short time.

<3. On the 11th inst.I 

closed.

WaS dated t-he 7th inst. ,and vre have since
nos,.54 and 55, on the 16th and 26th 

having come forward in a remarkably

°ent you a cablegram,as per copy en—

r* . 54-5. Messrs.Hassall & Co.

Mr.Anson have been shipped by this steamer.
4. Par.7. 

for Dr.Keay.

5., Par.3. The insurance 

On enquiry I find that it must 

Underwriters

state that the goods ordered by

I have arranged for the passages of the servants

on sealskins has had our attention.
run from the station only,as the 

a proposal for theare not prepared to entertain 

risk .in small cutters and dinghies.

6. Par.9. You are undoubtedly right in 

expense of landing fencing,and I think it
your remarks about the 

will be better to make 

it to you toout the Bills of Lading to Stanley only,leaving 

range for the local freight.
ar-

x think that it is,or should be,un- 

derstood that the rate of 45/.covers delivery by a schooner that

gets some return freight in wool,or has while 

into or pass by the port where
on a trip to go 

the goods are to be landed,and
that you are by means required to send them at 

ally,unless there is enough freight to make

no once,or speci-
it pay.

7. Par.10. The Directors have discussed the 

tjoOO to Cull at some length,and 

tion it. Unless we misunderstand

proposal to ad
vance are not prepared to sanc- 

your statement,it seems that he 

is proposing to start with' a capital of .1500,and to engage to
pay out of the earnings of the Island 0250 as vre11 as interest

A.JC.Paillon,Dsq.,

Manager, 
Stanley.



each year,besides providing for the necessary expenses of the 

station,. The Board do not think that New Island is large enough 

to enable anyone,however good a manager,to do this,and are of 

opinion that he must fall into arrears. Although he offers as 

security a charge on the stock,which in itself at boiling down 

price is insufficient,surely Nilsson has arranged for a prior 

claim,in the event of" default being made in payment of any of 

the instalments. Whether he has of not,complications are sure to 

arise,and as the business in any case is extremely small,and New 

Island is an expensive place,owing to its distance from Stanley, 
to fetch produce from*the Board would rather not have anything 

to do with it;- It-, seems.to us that the price given by Cull is 

far above the value of the property.

3. Par.IS. No doubt people who thought Mr.Mowat was going to 

do wonders in the freezing business are disappointed. I believe 

that even now he is too sanguine. When I remind you that on the 

24th March last,(328-9)I wrote you that his visit to England 

would probably remove once for all any misconceptions he might 

be labouring under as to the profits to be derived from the fro
zen meat trade,you will understand that our disappointment is 

not as keen as it might have been. When we have a little more 

information about the sheep to be shipped by others,we shall 

probably be able to arrange with Spearing £ Waldron for a vessel 
to go to Goose Green'.

9. Par.13. Your draft in favour of the London & Kiver Plate 

Bank was at 20 d/s; as all bills from the Plate and Chili are at 

90 days you had better fall in with this custom in future. As 

regards cashing drafts on j‘jngland,bear in mind that the Bank 

rate is now 4$,and that you ought not to take them at less than
5?6.

10. Par.19,and 55-9. Your remarks on the complaints made by 

i.osmos Co.are noted,but you do not say* anything to confirmthe

in anticipation my suggestion of 23th September 

I was probably in error.•
to Mr.Pepper,so

11. Par.20. '-he '.oard have expressed their belief that no 

better arrangement for the carriage of vrool is practicable at 

present; \re have to look at the question of maid carriage as
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and cannot take any step that might imperil this simply because 

Mr.Mov/at believes that if we had 2000 bales ready about the mid
dle of May,-a month after we hope to have sold a good deal of 

our clip- Tjamport & Holt would carry it home for 20/.a ton.

12. Par.21. We shall be glad to have the Inventory and valu

ation of the Glengowan; if made before the 26th October you have 

omitted to send it. It would put us on a better footing for ap

proaching the Salvage Association with an offer.
lo. Par.22. The Hoard have considered your remarks with ref

erence to the rosehouse you have erected,and offer no objection 

on the understanding that it is your private property^and that 

the Company are not asked to pay for it.

14. Par.24. The sailings of the Shaw Savill steamers from New 

Zealand do not appear to be at regular dates,and I gave you by 

cable intimation of the probable arrival of the Maraari as soon 

as I v/as informed by the Manager here.

15. Par.2,despatch 55. Prom what we can learn from

• a

- .rovm Jeri-
kinson £ Co.there is no doubt that you will be instructed to 

sell the Marta by auction.

16. Par.5. You acted with prudence in standing by and allow

ing the Government to buy the 250 tons da'maged coal ex Elliot, 

though whether it was a good bargain for the Colony,and whether 

the Governor is entitled to spend Colonial money in this way 

without consulting his Council is another question. The less 

damaged coal we buy ourselves the better.
17. Par.5. I have not yet had an opportunity of consulting 

the :oard as to the Dairy,but I shall suggest to them that we
might go as far as spending 0200 on the dwelling house,but that 

we ought not to go to the expense of fencing the land in again.. 
It is not of sufficient extent to provide feeding for more than 

a few cows,and I assume would only be wanted for an enclosure to 

drive them into for the purpose of milking. I do not lenow what
charges,if any,are made for depasturing cows on the common land. 
The Government ought to make it as easy as possible,in view of
the benefit a Dairy would be to the settlement.

It is satisfactory to hear that the Westbury 

delivered her cargo in such good order.

13. Par.3. has
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19. The Board have alvrays been opposed to a contract for coal 

on the Admiralty terms on account of the absence of reciprocity, 

and I doubt if they will be disposed to change their minds.. The 

difficulty has always been that while they bind us to have so 

many tons in stock,they will not engage to take any unless quite 

convenient to the ships,and it has happened more than once that 

we have laid down by their wish a quantity which they have al

lowed to lie in our hulk for years,and then when they have taken
some they have complained of the age. They ought to be made to

see that they are our sole customers,and that unless they will 

buy,say 400 or 500 tons per annum for certain,it must happen 

that we are left with old stock. As regards Captain Keane7s re

port, you ought to point out to the Senior Officer,when you see 

him,that after all it is very different from coal that has been

exposed to the air since its arrival,for lying in a hulk with

hatches on it keeps its quality very well. V.re have given them 

the benefit of cheap coal through having purchased the Sabino's 

cargo,and have allowed our own shipment to eat itself up in in

terest. It occurs to me that had we added together the cost of 

the two cargoes,and divided it by the total number of tons of 

coal,we might have arrived at a price that would have given a 

fair profit on the lot,so that it would not have mattered whe

ther you sold the Ella's or the Sabino's. If we now sell the

former at cost price,without considering five years' interest,it 

will not be aprofitable business. I do not think that it would

be practicable to ship smaller quantities of steam coal that 

be carried by a small vessel direct from a South Wales port;we 

could buy Welsh coal in Bondon,but at a high price,and the qual
ity with trans-shipping and lightering would suffer.

Par.12. All I can say about the idea of putting up a huge 

jetty is that it is simply monstrous,and should be opposed with 

the utmost vigour,as being totally unnecessary,and beyond the 

means of the Colony.

21. Par.17.

can

20.

It has been suggested,by Captain Pees I think, 

that the missing casks of Calvert's dip were sent away as Ness's 

or Little's through the numbers not having been observed; if
this was the case,it points to the desirability of 

ing taken.
more care be-
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22.. Par.13. Mt.Nichol informed me that there was very little 

wool left after the stragglers had been shorn,and that it would 

come next year. It will not be advisable to retain any in fut

ure,as all the wool for the year should be shipped.

23. Par.20. The reports from the Farm Overseers seem to be 

satisfactory.

24, Par,22, Notice has been given about the loss of sheep

skins per IIadassah,and when the documents arrive a claim will be 

put forward.

25. Referring again to par.20,I have to point out to you that 

stallions were sent out for the purpose of improving the Compa

ny's horses,and that without explanation it does not seem quite 

the thing to devote ourselves to improving the stock of other 

people,when the horses' sent away would have provided so many
more useful animals for our work. You do not mention the price 

obtained,which was an omission;but price is a secondary consid

eration compared with the importance of getting up our working 

stock. Any future deliveries of stallions outside out farms
would be better made in exchange for a certain number of good 

working horses,for which the demand has been insatiable 

last thirty years to my knowledge.

ihe members of the Biggs family who are returning to the 

Colony landed in Liverpool in a destitute condition about a

for the

26.

month ago,and two of them came here to ask assistance, 

andmg that their father wished to get them forwarded,! have ad
vanced them £15 altogether, and they left in the 

night ago,with the intention of staying at Montevideo 

boat arrives,Messrs.Humphreys being Instructed

Underst-

Orissa a fort-

until this
to see to their

passages down in case their father has not 
Miss Madeline Biggs is the leader

arranged for them.
evidently,and I take her to be

a capable and intelligent person,without whose 

sister and the cub would have been badly 

27, The boiler has been ordered for Goose 

to have had particulars of it

lead the other
off.

Green,but we ought 
early in the year,so that it

it will take two months tomight have been shipped by Thetis; 

build,and I must try to get it on board the next steamer,al- 

a difficult and expensive thing to handle.though it will be

23. I send you some correspondence with reference to the Dar-
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win Church,which the Baptist Minister has been trying to annex.

I think that the fact3 I have stated are correctly set out,and 

you will understand the position^
29. Now that the Sabino is empty,we shall have to decide what 

to do with her,and you had better let us have your ideas as to 

stationing her at North Arm or Darwin as a receiving hulk for

wool,to give the schooners better despatch,assuming that she is
not wanted as a hulk in Stanley. Perhaps the Marta will be a

good hulk,though rather small for general use,but if the Vicar

of Bray is getting past use as a coal hulk the former would be

of a useful size to replace her. With regard to getting a hulk

round to North Arm,where she would be more useful than at Dar

win ,if anchored in the outer bay,would any of the menof war en

tertain a proposal to tow her round for a moderate sum,when mak
ing a tour of the Islands?

50. Mr.Doxat has written to friends in New Zealand about a

successor to Mr.Nichol,and some time will elapse before we can 

hear of a likely man. On looking through Mr.Nicholas agreement I 

was surprised to find that no return passage had been provided 

in it for himself,and of course his wife was not mentioned. This

you ought to have seen and pointed out,though I do not think 

that the Board would have raised any objection,and it was mani

festly an oversight; still it is as well to remember that a pas
sage home is not a matter of right with all the Company’s ser

vants, and you should inform yourself as to who is and who is not 
entitled to it. The •oard have considered the question of' the 

termination of Mr.Nichol’s service,which of course occurred on 

his death,and they have decided to pay Mrs.Nichol the equivalent 

of his salary for one quarter from the date of his decease,the 

4th of November,and to present her with a return passage to the 

Islands,as she wishes to return to her father’s house,a course 

which she appears to think sufficiently liberal,and 

of fact is so',. She has asked to be allowed to retain possession 

of a desk and arm chair which Mr.Nichol' used to use,and if of

~ ■»

as a matter

any value should replace them; I have not had a chance of 

tioning this to the Board,and cannot myself give 

pany-’ s property. As far as is consistent with the collection of

men-

away the Com-
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wool,which nothing should ever be allowed to hinder,you must 
give Mrs.Hichol all the facilities you can for going to Darwin 

and collecting her property,which she wishes then to take to Hoy 

Cove. I thought that perhaps you might know of a cargo of wool t> 

to be got between that place and Hill Cove,and so could make the 

trip a useful one. You will of course see that all papers and 

letters on the Company’s business which may be found at Darwin 

are handed over to you,and you will have to make suitable ar

rangements for the care of the house,pending the arrival of the 

new manager. The bedroom furniture I understand was Mr.Nichol’s

property,which is perhaps just as well,so that you will have a 

chance of substituting for it something comfortable,but not un
necessarily ornate. I do not think that I can add anything more 

on this subject,except to say that we must have an account of

how Ilr.Hichol stood with us,so that we can pay over the balance 

due to his estate if asked to do so here.

SI. Captain Dees has asked me to impress upon you the 

sity of having the Thetis’s boat put in order before his arriv
al .

neces-

52. It is almost time to remind Hr.II.Waldron that his account
would be improved by the transfer of some of his Patagonian pro

fits, as promised when he was here. If he cannot reduce it,I do 

not think that we ought to execute all the orders he sends.
S3* i observe that you buy potatoes from the S.A.M.G. 

per cwt..,while those which we send from London cost with 

and insurance 5/9d.per cwt.

54. The Thetis has turned out the tallow 

although every search has been made,it cannot be 

possible that it was left behind at Goose Green?

at 7/.

freight

one cask short,and 

found'. Is it

It was one of
the 10 casks upon which a special report was asked for,as being 

probably of better quality than the rest. The Brokers say that 

they can find no appreciable difference,or if there is any it is 

slightly inferior.
55 . The advice notices about cheques were a mistake,and I

ought not to have sent them,as they have in more than 

been presented here through Bankers,which 

all.

one case
was not intended at 

abandoned,and after all 

ours to spend postage on advising remit-

Their use wi11,therefore,have to be 

it is ef no business of
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tances,which can very well be done by the senders; we forward 

cheques when the mail comes in,and there our duty,either here or 

in Stanley,ends’.

36. The Thetis passed the Downs in an easterly gale on

and must have had an excellent run out of the Channel,27th ult • >

as we have heard nothing of her since. When I last saw Mr.Green- 

shields he was willing to ship his wool by her at SO/..& 50,and I 

believe that Mr.Cameron’s can also be got,but before next mail I 

will try to see him on the subject. It is left to you to settle 

with Captain liees whether she delivers the San Carlos cargo her

self, or trans-ships it. I do not think that it would do to send 

her there on the way out,but it has occurred to me that she 

might take Conner’s goods round,and deliver last,beginning then 

to stow wool for England at San Carlos,and cal’ing at Salvador 

for Greenshields9 . Perhaps Petaluga will also send his,and then 

if you can get the Speedwell,and other odd lots you may by ar

ranging in time ahead get a respectable cargo together without 

having to send her for a coasting voyage,as she will be rather 

late this time'. 5/.a ton is a consideration after all,and surely 

some will be glad to take advantage of it. She has been very 

well stowed this time,and carries a larger cargo than she ever 

did before by about 60 tons, Capt.Iiees is a most economical man, 

and we are fortunate in every way in having got him. I think 

that you might reasonably ask our friends on the West to do all 

they can to assist in discharging; you are probably aware that 

we only undertake to put the goods above high water mark,an ar

rangement that vras made when we first began sending a ship round 

the Islands,being an extension of the custom of only putting 

cargo over the side. I hear that some people not only give no 

help,but expect our sailors to stow their goods away for them in 

the sheds; this is intolerable,and should not be countenanced.If 

they will help us,it is right that we should help them,but if hh 

they try to put too much upon us,we must stick rigidly to what 
we are bound to do,and no more.

observe that you have credited the schooners with freight 

on wool at 10/.per ton,whereas the arrangement was that cargo 

from the near ports was to pay 5/. It does not matter much,as it

571



is only robbing the Farm for the benefit of the schooners,and 

perhaps you will say that the former can afford it. At the same 

time it is a mistake.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(Llir Ihilkhmft JfchutiUi (limqutnu.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

C/G C /?
G /, * / Usee r/// ?r/ ' //?/ v /,

/i?r Supplementary mail 
via Liston* mikvv/ /■;/■ 19th December,N? 842.

Sir,
Since writing you per Tanis no further mails have arrived 

from the Colony. Letters by the Abydos were delivered the morn

ing after the departure of the last mail,as usual. We hear that 

the Tanis has put into Las Palmas in distress,so that it is al
most certain that the supplementary letters sent by the French 

mail will be in time to catch her at Montevideo.

JMn the Bill of Lading per Tanis one crate containing four 

fowls was entered; this was a mistake,as we shipped 12 Minorcas 

for Mr.Buckworth,and have since ascertained that they went on 

board. As these fowls were insured against all risks,and it is 

likely that they were lost in the gale,which seems to have done 

so much damage on deck,you must obtain a certificate from the 

agent in case of loss,ynxess you took the precaution of getting 

one from the Captain.
3. The Board have considered the question of expenditure on 

the Dairy,and are not inclined to exceed the sum I mentioned in 

the last despatch,£200,as in the event of the speculation being 

unsuccessful,we can hardly expect the man to carry it on at a 

loss,and the money will have been spent for nothing.

4# We have received your cablegram dated 9th inst.from Monte

video as follows:-"Sontuoso trocatinta trestesse(sic)mamari 
rOs&ka:r^m,,, which we translate "can supply 11,000(wethers)others 

5000 Mamari has 185 bales*1. It is a pity that she could not take 

all that you expected to have ready,and with regard to the num

ber Of sheep that we can give,the last Board decided that we 

Ought only to send those that we might otherwise have to send to 

Goose Green,the value of the mutton being probably much about

A.E.Baillon,Esq • >

Manager,

Stanley*
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the same as that of a fleece Of wool,and therefore no oatoh 

whatever* The Board thought that we should probably not need to 

part with more than 5000,and if so,and the other farmers oan -on

ly send 5000 more,probably there will be no freezing at aid>an 

eventuality that we should regard with comparative indifference* 

We have also received your advice of 176 bales by the 0-siris, 

which we suppose must be wool,as you were not to cable sheep- 

skinsjif so,you have probably had a schooner at one of the sta
tions just as shearing began*'

5* On reading the report on the coals ex Elliot,I think I 

ought to point out to you that condemnation of these cargoes, ex
cept in extreme cases,is not liked by Underwriters. When I was

in the Islands,I always used to insist upon their being sent on, 
and in one instance I remember the whole cargo had been under 

water,the ship having been scuttled in Sparrow Cove. This having 

been a most unusual case I asked the Secretary of LLoyd's what 

he thought of it,and received his entire approval,although the 

course I took was opposed by all concerned at the time* The fact 

is that the shipmaster is always glad to get an excuse for sel—
ling,as his freight is insured,but you will find,if you enquire, 
that the Underwriters are,on the other hand,in favour of for
warding. As the latter course suits 

should always endeavour to carry it out. 
that when coal had

us personally the best,you 

It was my experience 

once been heated and afterwards turned over
there was not the slightest'risk of fire again,even if it had 

been saturated with water,and I was always able to quote the

case mentioned,that of the Eugenie of Hamburg,as an extreme in- 

stance of this. You will find that>when a Captain says that he 

intimation that he must judge for 

case to Lloyd's usually 

It w6uld be most inconvenient if a 

precedent for selling cargoes of c6al on the slightest excuse 

were established,but it will come to this if 

foot down*

will take his 

himself,but that you will report the

own course*

causes him to climb down.

you do not put your

6* Strong complaints have been made about the delay in ship

ping the remainder of the Yfeddell and Spring Point 

season. I have replied that I believe the fault lies with those
wool this



responsible for baling the wool,and that if it had been .read# at 

the proper time,no delay would have occurred,but it will be as 

well to get your explanation Of it. I have pointed out in the 

case^f of the Spring Point lot the tonnage would be too sanall to 

send for unless there was a chance of filling up at a neighbour-- 

ing port,and I suppose that the same remark applies to the Wed

dell shipment as we11«

7. In forwarding a list of regular payments made by this of
fice for the Colony,! have to remind you of an order sent out

long before I left the Islands,viz:-that such amounts .are to be 

debited in the Stanley books at the time they are payable here® 

without waiting for the London entries.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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